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EXECI'TIVE Si':IMARY

this report presents the findings of a 15 month study of Individual and

famile stress due to the eruptions of Mt. St. Helens. Two types of data

i'erlno were ;sed in three Washington State sites: Longvicw-Kelso, Yakima

I.:,. P i 1 ,mn . Random samples of households were interviewed by telephone

about six months after the May 18, l9qRf eruption (152 households in all),

then re-interviewed about six months after the first interview (138 follow-up

interviews). In addition, samples of families were ,elected .cr in-depth

interviews in the home (60 Washington State families plus 10 control families

from Minneapolis, Minnesota). Husband, wife and one teenager were inter-

viewed separately but simultaneously, then the families participated in a

computerized experimental simulation involving a worsening Mt. St. Helens

cenario. Initial interviews were about six months after the Mlay 18 eruption.

One hall the Washington State families were re-interviewed six months later.

Data indicate considerable stress due to the May 18 eruption, especially

for those close to the mountain. Although that stress lessened in subsequent

months, it Increased again in Longview-Kelso in the late fall of 1980 due

- predictions of massive flooding on the Cowlitz River. Levels of stress,

as neatsured in two different ways, and a variety of coping behaviors demon-

tc rate the emotional Impact of the volcano. In addition, objective questions

a,)cut losses, added expenses, health and safety problems and related experiences

the more direct Impacts of the eruptions.

'anv imilies reported personal losses or problems caused by Mt. St.

Helens. Many more knew of other families with such problems. Yet most

families took no action. A number did discuss evacuating and a few discussed

mc,ine prmanentlv, but few even evacuated temporarily. Because our samples

wetr,' selected from residents six months after the May 18 eruption, we d.d

t ... ' -- " ": " '.
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not sample any cases wno moved soon afterward. Nearly all families indicate

vory low probabilities that they rill move in the future due to the volcano,

even if it continues to erupt. In part, that reluctance is attributable to

the large costs they -elieve to he associated with moving: economic, social,

and so forth.

Additional evidenc, ahout the nature of stress over time and the process

of family decision making were provided by two unusual procedures. First, a

Stress Graph was develpcd which allows each respondent to chart subjective

stress levels over extended time periods. That procedure provided a number

of insights into the familial aspects of over-time stress patterns. Also,

the computerized simulations required periodic family (husband, wife, teen-

ager) discussions regarding threat from the volcano and whether the family

should move elsewhere. Those discussions often brought out aspects of the

family's real life concerns about and reactions to the mountain.

Field observations not related to the interviews disclosed two unanticipated

problems: poor official handling of some residents' reports of earthquake

activity, and the Inability of local mental health clinics to attend to

residents' problems related to the eruptions. Clinics in all three sites

reported no change In their aseloads which could be attributable to Mt. St.

Helens, but all three were working to capacity prior to May 18. That they

were not involvev I:i l lvplng reduce widespread levels is apparently a conse-

quence of the nat ie ,.- ch clinics and 'heir already saturated schedules.

Seven recoimmendati,:.s to[low from our results. They are

1. The Federal Emergency Management Agency, or some comparable

agency. 1;,'ld doCp appropriate information materials and

public OuflcIal trlIning procedures to help residents define,

confro-.t i" I es;rss their concerns during and after major

Ll
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natural disasters. Every effort must be made to acknowledge

rather than deny public reactions. FEMA's Mt. St. Helens Technical

Information Network bulletins provided this type of information,

and could serve as a prototype service. However, more attention

needs to be directed to public fears and reactions.

2. An emergency expansion of local mental health services should

be enabled, with administrators of those centers having

explicit involvement in local emergency response plans and

specific duties to provide expanded emergency services.

3. Where natural ".,-c- threaten the lives of local residents,

some basis for residential relocation without loss of equity

must be established. Current insurance policies do not accept

a need to move and an inability to sell as a basis for reimbursement.

4. Local information centers are needed in the event of such wide-

spread hazards to provide better and more centralized infor-

mation on ways to cope with the problems encountered, utilize

help resources available, and so forth. People are typically

reluctant to pursue such information unless it is readily available.

Regarding future research on natural hazards and how people respond to

them:

5. Multiple respondent family studies are essential for understanding

the complexities of family level responses. Individual respondents

do not necessarily agree with other members of their households, and

family decisions are not simple consensual processes.

6. More over-time data Is needed, especially to distinguish the

short-term, sharp response effects from longer term elevated

qrress problems, and to relate these problems to differential

preparedness.

- t.
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7. B~oth as a research tool and as a training basis for family

preparedness, more exploration of computerized simulations is

warranted.
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PREFACE

This work represents a prime example of cooperative endeavor enabling

relatively rapid response of a research team to a major event: the eruption

of Mt. St. Helens. Slightly over four months elapsed between thu main

eruption on May 18 and the beginning of field work. That is a short time, by

normal funding standards. During that time we obtained funding, arranged a

field work subcontract, developed necessary tools and modified existing com-

I puter programs to enable a "mobile" simulation experiment.

All that work, plus a successful completion of the project on schedule

and within budget, would not have been possible without a great deal of help

from many people. As always, James Kerr of the Federal Emergency Management

Agency made our work as easy as possible, FEMA's Mt. St. Helens Technical

Information Network bulletins provided valuable background information as we pre-

pared and conducted our research- Dr. Thomas Plaut and Dr. Penny Maza from the

office of Prevention, National Institute of Mental Health, provided invaluable

assistance in obtaining funding as well as helpful suggestions regarding field

procedures. Such delightful people make working with federal agencies a joy.

Our subcontractor at Washington State University was Professor Irving

Tallman. He, with extensive help from Professor Louis Gray, hired and trained

the field staff, and oversaw the data gathering for the three sites in

Washington State. They also struggled with volcanic ash in mobile microcompu-

ters, hazardous driving on mountain highways, and myriad other problems never

mentioned in research textbooks.

No project succeeds without a strong support staff. Project secretary

Kristen Trelles deserves special mention for keeping everything together.

As in the earlier "Natural Hazards" project, she demonstrated far more than

secretarial skill, adding insights to our analyses and integration to our

iii
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efforts, Mary Ann Beneke, Executive Secretary of the Family Study Center,

assisted in maintaining financial records and proces, ing endless employee

forms. Rita Koontz, Administrative Assistant for th, ocial Research Ccrtr

at Washington State University, provided counterpart services for the, sub-

contract. To all these people, we are most grateful.

For our own parts in the proiect, Sheila Leik acted as coordinator

between the head office and the subcontractor, and also took major responsi-

bility for data preparation. Gregory Gifford and Knut Ekker shared ruspon-

sibilities for developing the simulation experiment software, conducting

Minneapolis interviews and experiments, and processing all data. Roberti

Leik, as principal investigator, was primarily responsible for design of

the project and decisions aboit data analyses, as well as drafting this

report. Lest this division of labor suggest di.parate activities, however,

it should be stressed that all of us worked on design, helped develop tools

and procedures, worked over data and edited the report. It has been very

much a team effort.

We have found this proiect exciting t bru hieit -,-i thnugh exasperating

at times. To our knowledgt:, it represents a "first' for computerized simula-

tion experiments in the fi,,ld accompanying in-depth interviews. It also

introduces a new technique called the Stress Graph. Both aspects enliven

the research with new insights and promise considerable benefits for future

research. We hope the report conveys our conviction that we have leairned

good deal about fami.ioe und,,r stress from a volcano.

iv
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JChapter One

FANILIES UNDER THREAT OF A VOLCANO

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

I
Since Marcb 27, 1980, Mt. St. Helens in Washington State has become a

major force in the environment of people living within hundreds of miles of

the volcano. More than once, people living close to the mountain have had

to evacuate their houses, and some have chosen to move permanently. It has

been estimated that 53 people lost their lives. For families living from

Portland to Seattle and from Astoria to Spokane, there lurks a continual

threat to safety and livelihood. The research reported here focuses on the

family stresses resulting from the day-to-day confrontation of that threat,

and the conflict it poses between such values as home and job versus safety

and health.

There has been no lack of research focused on Mt. St. Helens. Nearly

every aspect of volcanic activity and its consequences has been studied,

including both medical and mental health of people affected by the eruptions.

Little of that research, however, has been concerned with the families

threatened by future eruptions. Family stress is interpersonal as well as

individual. Circumstances which make maintaining the family in its present

locationand lifestyle more dangerous, more difficult, or more expensive will

create tensions not only for each family member but between family members

as well.

One particularly useful study reports the perceptions and attitudes of

people living in three communities close to Mt. St. Helens after the mountain

became active in March, but before the enormous eruption on May 18 (Greene,

Perry and Lindell, 1980). Awareness of potential threats (ash, lava. flood,
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explosive force) was widespread. Considerable proportions of respondents in

those communities perceived relatively serious threat at that time. For

example, 52 percent of respondents in Woodland expected moderate to severe

damage from madflows or floods, and 70 percent of the respondents in Cougar

expected moderate to severe damage from ashfall. On the other hand, a majority

of the respondents from Longview-Kelso, only 35 miles from the mountain,

expected no damage or only slight damage from any source. Nevertheless, a

sizeable proportion of the population around the mountain expressed concern

over its awakening.

Because there is no way for people to control Mt. St. Helens, there are

only two ways that families can be free of the stress of living in its shadow.

The family can, through religious faith, psychological compartmentalization,

familiarization, or redefinition of the problem, simply decide that there is

no threat. Whether that solution is possible for many families Is doubtful;

the entire family would have to concur if interpersonal stresses were to be

avoided. The remaining alternative is to move.

Moving the family may appear to be an easy solution to the chronic

stress of living near an active volcano, but it is a most difficult solution

for most families. Jobs are local commodities, and have been in short sup-

ply for many months. Friendships and support networks are built up over

months and years, and are severed only with considerable stress and even

trauma. Equity in property cannot be realized if no one wishes to move into

the area the family wants to leave, Even such intangibles as the comfort of

familiar surr"!n'd!ngs must be sacrificed if the family moves far enough to

escape the threat of a volcano. Any residential move is a source of stress

to family members, even when job and property equity are not at issue. Simply
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moving across town may be very upsetting to family life. When all the problems

accompanying a move away from Mt. St. Helens are considered, the resultant

stress may be extraordinarily high.

In short, then, the activity of Mt. St. Helens hascreated a serious

environmental hazard for residents of a large portion of the Pacific Northwest.

That hazard, in turn, undoubtedly created family stresses due to the lack of

a suitable resolution of health and safety versus continuity in an accustomed

style of life. It is necessary, of course, to distinguish between family

stress directly attributable to the volcano and family stress due to other

life events and circumstances. A high stress level could have existed plior

to the volcanic activity, or it could have developed since the mountain began

erupting, but for reasons that are unrelated to those eruptions. Our concern

in this report will be to determine the extent to which the volcanic activity

has created new stresses for families, how those stresses compare with more

routine family stress, and the manner in which families affected by the moun-

tain have attempted to cope with this new intrusion upon their lives.

The preceding statement implies two parallel areas of interest. First

is the area of family stress and coping. There is an extensive literature

concerning family stress and coping behavior, with parallel development in

the areas of individual stress and coping. These areas relate also to more

general concerns of physical and mental health. In fact, the American

Psychiatric Association has added a classification of "Posttraumatic Stress

Disorder" to cover a common syndrome of persons who have experienced severe

stress (Horowitz et al., 1980).

The other area of relevant research and theory is that concerned with

natural disasters. Although a large portion of the disaster research field

!.
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has focused on community and organizational reactions to warnings and ability

to recover after disasters, there is extensive llter-itlre on how Individuals

and families react to and are affected by such serious events in their lives.

Each of these areas will be discussed briefly.

FAMILY STRESS

Family stress thery and research originated with studies of families

in the depression (Angell, 1936; Cavan and Ranck, 1938) and during war time

separation (Hill, 1949). Subsequent modifications of the concepts of crisis

and stress (Hill, 1958; Hansen and Hill, 1964; Burr, 1973; Pearlin and

Schooler, 1978; Hansen and Johnson, 1979) have extended and elaborated the

earlier work, and the concept of family coping behavior has been added

(McCubbin et al., 1978; Pearlin and Schooler, 1978). Most recent theoretical

statementLs emphasize an acute disruption of orderly existence rather than a

continuing struggle with long-term problems.

Most formulations of family stress theory are based on Hill's (1949)

ABCX model. The extent to which a crisis exists, X, is a product of three

factors: some crisis-producing event, A, the family's resources for meeting

the crisis, B, and how the family defines the event, C. The extent to which

a family is vulnerable to a crisis depends upon how long the family has been

able to anticipate the crisis event, the amount of change in family inter-

action which the event requires, the family's resources for meeting these

requirements, including levels of integration and adaptability prior to the

event, and the extent to which the cause of the event is seen as external

to the family (see Hansen and Hill, 1964; Burr, 1973). The more ambiguous

a situation is, the more stressful it is (Hansen and Johnson, 1979; Kahn,

1979; Rosow, 19/b).

-~ - '
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How well the family recovers from a crisis situation depends upon the

family's prior integration and adaptability, how the family copes with the

situation (i.e., how the family solves relevant problems generated by the

crisis; Pearlin and Schooler, 1978), and whether the source of stress is

removed. Clear community or cultural norms for coping with stress should

aid family recovery, as should the family's involvement in social support

groups and activities (McCubbin et al., 1978; Kahn, 1979).

This view of family stress concentrates primarily on events affecting

the whole family and requiring redefinition of relevant family roles and

reallocation of family resources. It is possible, however, for events per-

tinent to a single member of the family to have implications for family stress

and stability. For example, it has been shown that law enforcement personnel

have one of the most stressful jobs available (Kroes and Hurrell, 1975).

Such stress is largely a consequence of the continuing dangers and frustra-

tions of police duty, but also results from the extent to which the police

role interferes with normal family existence.

Kroes, Margolies and Hurrell (1974) found that 100 percent of the offi-

cers that they interviewed stated that the job of being a policeman had

negative consequences for their family life. In addition, Richard and Fell

(1975) demonstrated that there is an unusually high number of "premature

deaths" among police officers, unusually high hospital admissions for cir-

culatory and digestive tract problems, and an unusual rate of suicide,

Various studies have demonstrated that police tend to be workaholics, to

show unusual evidence of exhaustion, to be subject to alcoholism and drug

abuse beyond normal population levels, and to have severe marital problems.

The relevance of discussing police stress is to make clear that, even

though events may not affect all members of a family directly, if one member

I
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is severely affected, it is likely that the consequences are felt by all

members of the family. With reference to Mt. St. Helens, one case studied

in the research to be reported involved someone whose job required that he

be continually on the mountain after the May 18 eruption. Although he con-

tinued to fulfill his job, he reported being in a continual state of fear

for his life. It is reasonable to presume that this constant stress would

have effects upon his family as well as him individually. As will be seen,

we have considerable evidence of stress in the families affected by the

mountain.

We will also show evidence of major differences in levels of stress

felt by the same individual at different times, across individuals in the

same family, across families in the same proximity to the mountain, and

across communities at different distances from the mountain. Typical family

research has not involved all ot these variables in the same project and

for the same respondents.

Certain aspects of family stress theory and research are particularly

relevant to the study of families affected by Mt. St. Helens. First, the

mountain poses a continuing threat as opposed to a single stress-producing

event. The cumulation of stress may well become overwhelming even though

a particular eruption might have been successfully weathered by a family.

In that sense, the Mt. St. Helens experience is more like that of the police

family, involving continual or chronic stress and the need to cope continuqlly

with that stress, Instead of the more traditional single event leading to z

crisis and ever',ia) recovery or fa-Lure.

Secondly, the family's resources for coping with stress may have been

reduced by the volcano. In particular, financial resources of many of the

residents of the Pacific Northwest have been affected by the eruptions
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because the economy of the area has been altered and many families have

Iencountered unusual expenses for repair or clean-up after the eruptions. In

addition, informal sources of social support, such as friends and relatives,

may have been reduced as some of the population has decided to move away.

Third, because there was little time to anticipate a situation of con-

tinual threat prior to the first major eruption, it is unlikely that the

Iaffected families would have made advance plans for coping. Less than two

months elapsed between the first rumbles of the mountain and the May 18

eruption. Had sufficient time been available, families may have sought

employment elsewhere, tried to sell their homes, or otherwise taken steps to

escape the threat.

Fourth, the amount of change which the families have had to make in

order to accommodate the threat is dependent upon many factors. How far

people live and work from Mt. St. Helens will determine actual physical

danger and the need to move for the sake of personal safety. Employment may

or may not have been seriously affected by the volcano, depending on location

and type of work. Lumbering, for example, has been very seriously affected.

The extent of ash fallout has altered some families' life styles more than

others, especially to the extent that the outdoors is a major part of family

occupation or recreation. It has been noted often, since the mountain first

erupted, that many people living near it chose to live there primarily for

j reasons of natural beauty, peaceful surroundings, and abundant outdoor recre-

ation opportunities in the Cascade Mountains.

IFifth, although there is no chance that the eruption of the volcano can

j be blamed on particular family members, it is possible that current exposure

to threat may be seen by some family members as a result of other members

t being unwilling to move away. If the family is to remain as a unit, and

one or more members refuse to leave the area, then all family members will!
.~. .21



continue to experience potential threat from continued volcanic activity.

Finally, the extent to which the family was already experiencing stress

due to, for example, family life cycle transitions, occupational problems,

or marital discord, can be expected to influence the family's ability to

withstand the additional stress caused by the mountain.

In short, family stress theory and research raise appropriate questions

regarding the specific problems of living under the threat of an active

volcano. The extent to which families have experienced stress due to the

mountain will depend in part upon the objective consequences of the eruptions

and in part upon the family's ability to cope with those consequences.

Coping, of course, may be in the form of trying to solve problems directly

and eliminate or minimize future problems, or by avoiding or denying those

problems. Disaster research has relevant findings about how people cope

with such major stress events.

DISASTER RESEARCH

Rather than review an extensive body of research related to disasters,

it is more appropriate to cite a few findings relevant to how people respond

to warnings and how they recover after a disaster. More general reviews and

reports can be found in Quarantelli, 1978; Burton, et al., 1978; Mileti,

1975. With reference to response to warnings, it has been shown that:

(1) people typically neither panic nor automatically respond

to a warning, but act more as reasonably rational decision

makers. As decision makers, they appear to follow a series

of simple choices relevant to determining the need for

action. If a need is perceived, and there seems to be suf-

ficient time before action is essential, then there is

likely to be a search for further evidence on which to base

a reason or (subjectively) rational choice (Drabek, 1969;

Perry, Lindell and Greene, 1980; Leik et al., 1981).

k~ ~ i..1,
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(2) Factors which convince people they are at risk, such as

environmental clues or personal contacts from friends or

officials, are more important influences on subsequent actions

j than are official warnings (Kunreuther, 1978; Janis and Mann,

1977).

(3) Involvement in community social networks will affect the

way people respond to disasters (Drabeck and Boggs, 1968;

Kendall and Clark, 1981).

(4) Families with children are most likely to display indepen-

dent decision-making behavior when faced with natural

disasters. Couples without children are less so, and iso-

lated individuals are the most likely to follow official

recommendations without engaging in a deliberate problem-

solving process. That is, the nature of the family structure

is a crucial variable in determining response behavior

(Bolin and Trainer, 1978; Kendall and Clark, 1981).

For certain kinds of repetitive disasters, such as severe floods, there

tends to develop a "disaster subculture" (Moore, 1964; Hannigan and Kueneman,

1978). To the extent that such a disaster subculture appears to provide

effective response when the disaster occurs, there is an accompanying dis-

interest in preparedness for future disasters by potential victims. Thus, it

might be expected that the very continuation of activity at Mt. St. Helens

may have produced a sense of ability to cope and an accompanying decrease

in interest in being prepared to respond to future eruptions.

Cross-cultural research has shown certain strong similarities of

response to disasters, such as uniformly high priority given to seeking

safe places for family members and extended duration of psychosomatic and

other mental health effects of major disaster events, Three rather dif-

ferent modes of response to disasters have been shown by families in

.
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different cultures, emphasizing dependence upon institutionalized support

structures, kinship networks, or rather isolated and individuated family

responses (Bolin and Trainer, 1978). The most common response appears to

be to seek temporary shelter with relatives or friends until the most severe

danger is passed, with the assumption that the family will be able to return

home and to resume relatively normal life once the threat has passed,

These findings suggest that the families affected by the eruptions of

Mt. St. Helens can be expected to have attempted reasonably rational solu-

tions to the stress precipitated by those eruptions. Ash fallout, which

was heavy in all areas studied, should have provided strong evidence of

being at risk, although the apparent risk should depend upon distance from

the volcano. Also, apparent risk should depend upon the extent to which

individuals view the eruptions as over or as likely to continue.

Permanent relocation, even in the face of such a severe and continuing

threat, is unlikely. Our sampling procedures ensured getting families who

had not relocated, at least during the first six months after the major

eruption. Extensive data available from previous studies indicate how house-

holds and families have responded to hurricanes, flash floods, and tornadoes,

It will be possible, therefore, to compare family response to the chronic

as well as acute stress posed by Mt. St. Pelens with how other families have

responded to one-time acute stress posed by other natural disasters. More

than previous studies, however, the present research will attempt to deter-

mine the extent to which families, rather than just individual members,

experience sr" .'a lasting consequences of the volcano's eruptions.

A
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Chapter Two

METHODS

The research to be reported here involves both interview and simu-

lation-experimentation methods. Families located in four different communi-

ties at increasing distances from Mt. St. Helens were studied approximately

six months after the May 18 eruption. Some interviews were conducted by

telephone, with only one person answering for the whole family. Other fami-

lies were interviewed in depth, with both parents and a teenager in each

family being interviewed. These "in-depth" families were then involved in

computerized experimental simulation of increasing threat from the mountain.

Approximately six months later, all available telephone interview households

were re-interviewed. Similarly, a subsample of the in-depth families was

re-interviewed. This chapter will deal with the samples, the timing, measure-

ment procedures and experimental methods used in the study.

SITES AND SAMPLES

Four communities were selected to provide a more-or-less geometric pro-

gression of distance from Mt. St. Helens. The four sites were: a) Longview-

Kelso, Washington, about 35 air miles west of the volcano; b) Yakima,

Washington, about 90 miles east northeast of the mountain; c) Pullman,

Washington, about 250 air miles east of the mountain; and d) Minneapolis,

Minnesota, about 1500 air miles east. All Washington State sites are

relatively small cities. Populations are approximately: Pullman, 24,400;

Yakima, 51,300; Longview-Kelso, 39,400.

These three sites were affected by the May 18 eruption and can be

considered to be under some continuing risk from future eruptions. The

enormous eruption on May 18 caused such heavy fallout of volcanic ash to

~~~~~. . . . . . . . . . . ..... . ..... - :.r .......
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the north and east that Yakima had a virtual blackout for nearly 36 hours.

Even Pullman received so much ash that many businesses were temporarily

closed. The Yakima Valley is fruit-growing country, and the accumulated

ash was believed to post, a serious threat to the year's fruit crop and pos-

siblv to crops o, ftitire years. 'That threat has since been seen as less

problematic than origl-allv believed. Further east is wheat-growing country,

whih had similar ,'onccrns after the massive fallout. Although subsequent

indications are that the ash has Tvet created the problems which were at

first anti, ipa:,od, th-'- was considerable early fear that the ash posed

both economic and health hazards of large magnitude.

Because of the prevailing winds at the time, the site closest to the

mountain (Longview-Kelso) was less directly affected by fallout from the

May 18 eruption than were the other two Washington State sites. However,

that site was in the pth of the cloud of ash from a second major eruption

on May 25. Also, Longvtew-Kelso is only a few miles from Toutle, the small

town which had to be evacuated because of mud and debris surging down the

Toutle River. That river feeds into the Cowlitz River, which flows through

the Longview-Kelso area. In addition to threat from ash or flood, the

Longview-Kelso area suffered economic problems because the mountain seri-

ously altered lumbering activities. The iumber industry is the principal

industry in that area.

In sum, the three Washington State sites were strongly affected by

the major eruption ou May 18, and could continue to be affected by subsequent

eruptions if -', ' ,-T,tions approach the strength of that most serious occur-

rence. In addition, the site of Longview-Kelso is under potential flood

threat both from fut>r activity of the mountain and from the fact that

the destruction of vegetation reduced the ability of the land to control

erosion and contain -iow melt. tIn fact, in October, 1980, the Longview-
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Kelso newspapers were carrying warnings of severe floci tlhreat if normal

rain and snowfall occurred in the fall and winter of that year. Fortunately,

the precipitation was unusually low in the subsequent months.

The Minneapolis site is, of course, under no threat from Mt. St. Helens.

A local news service had carried predictions of light ash fallout from two

of the eruptions, but there was no apparent concern in the area about the

effects of the volcano. A sample from Minneapolis constitutes a control

sample only, rather than a sample at risk.

As will become evident in a subsequent section of this chapter, most of

the information gathered from the telephone surveys would be inappropriate

for households not at risk from the mountain. However, information gathered

during the in-depth family interviews and the experimental simulation must

be compared with some control families not at risk to be adequately inter-

preted. Therefore, only partial in-depth family interviews and experiments

were conducted at the Minnesota site.

In consequence, two samples were drawn from each of the at-risk sites,

and one from Minneapolis. Using a random digit dialing procedure, house-

holds in each of the at-risk communities were contacted to determine whether

they would be willing to participate in the study. Criteria for inclusion

were the presence of one or more teenage children in a two-parent household.

These criteria were established in part because the concern of the study

was family stress and coping with a severe stressor event, rather than

individual stress and coping. By specifying both parents and one or more

children in the household, we were sampling families rather than isolated

individuals. The specification of teenage rather than any age child was .1

consequence of the requirements of the experimental simulation. As will _)e

discussed, that simulation involved computer use on the part of the family

i %
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members, hence required both the ability to read and respond to messages

and the ability to learn simple input procedures at , computCr keyboard.

It was assumed that children below teenage would have difficulty adapting

to this task.

Because the survey sample did not involve interviewing multiple mem-

bers of the same household, it would have been possible to include families

with other than teenage children. However, the household tlephone surveV'

provided the basis for finding fa, i:Ilies to be studied in depth. The pro-

cedure was as fiollows. First, the household was contacted by random Jigit

dialing, using only the prefix digits assigned to the selected areas. This

eliminated calls outside the four sites. The person who answered the phone

was asked if he or she was one of the parents of the household. If not,

the interviewer asked to speak to one of the parents. it was then deter-

mined whether the household satistied the criteria of two parents and at

least one teenager. If not, the person was thanked and the interviewer

terminated the telephone call. Tf the criteria were satisfied, the inter-

viewer explained in consider'ble detail the nature of the study and its

importance as well as the rights of the respondent to terminate the inter-

view then or at any sabsequent time if he or she agreed to participate.

When agreement to c,.,ntinue was obtained, the interviewer then explained

that a subsample of the households being studied was to be selected for

special in-depth study for which we would provide modest remuneration.

Further information was provided about the in-depth study, and the respondent

was asked w., , , . Ivil would be willing to participate in this special

subsample. If so, the interviewer proceeded to schedule the family for an

in-home visit from the iield staff. if not, the respondent was asked if

the regular telephone interview could proceed at that time. In some

!A
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instances, it was necessary to call back for a more convenient time for

scheduling in-home interviews, but most interviews proceeded readily from

first contact.

The final household survey samples consisted of 50 households each from

Pullman and Longview-Kelso, and 52 from Yakima. Thus, 152 households were

interviewed by telephone. Family in-depth interviews were conducted with

20 families from each of the Washington State sites, and 10 families from

Minneapolis, with three people from each family being interviewed. Each of

the family members was interviewed separately but at the same time. This

procedure required a team of three interviewers per family, each taking a

family member to a separate room. On completion of the interviews, the

family members from the in-depth sample were introduced to a microcomputer

network and led through how to use the machines for the simulation experiment.

Household telephone interviews required approximately 20 to 30 minutes,

whereas family interviews required up to one hour plus one-and-one-half hours

for the experimental simulation. Families were paid $25 for participation,

but telephone survey households were not provided remuneration. When a

family agreed to participate in the in-depth study, that family was removed

from the telephone survey list. Consequently, no household appears in both

the telephone survey and the in-depth family interview sample.

The structure of the research design, then, provides a larger telephone

survey sample as a basis for judging the representativeness of the smaller

in-depth family interview sample. Because the in-depth procedures were so

lengthy, it was impossible to study as many families as would be desired

from a statistical representativeness point of view. By comparing the

characteristics of the families studied in depth with the characteristics

of the larger number of households interviewed by telephone, we will be

able to assess the representativeness of the families studied in detail.

*
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As noted above, initial interviews were conducted approximately six

months after the May 18 eruption. About six months after the first inter-

views, a second wave of interviews was conducted. All households that could

be recontacted were rc-intervieweJ from the household survey sample. Over

90 percent of the orilnal house illds were subsequently re-interviewed. One

half of the families ztidied in 'epth were restudied six months later as

well. The fact that otil. half u17 the in-depth families were restudied is

due to the extensive time and t (n-site requirements of the in-depth

studies. The follow-up interviews of the in-depth families were not accom-

panied by a second experimental simulation, because prior familiarity with

the simulation procedures would have affected a second response pattern.

Ine entire data set, then, contains the following cases. From the household

survey, there are 152 first-wave interviews and 138 follow-up interviews.

From the in-depth family interviews, there are 70 three-person family first-

wave interviews, hence 210 individual family-member first-wave interviews.

Follow-up interviews were conducted with 30 three-person families, providing

90 individual family-member follow-up interviews. Finally, 70 three-person

experimental simulation sessions were conducted in conjunction with the

first-wave in-depth family interviews.

MEASUREMENT

The following types of data were gathered in both the telephone survey

interviews and the in-depth family interviews, although the level of detail

was considerably greater in the latter interviews. Household demographics

were obtaLn ', -:. I.g age, e'3. ition, occupation, anii w rk status of all

adult members of the household, plus the age and sex distribution of children

in the househol . 'amily's experiences with the eruption. of Mt. St.
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Helens were assessed, and their perception of current and future risks were

also measured. The extent to which the family discussed the threat from

the mountain and attempted to reach a decision concerning how to respond

was measured for each of four major eruptions: May 18, May 25, June 12,

and July 22. Some families were asked about the October 18 eruptions as

well, but many interviews were completed by that time.

The preferences of the individual members for moving or staying were

assessed in the family interviews. In all interviews, any decisions the

family had made regarding protective action or relocation were studied.

Two approaches were used for measuring stress. First, the life events stress

scale approach was used (Holmes and Rahe, 1967). Due to various criticisms

of the original life events stress scales, items were selected from McCubbin's

more recent FILE (Family Inventory of Life Events). Of course, life events

represent standardized stressors rather than specific volcano-relevant

stress. It was necessary, however, to determine the extent to which stress

existed for reasons other than the volcano in order to assess the importance

of the volcano in the overall stress pattern of the family.

To measure stress more spe-ifically associated with the mountain in

comparison with other types of stress, an entirely new procedure was devel-

oped, called a stress graph. Respondents in the in-depth family interviews

were presented a blank graph containing a time scale on the horizontal axis

and a zero-to-ten stress scale on the vertical axis. The time scale was

marked in months, beginning prior to the May 18 eruption, and contained

arrows indicating the five major eruptions on the dates cited above. Respon-

dents were led carefully by the interviewer through the process of deter-

mining periods of high stress and how high that subjective stress was on

a zero-to-ten basis, as well as periods of low stress. As particular stress

times or periods were established, notes were made on the graph which

S.c. .
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eventually allowed the respondent to draw a continuous curve over time,

representing how that person's subjective stress varied during the period

under study.

For the first interview, the period covered by the stress graph began

prior to the May 18 ',iuptLon an d ontfi u,e! to the time of interview (approx-

imately six months). For the s,-tond interview, the time scale began with

the previous interview and continued to the time ot tht. sL-cond interview

(again, approximately six months' . Interviewers wtvrc instructed to make

notes on the graph Indicating the reason for each peak of stress and whether

the mountain was relevant to that peak. Thus the stres- craphs provide a

continuous over-time report of perceived levels ol stro.s and sources of

stress. It is possible to compare perceived stress fro,.) Lhe eruptions of

the mountain with perceived stress from other events, as wc'l as to ascertain

any events which were unique stressors not captured by thL. stanu',rd inven-

tory of life events items. The effects of unique stressors on the individual

family members could also be measured by the stress graph.

In addition to stress, the manner in which people coped with the stress

was also measured. Coping items were selected primarily from McCubbin's

COPE instrument, with some additional items included. Coping items typi-

cally concern behaviors, such as smoking, reading, planning for the future,

or participating in social gatherings. Because the main concern of the

study was with the effects of the volcano, items were worded so that the

respondent indicated whether a particular activity was being engaged in more

than, about ,.'- - , or less than before the May 18 eruption. Items

which were not applicable (e.g., "smoking" for a nonsmoker) were so recorded.

For follow-up I.triews, the Lomparison was with the previous interview.

......... -- -r .-... . -- : "" " 'i 
"
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In addition to these types of variables, questions were asked concerning

social network linkages, such as number of neighbors known, informal

assistance patterns, duration of residence and so forth.

This brief overview of the variables examined provides very little

j detail about measurem.ent. Ln part, that detail will be provided as findings

are reported and spt. iic aspects of questions and response options are

discussed. If more intorniation s needed, questionnaire forms can be made

available. However, the varierx Ol forms (survey, interview, first wave,

second wave, contre]1) and their length preclude including them in this report.

In general, the variables tall into four major groupings. The first

group is family demographics, which are useful both for assessing the repre-

sentativeness of the cases studied and for use as control or predictor

variables in subsequent analyses. The second group of variables is derived

from a variety ot stL.dies oi response to natural hazards. Those variables

include perception of risk, aspects of searching for further information and

for validation of that perception of risk, and decisions regarding the per-

ceived threat. A third set of variables concerns the individual and family

stress and coping patterns. Finally, a set of variables about individual

and family decision making comes from the simulation experiments. Those

experiments will be discussed next.

SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

After each fami v , n lhe in-depth sample was interviewed, the three

members of thp f',mi Iv tp;irt ripftt'd i,1;in experimentaI game simulation using

a microcomputer networi. InitiallY, that computer network was housed in

a motor home, ', 1" * i , itorv'" could be taken directly to

the tamily ri- . , ' , ii ity o! ttasons, in hlding intrusion of

- ".. 7
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volcanic ash in the computers and inadequately controlled power supplies,

the computer system did not function well in the motor home. Consequently,

procedures were changed so that the comp.tei network was set up in a motel

room in the city where inter -ws were cirrentlv being conducted, and the

families were ,rouglt 'o that mo, el room for the simulation experiment por-

tion of the reseat h. The chang in p-oredures appeared to have caused no

difficulty for the study.

The equipment used consist,; - three TERAK microcomputers, each of which

has its own kex%'ar i. ithode i;i tube terminal (CRT), central processor,

and floppy disk. Aitne.ugh each terminai functions as a complete computer

system, the three were connected so that messages from one computer could

influence what occurred on the other computers.

Initially, subjects wei - s1awn how to use the computers and were intro-

duced to a game invo Lving runii.n, a .na.l I business. The game had been con-

structed for an earlier study of response to natural hazard warnings (see

Leik, Gifford and Ekker, 1981), and was designed to be both stimulating and

reasonably demanding of the person playing the game. In fact, the game is

sufficiently motivating that many subjects were unwilling to quit at the

end of the simulation session. Of course, a business game has little to do

with Mt. St. Helens. However, at selected times, news bulletins were pro-

vided via the computer concerning hypothetical volcanic activity including,

when appropriate, estimates of damage, injuries, loss of life, health

problems and so forth. When eruptions occurred in the simulation, a map

of Was.inqt, ,p'a,,e, showin major sites, the location of the

family playing the game, the location of Mt. St. Hielens, and a growing

spread of ash a, 1- - ,1p screen representing the area blanketed by the

latest eruption. To maintain a sense of real time, a day-by-day date was

1A
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I
shown on the screen, with each simulation day lasting about one minute. The

first date shown was in January 1981, whereas the experiments were conducted

during 1980. Therefore, the simulation was presented as entirely hypothetical

3 future behavior of the volcano.

Two kinds of response relevant to the volcano were obtained automati-

cally by the way people played the game. First, at fairly frequent intervals,

individual family members had to decide whether to continue their business

operation or to close it down ind take some kind of protective action against

the volcanic activLty. The game was so constructed that if an eruption had

covered the geographil area where the family was located, difficulties with

the business ensued, such as clean-up expenses and loss of productivity.

At four times during the hour-and-one-half simulation, individual family

members had to decide whether they preferred to move away from the community

they were then ii, 01- a(-tjaa mmunif v they lived in) in order to protect

themselves and their business from further problems of the mountein. After

these individual decisions were entered into the computer, the family then

turned away from their computer consoles and discussed among themselves

whether they as a family wished to relocate. It was required that all three

members move to the same alternative site or that all three members stay at

their current site. That is, they had to act as a family unit. Consequently,

the family discussions provided both a vehicle for observing the manner in

which the families approached the problem of whether or not to relocate and

a basis for comparing the collective family process with the individual

preferences obtained earlier.

Although this brief discussion cannot convey the character of the game

simulation, it shouild be pointed out that all family members found the use

of the computers comfortable and easy to learn, all members appeared to be
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quite engrossed in attempting to run their business successfully, and some

of the families' discussions indicated a clear relationship between their

behavior in the game simulation and their real concerns and evaluations

regarding the threat from Mt. St. Helens. As with the survey and interview

data, more details of the experimental procedure will be provided as those

data are analyzed in subsequent portions of this report.

This constitutes the entire set of procedures and measurements used

in the study. Some types of variables, such as stress or family decision

making, were measured in at least two ways. The majority of the variables

have been used in prior studies, and some have very extensive documentation.

To our knowledge, this is the only study involving both interview and game

simulation methods to examine the process by which families experience and

respond to a major environmental stress.
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Chapter Three

THE TELEPHONE SURVEY

DEMOGRAPHICS

As indicated i:' the previou chapter, the first wave of telephone

interviews provided 1 :2 respon&ents, each representing a household in one

of the three Washington State sites. Subsequent second-wave interviews

were conducted with as many of those first-wave households as possible,

resulting in 138 follew-up interviews for a 91 percent follow-up rate.

Before examining data relevant Lo reaction to the volcano, it is appropriate

to determine what type of families were represented in the sample. Toward

that end, we will look briefly at the age distribution of each of the parents

in the household, the work status of the parents, their occupations, and the

composition of the :nosehi1N terms of , hildren in the family anid other

adults living with the parents. It will be recalled that a criterion for

inclusion in the sample was that both parents and at least one teenager be

present in the family.

Table 3.1 shows the ages of husbands and wives in the households

studied, by site. It is apparent that most of the husbands and wives in all

three samples are in the age group 30 to 49. In fact, between 72 and 82

percent of husbands and of wives in each site falls within that range. There

are no obvious differences between the sites regarding ages of either spouse.

Obviously, our samples do not include very young or very old families, pri-

marily ,e' , ', riterion that at least one teenager be in the household.

Aside from teenagers. nearly half of the households contained children

in the 7 to 12 -(-o range. and a smail percentage have children six years old

or younger. Again there are no obvious differences by site except for the
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fact that only two percent of the Pullman households have very young chil-

dren, whereas 14 and 16 percent of the families in Yakima and Longview,

respectively, have such verv young children. Regarding other adults in the

household, 15 of Ohi, 152 cases contained one other adult and four more con-

tained at least two other adults. However, it is apparent from examining the

ages of those other alults that mo.c of them are adult children in the

early 20's still living at home. The only noticeable difference by site is

that the Longview households contain only one other adult, with the Pullman

and Yakima househlds iccountlng equally for the balance of other adults

that appear in the sample.

TABLE 3.1. Ages of Parents, by Site

Iman Yakima Longview-Kelso

Age ifusb Wife Husb Wife Husb Wife

20-29 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 1 (02) 0 (0) 1 (02)
30-39 11 (22) 18 (36) 18 (35) 24 (46) 18 (36) 25 (51)

40-49 25 (50) 23 (46) 21 (40) 15 (29) 18 (36) 12 (25)
50-59 10 (20) 8 (16) 10 (19) 11 (21) 13 (26) 11 (22)
60-69 3 (06) 1 (02) 3 (06) 1 (02) 1 (02) 0 (0)

70 or over 1 (02) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
No response 1

50 50 52 52 50 50

Percent of responses shown in parentheses

Turning to the question of work status of the parents, it is apparent

from Table 3.2 That the families are quite similar across sites and generally

representative of U. S. families regarding parental employment. Nearly all

husbands work full time, and between 52 and 65 percent of the wives work

either part time ot tull time. Thus far, samples in all sites appear comparable

and representative " the family life cycle stage that we intended to study.

A
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TABLE 3.2. Work Status of Parents, by Site

Pullman Yakima Longview-Kelso

Work StaU- ritsb Wi I Husb Wife Husb Wife

Full Timt i ud) 44 (90) 23 (46) 44 (94) 22 (44)
Part Time C)) 0 )8 2 (04) 4 (08) 1 (02) 4 (08)
Unemployed 0) 1/ 3 (06) 2j (46) 2 (04) 24 (48)
Noresponse 1 3 2 3 0

50 52 52 50 50

P , ce-, t t responses shown in parentheses

Occupational data indicate titat, despite similarities just demonstrated,

there is a major difference between Pullman and the other two sites. That

difference is t . :.ble to }tlo fact that Pullman is primarily a university

town, hence has a very high rate of professional occupations compared to most

towns or cities its size. Table 3.3 indicates that 82 percent of the husbands

who provided information about their occupations are either in the professional-

technical or the managerial-administrative categories in Pullman, whereas the

other two sites have 30 and 31 percent of husbands in those categories.

Obviously, the Pullman sample is a considerably higher status sample, so it

will be necessary to keep that fact in mind when interpreting differences

between sites.

Unfortunately, -he site differences are also related to distance from

Mt. St. Hei ., y ma.c it difficult to untangle the source of any

site differem._.. , vd. However, if data on response to the volcano s.ow

reasonable pro,-v-.,r trw, Jao;igview to Yakima to Pullman (the distance

gradient), ra'ujr 1:,an aburpt shift from Pullman to the other two sites, it

L
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will be reasonable to interpret the results as a function of distance

rather than of status of the households studied. It is also evident from

Table 3.3 that one out of six households in the Yakima sample is involved

in farming, compared to only one household in the other two sites combined.

By contrast, a much larger proportion of the Longview-Kelso husbands are in

the craftsman-loreman category than in either of the other two sites.

These differences reflect the different economic bases of the sites,

indicating that the samples are reasonably representative of those sites

but have distinct ditierences across sites. Regarding employment of the

wives, the dominant empioyment category for all sites is clerical work.

That 's, of course, not surprising. Somewhat more of the Longview-Kelso

wives who are employed are in the professional-technical category than in

either other site, but most differences are small enough to be of little

relevance for

TABLE 3.3. Occupation of Parents, by Site

Pullman Yakima Longview-Kelso

Occupation Husb Wife Husb Wife Husb Wife

Prof/Tech 31 (65) 6 (19) 7 (15) 5 (19) 9 (20) 7 (27)
Manag/Admin 8 (17) 2 (06) 7 (15) 3 (11) 5 (11) 3 (12)

Clerical 0 ( 0) 18 (56) 3 (06) 11 (41) 0 ( 0) 10 (39)
Craft/Fore 7 (15) 4 (13) 12 (25) 2 (07) 21 (46) 0 ( 0)
Transport Op 1 (02) 0 (0) 3 (06) 0 (0) 3 (07) 0 (0)
Nonfarm Labor 0 ( 0) 0 (0) 8 (17) 3 (11) 8 (17) 5 (19)
Farmer/Farm Labor 1 (02) 0 (0) 8 (17) 2 (08) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0)

Service 0 (0) 2 (06) 0 (0) 1 (04) 0 (0) 1 (04)
No response 2 18 4 25 4 24

50 52 52 50 50

Percent of responses shown in parentheses

________ _______ _____________



COMMUNITY INVOLVEM ENT

To get an indication of the extent to which the families studied are

linked to their communities, the following information was gathered: how

many years the famtly has lived in their current home, how many years they

have lived in the ;ame area, whether or not they own their homes, how many

neighbors they feel they can telk with. and how many neighbors they feel

they can ask for help if they need it. None of these data show important

distinctions between the sites. On the average, families have lived in their

current home less thk 10 years. although some have lived there for more

than 25 years. Similarly, on the average, families in all sites have lived

in their respective areas for about 15 years. The number of long-term area

residents (more than 25 years) is considera ,ly lower in Pullman than the

other two sites, but other aspects of the distributions are quite similar.

Table 3.4 contains tnose dato.

TABLE 3.4. Years in Current Home and in Same Area. by Site

Years Pullman Yakima Longview-Kels

Home Area Home Area Home Area

Under 1 1 (06) 1 (02) 4 (08) 3 (06) 5 (10) 1 (02)

1-5 11 22) 9 (18) 19 (37) 8 (15) 17 (341 7 (14)

6-10 14 (28) 8 (16) 7 (14) 8 (15) 14 (28) 8 (16)
11-15 15 (30) 12 (24) 12 (23) 3 (06) 10 (20) 12 (24)
16-20 4 (08) 10 (20) 4 (08) 5 (10) 2 (04) 4 (08)

21-25 1 (02) 7 (14) 4 (08) 4 (08) 1 (02) / (04)

Over 25 2 (04) 3 (06) 2 (04) 21 (40) 1 (02) 16 (32)

50 50 52 52 50 50

PeLc ut ol responses shown in parentheses

I
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Regarding home ownership, all three sites are unusual in terms of the

overall U. S. picture. Percent homeowners by site are 94, 94, and 88 percent

respectively for Pullman. Yakima, and Longview-Kelso, Although these figures

are unusually i t,: .re ver: similar across sites, The high percentage

of home owner-1 i: - nhte v account in part for the reluctance of

these familie t, 1 lurinc tlw Mt. St. Helens eruptions, and may in fact

result from samplt -. 'i:: selec td after the mountain erupted. That is, if

renters were more Lkclv to itave than owners, a higher proportion of owners

would remain, , I ed. However, it is more likely that the figures

reflect the charactI ¢ the sites studied: they do not contain densely popu-

lated urbanized areas. Also, because families with teenagers were selected,

it is more likely that they would be homeowners. They are old enough to have

worked up to owning a home before inflation and high interest rates made home

ownership mort :,

There is some difteronce between Pullman and the other two sites in the

extent to which respondents feel they can talk with or ask for help from

their neighbors. Forty-six percent of the Pullman respondents indicate they

can talk with at least 10 neighbors, and 42 percent indicate they -an ask for

help from at least 10 neighbors. The comparable figures from Yakima are 27.5

and 25.4 percent, and from Longview-Keiso the figures are 26 percent and 25.1

percent. The higher neighborhood linkage represented by the Pullman data may

relfect two differences between Pullman and the other sites. First, Pullman

is largely a univer;itv ommunity and is the omallest of the three sites. In

addition, ") . ItIivus homogeneity in Pullman. Consequently, it

is more nearly n iyI. ',hJit-ion with a common link.

Tn sumir " ' i no.e re ,:irding -ommunitv linkage indicates

essentially o1:i i-l, I ,ngth of time in the current residence and in the
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current area, comparable levels of home ownership, and considerable neighbor-

hood linkage in terms of talking with or being able to ask for help from one's

neighbors. Pullman differs from the other communities in part by having

fewer really long-term area residents, and in part by greater neighborhood

linkage.

EXPERIENCE WITH >. . i1EN

We next turn i s ries cf questions dealing with what the households

experienced whev 'I! 't. Helens -rupted. Four major eruptions will be

considered: Mv lo, J13v 25, .1une 12, and July 22. First, it is important

to know whether the families studied were in fact in their respective

communities at the times of the eruptions. Across the three sites and the

four eruptions, the percent of families in their areas at the time of erup-

tion ranges from 78 to 98, For the May 18 eruption, which was by far the

most threatening of the four e'.ptions, the percentage of respondent families

at home was 86 percent for Pullman, 81 percent for Yakima and 88 percent for

Longview-Kelso. Consequently, there is very little difference across sites

in the proportion of our respondent families that experienced that eruption.

Subsequent proportions are higher for all sites with the exception of Pullman

on June 12, when only 78 percent were in the area.

Each respondent was asked the following questions: "Has your family,

or anyone you know, suffered any of the following losses or had the following

problems due to Mt. St. Helens?" Two categories of losses were provided.

The first category contained economic losses: loss of job, lost business Dr

work, heavy clean-up expenses, and property damage. There were also the

following categories of personal losses or problems: having been in severe

dange-r, experizic!U. ILjury or sickness, or experienced death. Table 3.5

• , , I A,
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contains the percentages of the three site samples reporting those different

experiences. A number of observations are warranted,

First, there is some dlifference in typical family experience across the

three sites. y,1- .' P~n,;man sample shows less than one quarter

of the famili: ' personally or knowing people who exper-

ienced arv of ta ;V, c:i at. On the other hand, over half the Longview-

Kelso sample knew t , .,i "operty damage or were in severe danger.

There is a clear :<r.*( t 1r ii Iman to Yakima to Longview-Kelso in the

percent of olt, it Lo. e ther people who were affected by the vol-

cano. That is, dist. n oi rtm the volcano directly aifects the extent to

which people were acquainted with others having the specified problems. That

is not true, however, ior the families' own experiences. Surprisingly, Yakima

shows higher per. entaoes of families experiencing business loss, clean-up

expense, pr61s';..., an injury or sickness than does Longview-Kelso.

In all instances, the L ongview-Kelso families have higher percentages of

event experience than do the Pullman families.

TABLE 3.5. Experiences by "Your Family" or "Anyone You Know," by Site

Pullman Yakima Longview-Kelso

Experience Famil'. Others Family Others Family Others

Job Loss 2.0 2.0 8.0 8.0 16.0 28.0
Business Loss 22.0 24.0 46.2 26.9 24.0 36.0
Clean-up Expense 10.0 10.0 38.5 40.4 32.0 46.0
Property Damage 1)'., 8.0 34.6 32.7 12.0 52,0
Severe Danger 14.() 12.0 13.5 11.5 16.0 52.0
Injury/Sicii', , , 14.0 15.4 11.5 14.0 20.0
Death I, U 1.9 0 2.0 24.0,

Enti i r ;,r(_t-nts of total samples.

.5i
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Given the nature of the eruptions, it is not so surprising after all

that Yakima had greater proportions of families with the difficulties cited.

That is, ash fallout in Yakima was far greater than in Longview-Kelso, and

the anticipated Longview-Kelso floods did not develop to the extent that

was predicted. Cons&- i:en rv, many more families east of the mountain were

faced with massive ash removal, danger to personal health, and considerable

damage or business loss due to the disruption caused by the volcanic ash.

The surprising fact, pr-haps, is that despite their own problems, people in

the Yakima famil-os !ess likely to know others sharing those problems

than were people in the Lcngview-Kelso area. Thus, although the community

involvement and neighborhood acquaintance data showed no important differences

between those two sites, it would appear that families in the Yakima area

are less aware of the experiences of those around them, suggesting a less

strongly connected community network than occurs in Longview-Kelso.

It will become apparent in subsequent portions of this report that a

variety of our data suggest a more individualistic attitude in Yakima than

in either of the other two sites. It is generally true that communities in

eastern Washington (east of the Cascade Range) are more socially and poli-

tically conservative than are people west of the mountains. Also, Yakima is

the largest site and serves as an urban center to a larger area than do

either of the other sites. Consequently it has less "small town" character

than Pullman or Longview-Kelso. The politically conservative pattern of

eastern Washington does not appear in Pullman because of the influence of

the university. '. I-,.w-Kelso Is west of the mountains. Both sites have

a more "bounded" or self-contained character than does Yakima. In any event,

the experience dati -ovitlc the first hint of a more self-reliant, less

interdependent approach taken by people in tK- Yakima area compared to the

other two areas.

It

M. low
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One other question indicates quite different consequences for the three

sites. Respondents were asked whether they knew of families who moved due

to the eruption. Answer categories were "no one," "one or two families,"

"up to ten families," and "more than ten families." Combining the three

categories indicatirg knowledge of at least one family that moved, we find

that six percent _,1 wIman respondents knew of families who moved, compared

with 13.4 percent :in 'iakima and a remarkable 50.0 percent in Longview-Kelso.

ALthough the difitrc tiLal awareness of others' experiences suggested by the

data in Table J. :; account ior some of the difference between Yakima

and Longvlew-KuLs, is apparent that far more families moved from the

Longview-Kelso area than from either of the other two areas.

Data from the six-month follow-up interviews augment the difference

already indicated. Respondents were asked if they were aware of families who

had mcve2 - - I .! intervif-w. Percentages were: Pullman, 4.2 percent;

Yakima, 8.5 percent; and Longview-Kelso, 23.3 percent. It is apparent from

these data that only in the Longview-Kelso area were families often and over

a long period of time aware of other families moving because of the threat of

the volcano. The picture is made more complete by the fact that, whereas

none of the Pullman families were aware of more than one or two other fami-

lies moving, and only two percent of the Yakima families were aware of more

than one or two other families moving, 20 percent of the Longview families

knew of more than one or two families who left because of the volcano. In

fact, six percent of the Longview families knew of more than 10 other fami-

lies who had b :

Three questions runcerned current problems which were attributable to

the eruptions of th ir-Taain. Those problems were economic, health, and

getting along witi t:a h other in the family. Table 3.6 contains the percen-

tage of familii e,,; hbsites indicating that they had such problems.
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The distance from the volcano is apparent in the pattern of entries in

Table 3.6. With the single exception of health problems 12 months after

the eruption, all Longview-Kelso percentages are higher than those from

Yakima. For economic and health problems, in turn, Yakima percentages are

higher than those in Pullman. There is a very slightly higher percentage of

"getting along" problems in Pullman than in Yakima, but the difference is

trivial.

TABLE 3.6. Current Problems Due to Mt. St. Helens, by Site and Time

Problem Pullman Yakima Longview-Kelso

6 mos 12 mos 6 mos 12 mos 6 mos 12 mos

Economic 0 2.0 5.8 6.4 16.0 16.3

Health .,) 12.r 9.6 19.1 16.0 11.6

Getting Along 2.0 6.3 1.9 2.1 8.0 14.0

Entries are percents of total samples

In general, the Longview-Kelso families are experiencing greater c4

ficulty on all dimensions than are families in the other areas. Also, the

problems do not seem to be getting less frequent with time. In fact, there

is a higher proportion of Longview-Kelso families having difficulty getting

along at the 12 month re-interview than at the first interview. Similarly,

there is twice the proportion of Yakima families experiencing health problems

related to the volcano at the 12 month re-interview than at the six month

first interview. Although these percentages do not seem high, they do war-

rant some reflection. Twelve months after the major eruption, nearly one In

~ .~.r'.

V!
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five families in Yakima say they have health problems related to the volcano.

One in six Longview-Kelso families has economic problems a year after the

volcanic eruption, one in nine of those families has health problems a

year later, and one in seven families has interpersonal difficulties attribu-

table tc the voicaao. In short, Lhere is fairly widespread, continuing dif-

ficulty traceabie Lo r.ie eruptiounb of the mountain.

RISK

Two simple qL,'_- 10n wure iiiluded in both the first interview and the

follow-up inte Zk 7 : I!termii, Lhe extent to which rospondents felt at

risk from continued volcanic activity at Mt. St. Helens. Those questions

were, "What do you think that the chances are that the mountain will continue

to erupt?" and "What are the chances that, if it continues to erupt, it will

be a serious threat to your health or property?" Answers to these questions

were elicited in prcentiiaes, such as 10 percent, and recorded to the nearest

10 percent. It is obvious that the questions are parallel to the components

of an expected utility. That is, what is the chance of an outcome and what

is the utility of that outcome. In this instance, of course, we are asking

about the chance of a negative utility occurring. The product of the two

probability statements should indicate the subjective probability that the

mountain threatens the family being interviewed.

As a first, simple way of looking at the data, the percentage of fami-

lies indicating at least a 50/50 chance on each item was tabulated. For the

mountain continuing to erupt, those proportions are: Pullman, 80.0 percent;

Yakima, 56.6 p .... lid LuiL6 ,it -Kulso, 85.9 percent. It is surprising

that the Yakima faiLtit, iie noticeably less likely than the other two to

believe that I , ,. . n will continue to erupt, whereas Pullman and

Longview-Kelso 3hot., .,trv similar results. Percentages of families stating

that an erupti, . .r is thr.at to health or property were as
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follows: Pullman, 10,2 percent; Yakima, 21.1 percent; Longview-Kelso,

38.4 percent. It is apparent that families in the Longview-Kelso area feel

much more threatened by possible continued eruption of the volcano than do

families elsewhere. Summarizing the 50/50 percentages from the two questions

suggests that Pullman residents say eruptions are likely but not threatening,

Yakima residents say eruptions dre less likely but more threatening, and

Longview resicents say eruptions are both likely and fairly threatening.

It is interesting to compare these data with risk perception data from

site studies conducted for the Natural Hazards Warning Systems proiect

(Leik et al., 1981). "Overall, 42 percent of respondents living :.i 'iurricane]

sites felt that an average strength hurricane would have little or no effect

cn their property" (Kendall and Clark, 1981, p. 198). Again, the same authors

state, "51 percent of the respondents across six [flash flood] sites felt

that they woul , .

By contrast, between 62 percent and 90 percent of respondents in the

three Mt. St. Helens sites felt that there was less than a 50/50 chance of

threat. The most threatened site, Longview-Kelso, is somewhat close to the

weather hazard sites, but Yakima and Pullman show far less concern. The

questions were worded differently, w. a, may account for the differences.

If "little effect" and "moderate effect" from the hurricane threat responses

are combined, to be more comparable to a 50/50 chance from the Mt. St. Helens

data, then percentages range from 55.5 percent to 78.7 percent across the

six sites. Similarly, combining "no danger" and "some danger" from the

flash flood t.hLeat reponses generates percentages ranging from 78.9 percent

to 94.0 percent.

It appears, then, that risk perception regarding Mt. St. Helens is not

that different from risk perception regarding other natural hazards. This

I "

". ,.. -
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finding raises the question of whether large portions of a population ever

perceive themselves at risk of serious consequences of natural events. Per-

haps it is necessary for most people to negate or discount such risk in

order to be able to oii~ue life in an area subject to threat.

Would adequit- 1. i.-r o eruztion warnings alter these perceptions? The

likelihood is :at would not. First, eruption prediction became increas-

ingly accurat ov - rc t2 .t .he Mt. St. Heiens study. Our re-interview

data show only modtat e changes in risk perception. Secondly, referring

again to the NatuiJ., iazards Warnting Systems data, "it appears that standard

warning messages ' conffirn people's prior perceptions of risk but do

not change their perceptions of risk" (Kendall and Clark, 1981, p. 203).

Risk data are presented in a different way in Table 3.7 Here, the

mean probability for each item is calculated by site for the first interview

(six months after ,ie eruption) and for the re-interview (twelve months after

the eruption). Then these two mean probabilities are multiplied to get a

mean subjective risk estimate for each time and site. The mean probabilities

for continued eruption show surprising consistency across sites and times,

with the exception of the low six month mean for Yakima, In general, there

is a modest increase from six months to twelve months, suggesting that people

living under the threat of the volcano are increasingly convinced that it

will continue erupting.

TABLE 3.7. Mean Probabilities of Eruption and Threat, by Site and Time

Pullman Yakima Longview-Kelso

' mos 12 mos 6 mos 12 mos 6 mos 12 mos

1. Erupt .69 .75 .47 .72 .70 .83

2. Threat if
Erupt .20 .22 .29 .39 .28

3. Risk = 

f
(1) X .15 .10 .21 .27 .23
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The second item, whether continued eruptions will threaten health or

property, shows much lower mean probabilities which evidence the same distance

trend that was apparent in the 50/50 treatment. Interestingly, although

Pullman and Yakima means increase from six months to twelve months, the

Longview-Kelso mean decreases ai.ross that time. It is not evident whether

Longview-Kelso families have concluded that their early perceptions of

threat were exaggerated, or whether they have accommodated to the threat and

no longer perceive it in the same way that they once did.

The subjective risk factor, in the third row of the table, shows a much

higher six month value for Longview-Kelso than for either of the other two

sites. In fact, it is about three times the risk level of the other sites.

fhe subsequent reduction in perceived threat results in reduction in the

calculated risk at 12 months for the Longview-Kelso area, such that it is

more comparable to taLimaat te-Lnterview than either is to Pullman. Based

on the calculated risk factor, families in Pullman during the first inter-

view saw approximately a one-in-eleven chance that they would experience

serious threat to health or property in the future due to the mountain.

That same level of perceived threat was in excess of a one-in-four chance

for the Longview-Kelso residents. Most people would not take that level of

risk with health or property if they felt they had viable options for

avoiding the risk.

The perceived risk could be mitigated if people felt that they could

somehow protect themselves from or control the results of future eruptions.

Two items ta? thoe areaq, "It is almost impossible for people to protect

themselves from the effects of the volcano (e.g., ash)," and "I was pretty

much able to control tI, ngs happening LO me as a result of the volcano (e.g,,

ash)." Response categories were agree strongly, agree somewhat, disagree

somewhat, and .H- ' ,, .,. The ;,ercentage ,ti rt-tonleits who agree

!7
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somewhat or agree strongly with the statement that they cannot protect them-

selves from ash was as follows: Pullman, 42.0 percent; Yakima, 48.1 percent;

and Longview-Kelso, 40.8 percent. Clearly, there is a majority in each site

who feel that they can protect themselves from the effects of the volcano.

Again combining "%grut: strongly' and "agree somewhat" for responses to the

question about beitg able to control things provides: Pullman, 78.7 per-

cent, Yakima, 84.6 percent; and Longview-Kelso, 84 percent. Again, most

respondents felt that the effects of the mountain could be controlled, sug-

gesting that the sub ective risk factor would be mitigated by a feeling of

being able to handie problems that would arise.

DECISIONS

Three types of data were gathered concerning the families' decisions

about avoiding the ,':fects of the volcano. First, a series of questions was

asked concerning each ot the major eruptions, beginning with prior to the

May 18 eruption. Those questions were whether the family evacuated tempo-

rarily, whether the family discussed evacuating, and whether the family

discussed moving permanently. The second type of data is a single estimate

of the probability that the family will move for good, and the last question

is "What would be the 'final straw' that would get your family to move per-

manently?" Table 3.8 contains the percentages of families at each site and

each time who evacuated, discussed evacuating or discussed moving.

It is apparent that very few Pullman families did any of these things.

The largest percentage was immediately following the May 18 eruption, when

12 percent ol n... i ities indicated they discussed evacuating. Figures

for Yakima are somewh,lt li.ger, reaching 21.6 percent who discussed moving

permanently L '. May 16 eruption. However, all of the Yakima figares
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are quite small. In contrast, Longview families show a considerable amount

of concern over the volcano. First, 32 percent did evacuate after the May 18

eruption and 8 percent after the May 25 eruption. In fact, two percent (one

family) evacuated before the eruption on May 18 in response to the evidence

that the mountain was coming to iife.

TAbLE j.8. Actions Taken, by Site and Time

Percent Percent Discussed Percent Discussed
Time Evacuateu Evacuating Permanent Move

P Y 1 P Y L P Y L

Before May 18 0 0 2.0 2.0 2.0 10.0 0 3.9 8.0
After May 18 2.0 3.9 32.0 12.0 11.8 50.0 10.0 21.6 18.0
After May 25 0 0 8.0 2.0 7.8 30.0 2.0 15.7 14.0
After June 12 0 0 0 0 3.9 16.0 0 9.8 4.0
After July 22 2.0 0 0 2.0 3.9 16.0 2.0 7.8 8.0

The evacuation data are interestingly parallel to data from the weather

hazard site studies. Percentages who evacuated from hurricane sites varied

between 1.7 percent and 37.7 percent. For flash flood sites, comparable

figures were from 0 percent to 47.7 percent. Percentages who took shelter

in tornado sites ranged between 17.2 percent and 48.0 percent.

The Mt. St. Helens data show that between 2.0 percent and 32.0 percent

evacuated at the time of the May 18 eruption. These figures are strikingly

similar to the hurricane data. It is easier, of course, to go to a basement

shelter (tornad- 'ite ) or to high ground (flood sites) than it is to makE a

major exodus. Hurricanes and volcanoes have in common the fact that they

affect broad ateas ani,! equtre considerable travel if one decides to evacuate,

tW -.jitrast to more geographically restricted threats from tornadoes or flash

'Lloods.

Mon
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After the May 18 and again after the May 25 eruptions, large proportions

of the Longview families discussed evacuating, and dome continued such dis-

cussions for the two subsequent eruptions. Some of the Longview families

discussed permanently movinag after the May 18 and May 25 eruptions. Those

percentages at, Q i° iir tr", although slightly smaller than, the com-

parable percetr iges *or Yakinx.. As with other data, it is apparent that

the May 18 eruption ca,'ed widespread concern in Longview and considerable

level of concern in Yakima, wiO' relatively little concern in Pullman.

The _har o iwJ! * e f uni', will move for good shows interesting parallels

to both the discus-.d :,Aoving data and the subjective risk data. For the first

interview (six months) the following mean probabilities of moving for good

occurred: Pullman, .0b; Yakima, .13; Longview, .14. Comparable mean proba-

bilities from the follow-up interview (12 months) are: Pullman, .10; Yakima,

.15; and Lorw .: io.,parLng these mean probabilities with the subjec-

tive risk data from Ta: Le 3.7 shows that all but one of the mean probabilities

of moving lie within two thirds to one half of the calculated subjective risk

estimates.

That is, both across sites and across time, the probability of moving

for good closely parallels the calculated subjective risk. Also, the mean

probabilities of moving are generally in the same range as the percentages

of families who discussed moving permanently, as shown in Table 3.8. There-

fore, the subjective risk evidence, the probability of moving for good, and

the extent to which moving was discussed provide reasonably consistent indi-

cation of tl . . .ch tho mountaln was seen as posing a continual and

problematic threat (or f'c failies.

The final ,-,! ',- I,..,r:,wn family decisions from the household surveys

is provided by the "l;ist straw" dat.a. Table 3) covta ins that information.

The table show tepidents it each ;ite and time of

A

, i~
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interview who gave various "last straw" answers. M-,Oi of those answers could

he combined into a category emphasizing a natural hizard itself, such as an

eruption or the related ash, flood, or earthquake. A second category per-

tained to the Jicstr,_ i-n of thlr -esport. unts' home or town or to everyone

in that town ltaving:. YI thir ,iteg:orv pertained to loss of job or serious

economic problems, t'.-, 'ourth t. continuing health problems, and the fifth

consisted of thos' wha said the, simply would uct nove under any circumstances.

Again, there are sori interesting differences by site, particularlv

comparing Long-view-N.:io with the other two sites. During the first inter-

view, 53 percent of Pullman residents and 60.4 percent of Yakima residents

provided the first type of "last straw" answer. In contrast, only 31.8 per-

cent of Longview-Kelso respondents gave that type of answer. The second type

of answer, destruction of home or town or everyone leaving, was very infre-

quent in Pullman aL, . 'tra, a t ionstittc -. ,/ percent of the first inter-

view responses in Longview-Kelsc. it would seem, therefore, that many of

the Longview-Kelso respondents envisioned a much more devastating consequence

of the mountain than did people in the other two sites.

Note that the "destruction" rebponse disappears by the second interview:

only 13.1 percent so respond after 12 months, a percentage very similar to

that shown in Yakima. Oftsetting that decrease in Category 2 for Longview-

Kelso is a sizeable increase in the proportion of respondents indicating

a job or economy-based "last straw." Apparently, the disaster scenario

implied in the fir.,st interview Longview-Kelso inswers has given way to an

ef O 7nf, s . . ,e-inervIew. I most othur respc ts, responses

are )mparable across .ites. Pominant responses are the major natural ha; ard

event Itself or e... , - j , thi eat . lire is i s] ight increase in the,

percentage of respondents in Pullman who say they would not move for any
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reason, but a very large increase in that percentage for Yakima. The Longview-

Kelso percentage decreases and is very small for both interviews. The Yakima

shift seems compatible with the emphasis on a kind of determined self reliance

which was suggested earlier and will reappear in various other data yet to

be analyzed.

TABLL i.'). -tegorie , of "Last Straw," by Site and Time

Last Puilmar, Yakima Longview-Kelso
Strau ;6 os 2 mos 6 mos - mos 6 mos 12 mos

1. Eruption, Ash,
Flood, Earthquake 53.0 45.8 60.4 39.5 31.8 43.5

2. Home or Town De--
stroyed, Everbody 2.o 2.1 14.6 7.9 44.7 13.1

left

3. Job/Economy 21.6 27.1 16.6 15.8 8.5 30.4

4. Health ii, 10.4 4.2 10.5 6.4 8.7

5. Wouldn't Move '1.7 14.6 4.2 26.3 8.5 4.3

Entries are percentages of total responses per site and time

STRESS

Two approaches were used for assessing the extent to which families were

under stress. Only one of those was used with the telephone survey house-

holds: a reduced form of an inventory of stressful life events. Twenty-

four specific events were listed, and each respondent was asked to indicate

whether or not thp P-'Pnt had occurred for the family being interviewed.

During the flr.<t interview, two answers were elicited for each event: whether

it occurred before tht la,. P eruprion, and whether It occurred after that

eruption. ', i- lnLerview, a single answer was elicited per item:
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whether it had occurred since the first interview. Since many of the events

are potentially recurrent, such as loss of job or change of school status

'of one of the children, it is possible that a given item could have occurred

on all three occasions.

Before examinirg tbe data ftm these stress items, it should be noted

that they are presumably objective events rather than subjective feelings

of stress. The life stress scale dpproach has assumed that the kinds of

items listed are likely to be stressors even though they may also be desirable

events, such as promotion. Setting aside the debate about whether items

should be considered stressors if they are also desirable, we are interested

in whether there is any indication that sizeable stress levels existed

apart from that produced by the mountain, and whether those stress levels

in any way varied by site or by time. Because the events are presumably

objective, stress scor.s should vary by site or by time only if there is

some logical reason why the volcano or the different areas of Washington

State would result in different probability of the events occurring,

Table 3.10 provides mean life event stress scores by site and by time.

For each respondent household, a stress score was computed simply by adding

the number of eventR which occurred for the time interval under analysis.

Thus, a stress score was computed for prior to May 18, one for after May 18,

and one for after the first interview. Mean scores were then calculated

across the cases for each site. Tt is evident from Table 3.10 that mean

stress scores are all quite low (up to 2.4 items out of a battery of 24

t ems) i, " ' t that mear s,-cres vary consistently with dis-

tance from the volcano and over time. That is, the closest site and the

time immediately f(.lowo b the major eruption provide the largest mean

stress scores.

M
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TABLE 3.10. Mean Life Event Stress Scores, by Site and Time

I Time Pullman Yakima Longview-Kelso

Before Mav . .89 1.26

After May 1i 2.04 2.40

After First L' .. 7 1.26

Scores w1rt nTIULiber of -!ressors experienced, out of 24 listed.

There is some suggestion, then, that either the volcano affected the

likelihood of such events occurring, or that recollection of stressor events

was influenced by proximity to the volcano. As will be discussed in the next

chapter, IL j..- at ; iI.ute some of the time variability to certain

seasonal items, such as children entering or leaving school, Since school

ended after the May 18 eruption and before the second interview, those items

would tend to elevate the scores after May 18. We will not re-analyze the

scores at this time, but re-analysis of the family-based stress scores sug-

gests that these same time variations appear whether or not such seasonal

items as leaving or entering school are removed from the scale.

We are faced, then, with the possibility that the mountain has intruded

into the lives of the people living near it in ways that were not immediately

obvious at the outset. That is, it has in some ways affected the likelihood

of occurrenc, *,,o. standard stressor events. That influence is seen

not only in the changes in the mean scores recorded in Table 3,10, but also

in the maximum .cc.r , , 4rved i t the different pe-.iods of measurement.

Thus, the highe.-;t s,-re observed prior to May 18 was 5, whereas the highest

A
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I
individual score observed after May 18 was 10. That is an extraordinary

number of stressor events piling up within a relati')'7 restricted time span.

Certain items froir the life events list were examined to determine

whether they had been tHe qource of elevated -tress scores after May 18.

Illness showed no etfer f(r arv of *he sites despite a number of families

attributing health 7roh1 ,ms tn . v- no, S ' . emntional problems

remained comparabl- ")r Yakimaa-W Pullman, but did increase three-fold in

Longview-Kelso (6 )r,.'Pnt to l Percent).

Unanticipated expenses show sizeable increases for all three sites.

Of course, it was necessary for many households to pay considerable clean-

up costs after the May 18 eruption. The percentage of households reporting

such unanticipated expenses, for all sites combined, went from 3.9 percent

to 14.6 percent,

As a check between the life events items and the experience items

reported in Table 3.5, a simple count of the experiences per household was

prepared. For convenience, this extent of negative experiences due to the

volcano was labeled a "had it" score. Two versions were calculated: one for

the family itself and one for knowledge of others' experiences.

Both "had it" scores show strong and statistically significant differences

across sites, consistent with the distance gradient from Mt. St. Helens. More

importantly, both scores correlate significantly with the stress scores before

May 18 and the stress scores after May 18, the correlations varying from .15

to .31. Although these are not large correlations, they suggest that there

s sCIT, it cOWuMIo' ..T, ,Lt. the ia' ,.ypj cf question.

The correlations with post-May 18 stress scores are not problematic.

In fact, they indCa O n .tent validity to some degree. However, the corre-

)atlons with pre-Ma'.' IS stress scores appear to pose a problem of spurious

relationships. J .v'perc'ncps After the ertiptlon correlate with

I
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life events prior to the eruption? The simplest answer is that the pre- and

post-stress scores are themselves correlated. That correlation is .23

(p <.01).

If it is reasonable for life event stress scores at two time points to

be correlated, then the data are readily interpreted: stress prior to May 18

is related to stress after May 18 which is in turn reflected by, hence cor-

related with, experiences with Mt. St. Helens, Certain life event items, such

as interpersonal problems, emotional problems, illness or disability, might

well be recurring. Although these items do not constitute the major portion

of the life events list, they could provide sufficient over-time commonality

that the pre- and post-stress scores would be correlated. It appears likely,

then, that the eruptions of the mountain have indeed affected the number of

stressors checked on the inventory of life events, but that the affected

items are different from the ones which cause the autocorrelation in the

stress scores. A more detailed examination of such effects would be most

useful in future research.

COPING

In addition to the life events stress scale items, respondents were

asked about a series of ways they might cope with elevated stress. Some of

those coping mechanisms were primarily oriented to involvement with other

people (talking about one's feelings, relating to others, talking with one's

family, and attending gatherings), some were "vices" (smoking, taking pre-

scription medicine, drinking alcohol, gambling), some were escape mechanisms

(reading, hobbies, eating, dieting, sleeping, watching television, daydreaming,

and traveling), and some emphasized emotional feelings or displays (being

angry, crying, being thankful, keeping problems to oneself, showing strength,

A
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and never showing fear). Three items pertained to direct attempts to solve

problems (seeking counseling, planning for the future, and seeking informa-

tion about other jobs) and two pertained to religion (believing in God and

attending religious activities). For each item, the respondent was asked to

indicate whether he or she was doing more of that since the eruption, less

of it, or about the same amount of it as before the eruption, If the items

were not appropriate (e.g., the respondent did not smoke at all), then a

"not applicable" response was recorded.

To simplify analysis of these items, three computations were made per

item. First, the number of respondents indicating change (either more or

less) was recorded, secondly, the balance of change (more minus less) was

calculated, and finally, the percent shift was computed as that balance

divided by the total number of respondents. Because there are so many items,

they will be analyzed for the total three-site sample rather than by site.

Both first interview and second interview data will be presented, with the

second interview emphasizing change since the first interview. Table 3.11

contains those data.

The most immediately evident aspect of Table 3.11 is that virtually all

changes are in the direction of more rather than less of the particular coping

mechanism. If such behaviors were randomly distributed over time, with in-

creasing or decreasing each behavior being equally likely at any given time,

then it would be very unlikely that virtually all items would show increased

activity. However, it is reasonable to expect that if stress levels and

objective problt.- ,ii greater after the May 18 eruption, then a greater vari-

ety of coping behavior will be necessary to maintain reasonably stable

existence. The dominant forms of coping appear to be sociable behaviors,

especially talking about feelings and with family, relating to others, reading,

4
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and especially being thankful, After those items, the most consistent change

occurs in planning for the future. Similar patterns are observed from the

second interview data, although there is much less increased talking about

feelings and a greater increase in attending gatherings.

The columns in Table 3.11 contain quite different kinds of information.

The column showing the number of people changing indicates in general the

extent to which a given type of activity has been affected by the mountain,

For example, nearly half of the people interviewed changed their level of

being thankful, with almost all of them increasing their thankfulness. About

one third of the respondents changed their amount of traveling, but almost

equal numbers increased or decreased their traveling such that the balance

was near zero. Thus the second column indicates whether changes have been

predominantly in one direction or more equally random around no change.

The third column represents the extent to which a shift has occurred in the

total sample. That is, the balance changing in a given direction (second

column) is divided by the total number of cases interviewed. An asterisk

following the third column entry indicates that, if doing more of an item

is equally likely as doing less of that item, then there is less than a five

percent chance that as large a balance would be observed as is recorded in

column two. Those probability computations depend upon the number of changes

taking place, rather than on the total sample size, The columns for the

second interview data parallel those just described for the first interview

data.

The overwhelming evidence from Table 3.11 is that people affected by

the mountain are sharing their feelings, engaging in social activities,

being thankful, planning for the future, and believing in God much more than
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they did before the May 18 eruption. Most of those increases continue through

the second six month period. Very little negative behavior is evident in the

responses.

To assess the relationship between coping behaviors and experiencing

stressors, a scale was constructed by adding one point for doing more of each

of the following items: talking about feelings, talking with family, relating

to others, reading, being thankful, showing strength, planning for the future,

and believingin God. Those are the dominant items appearing in Table 3.11.

To emphasize changes due to the major eruption on May 18, only the first

interview items will 5c used.

To simplify the analysis of coping scores related to sources of stress,

cross tabulations were prepared showing whether the event was experienced or

not by high verus low coping score. The breaking point for the dichotomiza-

tion of coping war- ctablished to maintain as nearly balanced halves of the

table as possible. A necessary caution must be indicated, however. Rela-

tively few families experien-ed any of the events listed, so that the tables

are highly skewed with reference to experience. Consequently, any index of

association is subject to instability because of marginal skew.

Table 3.12 shows values of Yule's Q for the relationship between coping

score and whether the family experienced the particular event, as well as

the relationship between the coping score and whether they knew of others

who had such an experience. For experiencing job loss, the family-:oping

relationship is higher than the other-coping relationship, For all other

events, however, t!it 10ilng score is more strongly associated with knowing

of others who experienced problems than it is with having those problems in

the family. This appainxly strange result makes sense if one remembers that

the coping scale In'ludes items such as being thankful, showing strength,

I
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planning for the future and believing in God. Those items in particular are

easier responses to knowing about othersi problems than they are to one's

own problems. That is especially obvious regarding feeling thankful. It

is much more difficult to be thankful when one has experienced difficulties

than when one knows of others who have but has managed to escape them oneself.

The pronounced differences in the associations shown in Table 3,12 sug-

gest that the positive reaction evident in the coping items is primarily a

consequence of having escaped a bad situation while others have had severe

problems as a result of that situation. High coping scores, then, are not

apparently indicative of being able to manage severe problems caused by

Mt. St. Helens, but rather are indicative of being able to respond favorably

to having escaped those problems,

TABLE 3.12. Relationships Between Coping Score and Specific Experiences

Family Know Others
Event Experienced Who Experienced

Job Loss .54 .29
Property Damage .05 .56
Clean-up Expense .37 .46
Severe Danger .13 .58
Injury or Illness .12 .37
Death .11 .75

Values of Yule's Q, with Coping dichotomized into
high versus low.

Three final items deserve brief comment in this discussion of the house-

hold interviews. When respondents were contacted for follow-up interviews,

each was asked at the end of the interview whether the first interview had

influenced the extent to which the respondent had talked to the family about
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Mt. St. Helens, the extent to which the respondent had talked to others about

Mt. St. Helens, and the extent to which the respondent had different feelings

about the mountain since the first interview.

Regarding talking to the family, the following percentages indicated an

increase due to the first interview: Pullman 33.3 percent; Yakima, 42.6 per-

cent; Longview-Kelso, 79.1 percent. It is apparent that the first interviews

considerably affected all three sites, with the effect being far greater in

Longview-Kelso than in either of the other two sites. In fact, the difference

between sites is statistically significant beyond the .000 level. The first

interviews also influenced the extent to which respondents talked to others

about the mountain. Percentages are: Pullman, 35.5 percent; Yakima, 44.7

percent; and Longview-Kelso, 62.8 percent. This pattern is very similar

to that for talking to the family, although not quite as extreme a difference

between the eites, -aln the results are statistically significantly dif-

ferent across sites.

Finally, the percent who said that they had different feelings about

the volcano after the first interview were: Pullman, 18.8 percent; Yakima,

21.3 percent; and Longview-Kelso, 23.3 percent. Apparently the interviews

induced greatly increased levels of conversation within families and to

others, but did not cause extensive changes of feelings toward the mountain.

Because it is known from other research that talking about threat of a hazard

can influence one's willingness to take protective action, it is interesting

to speculate whether conducting interviews with populations at risk could

induce greater awareness and willingness to respond to those threats.

OWN=,
WNW
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SUMMARY

A great deal of information has been presented in this overview of the

household telephone survey. Although a sizeable difference in occupational

status exists between Pullman and the other sites, in more respects the

sites are quite comparable in the types of families studied. Results indi-

cate that distance from the mountain clearly affected both the extent to

which difficulties were experienced and the extent to which action was

taken or at least discussed by the families, In addition, the levels of

stress experienced and the type of coping demonstrated consistently vary

across sites. Finally, it i apparent that some indicators of stress have

decreased over time since the May 18 eruption, but others have increased,

suggesting that Mt. St. Helens continues to play a major part in the lives of

the people living in its shadow.
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Chapter Four

THE FAMILY INTERVIEWS

I
As was indicated in Chapter Two, two types of data were gathered about

family decisions concerning Mt. St. Helens. First, a survey of 50 house-

holds in each community was conducted by telephone. Those data were reported

in the previous chapter. Second, in-depth interviews were conducted with

20 families in each of the Washington State communities, plus 10 families

in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The purpose of the in-depth family interviews

was to enable interviewing more members of the same household so that the

interpersonal dynamics aspect of family decision making could be examined,

as well as greater detail about the individuals' responses to the mountain.

However, 20 cases per community constitutes a very small sample. Therefore,

it will be desirable initially to examine the demographic characteristics

of these families to determine the extent to which they represent the same

population as the larger telephone survey represented. Of course, minor

fluctuations would be expected with small samples, but we need to ascertain

that these families are not particularly unusual in their perceptions of the

problems created by Mt. St. Helens, and in the manner in which they reacted

to those problems.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Table 4.1 shows the ages of the husbands and wives in the interview

families. It will he recalled that only one household member was interviewed

in the telephone survey, but ages of both parents were obtained. Both the

family interview age distributions and the telephone survey age distributions

A
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are shown in the table. It will be convenient for the rest of the report

to use the label "Interview" to refer to the family in-depth interviews,

and the word "Survey" to refer to the telephone survey of households.

TABLE 4.1. Age of Parents: Interview Families versus Survey Households

Age Husbands Wives

Interview Survey Interview Survey

20-29 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (01)

30-39 14 (20) 47 (31) 21 (30) 67 (44)
40-49 37 (53) 64 (42) 38 (55) 50 (33)
50-59 13 (19) 33 (22) 6 (09) 30 (20)

60-69 4 (06) 7 (05) 4 (06) 2 (01)
70 or over 2 (03) 1 (01) 0 (0) 0 (0)

70 152 69 151

No response 0 0 1 1

Chi square (husbands) = 6.5 n.s. (60 + combined)

Chi square (wives) = 10.0 p<.05 (20-39 combined, 60 + combined)

It is evident from Table 4.1 that there are minor differences in the

age distributions of both t.ie husbands and the wives. In particular, there

are slightly fewer age 30-39 parents and slightly more age 40-49 parents of

both sexes in the Interview samples. A chi square test for the husbands indi-

cates that there is no significant difference between the two samples. However,

the same test for the wives shows a significant difference. The overall effect

of that difference is to "pile up" the Interview wives in the age 40-49 bracket,

with comparably fewer wives in the age bracket on either side. Thus, there

is little difference in the mean ages, but rather a more dense concentration

of ages in :,- gcry. That concentration could make moderate shifts

in the age distribution of children in the household and in such factors as

whether or not the wiv - work outside the home. We will examine those

factors next.

A
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Table 4.2 contains the work status of the parents from both the Interview

sample and the Survey sample. Both husbands and wives are employed in very

similar proportions in both samples. The chi square tests are clearly non-

significant, although there are minor percentage differences between the dis-

tributions for tne wives. As suggested by the age difference, a slightly

larger proporLion 0! the Interview wives work full time or part time, with

comparable reducion in the proportion that are unemployed. However, these

are very small ditterences.

TABLE 4.2. Work Status of Parents: Interview
Families versus Survey Households

Work Status Husbands Wives

Interview Survey Interview Survey

Full time 63 (94) 136 (95) 34 (53) 68 (46)
Part time 2 (03) 3 (02) 11 (17) 17 (11)

Unemployed 2 (03) 5 (03) 19 (30) 64 (43)

67 144 64 149

No response 3 8 6 3

Chi square (Husbands) = .01 n.s. (part time and unemp. combined)

Chi square (Wives) = 3.9 n.s.

Turning to the question of occupational distribution, we are again re-

assured that the Interview and Survey samples are very similar. Table 4.3

contains the occupational distribution forboth samples for husbands and

wives. There are minor differences throughout the tables, as would be

expected, -h! ;unre tests for distribution similarity are

nonsignificant. It hOuld be noted, incidentally, that various categories

in Tables 4.9 . 'V, been combined in order to enable the chi
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square tests. Combining categories is required by the fact that, for the

test to be valid, expected frequencies should be at least five in all cells

of the table. With such infrequent categories as, for example, the service

occupation category, cx;~'lIted frequencies would be much too small. The foot-

notes in the tamlar . u, ::an: r in which categories have been combined.

.Lioi O Parents: Interview
,s versus Survey Households

Occupation i ,ands Wives

inte l1ow Survey Interview Survey

Prof/Te h 47 (33) 11 (25) 18 (21)
Manag/Admin 13 .2,1 20 (14) 6 (14) 8 (09)
Clerical 4 (06) 3 (02) 18 (41) 39 (46)
Craft/Fore II (17) 40 (28) 2 (05) 6 (07)
Transp Op 3 1 7 (05) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0)
Nonfarm Lab 3 (03) 16 (11) 3 (07) 8 (09)
Service 2 (03) 0 (0) 3 (07) 4 (05)
Farm, Farm Lab 1 (01) 9 (06) 1 (02) 2 (02)

142 44 85

No response '106) 10 (07) _b (37) 67 (44)

Chi square (Husbands) = 5.0 n.s.
(Clerical and i. raft/Fore combined, Trans Op through Farm combined)

Chi square (Wives) = .95 n.s.
(Prof/Tech and Man/Adm combined, Clerical and Craft/Fore
combined, and Trans Op through Farm combined)

The remaining piece of evidence about similarity of the survey and inter-

view samples concerns the age distribution of children in the household.

There is a very similar percentage of households in the two samples that have

children in the 13 to 18 age group (Interview, 97.1 percent; Survey, 97.6

percnt) . ,,i ,, households containing children six

or younger is qui!i, :7r )i W t, (Titerview, 11.6 percent; Survey, 10.5 perc:!nt).

It is the c111.4 .. , 7 t1 12 where the largest difference

occurs. Thirt'- t,,'', and thru,-tenths percent of the Interview families
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have children in that age group, whereas 57.8 percent of the Survey households

contain children of that age. Undoubtedly, this difference is attributable

to the fact that there are relatively fewer wives under 40 in the Interview

sample. Also, the fact of fewer young children in the household accounts

for the slightly higher proportion of wives who are working outside the home.

In general, however, these are small differences which should not strongly

affect the overall characteristics of the families' reactions to Mt. St.

Helens.

COMMUNITY LIN%(;AE

There are three types of information pertinent to the extent to which

the families studied are linked to their communities. First is the length

of time they have lived in their current home and in the general area of

their communitv. ' --ond is the extent of acquaintance they have in their

neighborhood. Specifically, we will examine the number of neighbors they

feel they can talk with and the number of neighbors they can ask for help,

parallel to the data presented for the Survey households. Third is the

question of the proportion of families who own their own homes. Because

involvement in the community has been shown to have some effect on response

to emergencies, differences on these variables could influence the compara-

bility of the two samples for studying response to Mt. St. Helens.

The data on the number of years the family has lived in their present

home and the number of years they have lived in the same general area will

not be presente'l 4--ail because they show no important differences from

the distributions presented for the Survey households. The largest per-

centage difference between the samples across the five-year intervals shown

for the Survey ia,il is in Table 3.4 is 10 percent in the 11-15 year category.

However, that Jt; .xactiy offset in the next five year group, such
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that the overall distributions become very similar. There is no percentage

discrepancy that large for the length of residence in the general area.

Regarding the length of time the family has been either in their current

home or in the area, then, there are neither statistically significant nor

theoretically importa- 2.C-7ereo s,

Some diffr vn ;,'&ar whe we examine the extent to which families

feel they can r, ,ir .:ors and can ask their neighbors for help.

Table 4.4 contains i,,-iat data tom the Interview families as well as the

comparable niuormar', trom the ,.rvey households. When the Interview fami-

lies are asked iac , many nei.ghbors they can talk with, a much higher

proportion indicates a fairly extensive acquaintance with their neighborhoods

than did in the Survey. Within samples, there is very little difference

between the husbands, wives, and teenagers in the data presented in Table 4.4.

The question asked simply how many neighbors the respondent could talk with

or could ask for heir. . will present four summary facts: the proportion of

the sample that indicated that they could speak with at least 10 of their neigh-

bors, the proportion who could speak with at least 20 of their neighbors, and the

proportion that could ask for help from at least 10 and at least 20 neighbors

TABLE 4.4. Talk With and Ask for Help from Neighbors:
Interview Families versus Survey Households

Interviews Survey
Talk With Husbands Wives Teenagers

More than 10 58 47 42 34*
More than 20 32 26 22 12*

Ask for Help

More than 10 37 34 27 31
. 15 10 10

Entries are p,, ,, re sponses indicating at least 10 (at least 20)
neighbors.

*J:1dicatcs ,pe. .ntage is significantly ditferent from aver-

age ot interview ercentages for husbands and wives, at the .05 level.

- '.'
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Because the Survey proportions represent responses by both male and

female parents, it will be convenient to average the husband and wife inter-

view percentages in order to test the similarity of the Interview responses

with the Survey responses. For talking with neighbors, the average husband-

wife percentages are: more than 10, 52.5 percent; more than 20, 29.0 per-

cent. Both ot these ercentages are considerably higher than the Survey per-

centages (34.0 and 12.0, respectively). In fact, these differences are sta-

tistically significanE at the .05 level. Consequently, we must conclude that

the Interview tamuiFcs teel more widely acquainted in their neighborhoods

than do the Survey tanilies.

Regarding asking for help, no such differencs appear. The average husband-

wife percentage for being able to ask more than 10 neighbors for help is 35.5,

compared with 31 percent for the Survey households, For more than 20 neigh-

bors, the aveaige: ni,,o-wite percentage is 17.5, compared with 10.0 for

the Survey households. Neither of these differences is statistically signi-

ficant, nor does either imply an important difference in community linkage.

To the extent that wide acquaintance in the neighborhood can alter emergency

response, we need be somewhat concerned about sample comparability. However,

the information about asking for help is reassuring regarding the essential

similarity of the extent to which our families are linked in their neighbc-

hoods.

Data on home ownership show almost as high a rate in the Interview fami-

lies as was observed for the Survey households. Eighty-three percent of the

families intet,.ow-i3 ,,wr, their own home, compared with 92 percent of the

Survey households. Although home ownership can influence one's willingness

to leave an area, f t (J"s,,rvpd ,ercentage difference is so small as to pose

no theoretical problems for comparability of the data. However, both

Ma c
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percentages are considerably higher than the national average, so our results

must be interpreted with that bias in mind. It will simply be more difficult

for home owners to "pick up and leave" than it would be for renters. As noted

earlier, since our samples represent families who have not moved (or we would

not have been able Lo re-interview them later), it is possible that the high

home ownership rate retlects the sampling procedures. It is also the case

that families in the middle years are more likely to own homes than at any

other life stage, making the higher proportions of home ownership more com-

patible with national data.

EXPERIENCE WITH MT. ST. HELENS

Before examining specific experiences which the family had with Mt.

St. Helens, it is important to determine that they were in fact in the ara

during the eruptions. Examination of those data indicate percentages very

similar to those shown in the household survey. That is, between 87 and

93 percent of the husbands were in the area during each of the eruptions, 83

to 95 percent of the wives were in the area for those eruptions, and 83 to

90 percent of the teenagers were in the area, The survey data show 85 to 92

percent of respondents indicating they were in the area. Therefore, about

nine out of ten of the people studied were directly subject to the effects

of Mt. St. Helens. Of course, property could be damaged whether or not

people were in the area, and other difficulties could last over a long enough

period of time that they would still affect the families after they had

returned from short trips or temporary evacuation.

Parallel L0 Ll, ia pLovided on the Survey households, it was determined

whether each member !c]f tbiut the family had experienced each of a set of

specific probei - )-,e problems were: loss of job, loss of business or

t!
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work, clean-up expense, property damage, severe danger, injury or sickness,

or death. Also, each person was asked whether they were aware of others who

had had such experiences. Table 4.5 contains the percentages of husbands,

wives and teenagers who indicate that their family had such experiences.

TABLE 4.5. Experiences by Your Family, by Age/Sex

Experience Husbands Wives Teenagers

JobIoss (0) 2 (03) 1 (02)
Business Less 17 (28) 25 (42) 6 (10)
Clean-up Expense 32 (53) 21 (35) 14 (23)
Property Damage 13 (22) 14 (23) 7 (12)
Severe Danger 14 (23) 10 (17) 8 (13)
Injury/Sickness 6 (10) 6 (10) 8 (13)
Death 1 (02) 1 (02) 1 (02)

Percent shown in parentheses

There are some intriguing discrepancies, across members of the family,

which appear in Table 4.5. For example, 42 percent of the wives indicate

business or work loss, compared to 28 percent of the husbands and 10 percent

of the teenagers. Is it possible that wives lost work due to the mountain,

and reported that loss as part of the family's experience, whereas husbands

less often noted their wives' loss of work? Such a bias would certainly be

compatible with the traditional view that men are the primary earners of

the households and that women's work constitutes at best a supplement to the

income. Thus, even though about half of the wives are working, there is a

suggestion h i, -t Lhe husbands do not consider a reduction in their working

to be a family loss. Similarly, 53 percent of the husbands indicate clean-up

expense, compared t o percenL a the wives and 23 percent of the teenagers

noting such expense. Again, this discrepancy may be attributable to a
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greater responsibility for the men to take care of the consequences of the

ash fallout, hence a greater awareness on their part of actual expenses

incurred.

Although these comments are quite speculative, they do raise the general

methodological question of whether one respondent per household can provide

reliable infornatjir. The teenagers, for example, report lower rates of

all kinds of loss except injury or sickness. One wonders whether accounts of

disasters are biased by who was interviewed.

Whether familv m<,-bers knew of others who experienced these types of

problems is indicated in Table 4.6. Again, teenagers indicate fewer instances

of awareness than do husbands and wives. The parents are in fairly close

accord, with the possible exception of awareness of others' business losses

or property damage. Husbands are more likely than their wives to be aware

of others suff(trin8 ',P,1iness losses. That fact may simply relate to their

greater likelihood of involvement outside the household, since a much larger

proportion of husbands work outside the house. On the other hand, wives report

more instances of property damage than do husbands, These are not large per-

centage differences, and speculation about them may be inappropriate, but

such a difference would be consistent with a more active communication net-

work among the wives regarding other families versus a more active communication

network among the husbands regarding business and work situations.

TABLE 4.6. Experiences by Anyone You Know, by Age/Sex

Experience Hsbands Wives Teenagers

Job Loss 3 u3) 4 (07) 1 (02)
Business Loss 22 (37) 17 (28) 6 (10)
Clean-up Expen-d 25 (42) 24 (40) 18 (30)
Property Dama 17 (28) 23 (38) 15 (25)
Severe I)ang i I (8) 10 (17) 9 (15)
Injury/Sickness 5 (08) 9 (15) 2 (03)
Death 3 (05) 4 (07) 6 (10)

i wii In parentheses

* ii --.-
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Both Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 appear to agree quite well with data from

the Survey. Interview parents indicate clean-up expenses for buth their own

families and others more often than do the Survey respondents. Those dif-

ferences are not very large, however, and other experiences show much more

similar resUltj.

Turning to ctLrrk 1t probler: due to Mt. St. Helens, we again find a

basic similarity between the Su!-vey and the Interview data. Table 4.7 pro-

vides the extent te which each of three problems was reported by each of the

family member:- at ti first and second interviews. It should be remembered,

of course, that there are only 30 families in the second interviews, whereas

there were 60 initially interviewed. Therefore, although the frequencies may

drop between the six month and the twelve month periods, the percentages may

increase because of the change in the denominator, Also, it should be noted

that the analyses be.6iinlng with Table 4,5 (that is, experience with the

mountain) do not include the Minneapolis families. It would be inappropriate

to compare those with the survey data, and in fact the Minneapolis households

were not asked many of the questions that the Washington State families were

asked because they would seem ludicrous given the distance from the volcano.

TABLE 4.7. Current Problems Due to Mt. St. Helens

Problem Husbands Wives Teenagers

6 mos 12 mos 6 mos 12 mos 6 mos 12 mos

Economic 3 (05) 0 (0) 11 (18) 2 (07) 1 (02) 0 (0)

Health I21) ) (17) 7 (12) 5 (17) 2 (03) 0 ( 0)

Getting Along 2 (03) 0 ( 0) 5 (08) 1 (03) 4 (07) 3 (10)

i, 1. : *w1 in1 parentheses, based on 60 families at
.. families at 12 mos.

• " .. ' . . .. ..... K
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It is clear from Table 4.7 that relatively few families have experienced

economic, health or getting-along problems. However, as many as one in six

husbands and wives indicate health problems during the second interview. This

is quite comparable to the one in seven rate which appeared in the household

survey. Minor discrepancies in whether percentages increase or decrease

across time in the two samples are not worth detailed commentary. However,

teenagers report lower incidences of both economic and health problems than

do their parents, but higher incidences of problems in getting along in the

family. Of course, teenagers are notorious for problems in getting along

with their families, Dut as much as one year later, one out of ten teenagers

attribute such interaction problems to the Mt, St. Helens eruption. Either

some of the teenagers have experienced stresses not perceived by their parents,

or they have used the volcano as a convenient explanation of problems that

have other rucle.

It is also interesting to note in Table 4.7 that wives consistently

indicate higher levels of difficulty than do husbands. That is, with the

single exception of the proportion indicating health problems during the re-

interview, all wife percentages are higher than the comparable husband per-

centages. As with the teenage differences it is difficult to know whether

these differences are attributable to differential acquaintance with problems,

perhaps due to different sex roles, or whether the differences are attributable

to different modes of response to a major stressor like Mt. St. Helens.

RISK

How do the rpuiuents perceive the future of Mt. St. Helens as a threat

to themselves and their J' f, es'? Table 4.8 indicates mean probabilities that

thc--ountatn -,m I ,!ue erupting and that it will pose a serious threat

to the family's 1,. ,-1i -r property if it does so. Also, the risk computation

R
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which was performed for the survey households is presented in Table 4.8.

The estimated probabilities that the mountain will continue to erupt are

very consistent across the different family members. Teenagers show slightly

lower probabilities than do their parents at the six month level in particu-

lar, but the discrennncies are not particularly large. The probability that

if the mountain €ontinues to erupt it will threaten the family is in general

higher in Table 4.8 than comparable probabilities reported in Table 3.7 for

the household survey. As a result, the risk indicated in Table 4.8 is

noticeably higher thri it was for the Survey households for the six month

interview in particular. Because the perceived threat drops from the six

month to the twelve month interview for all three family members, the twelve

month risk estimate is much more in line with that from the survey data.

]ABLE 4.. Mean Probabilities of Eruption and Threat

Husbands Wives Teenagers

6 mos 12 mos 6 mos 12 mos 6 mos 12 mos

Eruption .79 .69 .76 .76 .60 .66

Threat if Erupt .44 .20 .57 .39 .44 .35

Risk .35 .14 .43 .30 .26 .23

p(Risk) p(eruption) X p(threat if eruption)

Wives consis ,, estimate the probability of threat considerably

higher than 4'- . ir ;b.nds, even though there is general agreement

regarding Lhe , .. y of .,Lurc eraption. Consequently, the wives

generate higher risk F!czlirps tbar do their husbands. By the time of the

second inter ; tt of Lhe eruption and threat probabilit.es

9i
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generate a risk factor more than double that of their husbands, and some-

what larger than that of the teenagers in the household, Who is involved in

the decisions regarding whether or not to escape the threat of the volcano

is particularly important in light of these differences within families.

We will turn to that information shortly,

One other way of trying to determine whether the mountain was presenting

problems for the families was their agreement or disagreement with statements

about being able to protect themselves from ash and being able to control

the results ol the ash fallout. Data from the families on those two ques-

tions are as follows. First, combining the "agree" and "agree strongly"

answers to the question about not being able to protect against the ash,

we find 38.4 percent of the husbands, 50 percent of the wives and 33.3

percent of the teenagers concur with that statement, Those are quite large

percentages ..... ......... particiarly different from the Survey percentages.

Similarly, 13.4 percent of the husbands, 21.7 percent of the wives, and 10

percent of the teenagers indicate that they cannot control results of the ash.

Those figures are again comparable to the Survey data and compatible with

results from studies of other hazards. As with the risk data, wives again

show the highest level of concern over the mountain.

SEARCH

No evidence was available from the Survey questions regarding whether

the families undertook any form of serach for more information before deciding

how to respond to the volcano. On the other hand, the family interviews con-

tained Ilive quvL ... perLineuL LL information search, Questions concerned

whether the family ii;l. tr-ed to ge; better information about how the moun-

tain might .u' !ture, witther the family had tried to get better

I - * ii ....
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information about how to protect the home from any damage the mountain might

cause, whether the family discussed what possibilities there might be else-

where for job, school, and home, whether the family tried to figure out

actual dollar costs of difterent things they might do such as moving, and

whether the iniiy tried to figure out the advantages of those options that

might be availabi L. them, su.n as moving. Each question contained five

alternative answers: not at all, a little, some, quite a bit, and a great

deal,

It is apparent that most tamilies did little, if any, searching, Conse-

quently, the four :ur categories other than "not at all" are combined in

the following analysis. Table 4.9 presents the proportion of husbands, wives

or teenagers who indicated that any of the actions were taken, Note that

70 percent of the wives indicate an attempt to get more information about

what the m.,: - . . in : future. Tuenagers show nearly as high a

frequency, whereas husbands were much less likely to state that such action

had been taken. Similarly, wives and teenagers much more frequently indicated

attempts to get better information about protection from damage, compared to

the husband responses. In fact, four of the five questions show much larger

response rates from wives and teenagers than from husbands. The only item

in which there is substantial agreement is trying to determine the dollar

costs of the various options available.

In general, the family members indicate quite low rates of considering

alternatives and their possible costs. Yet it is an essential aspect of

rational defn v, 'nz to weigh options against current behaviors and

in some way choose o tizanlly between them. These data suggest, then, that

the primary coceyn o o,- sarl-h behaviors was to be able to continue in

the current resfdence (by knowing better what the mountain was going to do

i.
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TABLE 4.9. Search Behaviors

Behavior Husbands Wives Teenagers

Get Better info ."",, 41.7 70.0 63.3
Future Action of Mtn

Get Better Infu A!,jt 36.7 58.3 57.6

Protection for %nmage

Figure Dollar Costs t 13.8 13.31
Options

Discuss Advantages of
Options 13.3 30.0 28.3

Discuss Psi~:i' 13.3 25.0 23.3

Elsewhere __

Percent responding "a little," "some," "quite a bit,"
or "a great deal."

and hr- -. rtp- (n-t it) rather than to considcr the possib17:t. of

getting away trom the mountain. That is not a surprising pattern. Selling

a residence (most of these people own their homes) is not easy, especially

when the area is under threat. In fact, the field staff informally was told

that some homes had been sold for taxes and other homes were for sale but

not being sold in areas most clearly affected by the mountain. This was at

a time when interest rates were relatively reasonable, so the general market

for home sale was not the source of the problem. In short, it may well be

that the families could not consider the option of a major move. That left

them with trying to determine how best to continue their lives in their

current homes.

Although comparable data on search for information was not obtained in

the Natural Hazartd h e, people were asked whether they tried to confirm

th,,t ,i threat i ;t at ter they became aware that a warning had been issued.
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That confirmation behavior is somewhat similar to trying to get better infor-

mation on how the mountain might act in the future. Warning confirmation

attempts were reported by between 42 and 61 percent of the hurricane site

respondents, betw el 3/ and 69 percent of the tornado respondents, and

between 11 A;. 41 p OtcenL ou thI: flash flood respondents.

'rhe data r.. i. s >.. that between 42 and 70 percent of the Mt.

St. Heiens responic1ci. .-1e iatormation about the mountain. These

figures are quite compipibit ;-ci those from the hurricane and tornado sites.

These consistc." l,:1I'rities _.)_ween the Mt. St. Helens reactions and the

other natural Aa,.. 1 Action, imply that there are basically similar pro-

cesses at work, regardless of the type of threat. Across-site differences

presumably relate to difiereiitlak risk from one site to the next.

DECISIONS

As wit . . s:z .ey respondents, family members were asked

whether they evacuated, discussed evacuating, or discussed moving for each

of five time periods: before the May 18 eruption, after that eruption, and

after the subsequent eruptions on May 25, June 12, and July 22. The percent

of husbands, wives and teenagers who indicated that such actions were taken

are shown in Table 4.10.

TABLE 4.10. Actions Taken, by Time

Time Evacuated Discussed Discussed
Evacuating Moving

W HI W T H W T

Before M ,v 1 _.7 1.7 0 0.0 5.0 1.7 1.7 3.3 5.0
May 18 17 7 ' 10.0 28.4 15.0 6.7 8.3 8.3

May 25 ., 3.3 6.7 3.3 3.3 6.7 3.3

June 12 6.7 1.7 5.0 3.3 1.7

July 22 3 0 0 3.3 5.0 0 6.7 5.0 1.7
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In general, the data in Table 4.10 agree well with the Survey results,

and show only minor variations across husbands, wives, dnd teenagers. Only

a few of the Interview families actually evacuated, although there is some

minor disagreement about whether that occurred or not. Of course, it is

possible for a member of the family to evacuate even though the entire

family did not. bv rAr the most common response was to discuss evacuating,

especially after the May 18 eruption. Here there is a very sizeable dis-

crepancy between the wives (28.4 percent said they discussed evacuating)

versus th husbands (I-) percent said they discussed evacuating). Since the

question asked whecrr the family discussed evacuating, we can conclude either

that there was differential participation in the discussion or that husbands

and wives do not agree on what constitutes such a discussion. Both of these

are plausible interpretations of the data.

FamiLy: -.1t - -- _ also as&ed who took part in the discussions, if

there were any, after each of the eruptions. Of course, many nonresponses

are present because many of the families did not discuss. However, for the

data available, Table 4.11 indicates who participated.

TABLE 4.11. Wno Took Part in Discussions, May 18

Took Part Husbands Wives Teenagers

Husband 16.7 30.0 26.7
Wife 16.7 28.4 26.7
Teen 13.4 18.3 23.3
Other Children 13.4 18.3 10.0
Others 5.0 5.0 8.3
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Again, we find the by-now-typical pattern of wives and teenagers pro-

viding higher response rates than did husbands. For example, almost twice

as many wives say that their husbands took part in discussions than the

husbands themselves sav they did. A similar discrepancy appears regarding

whether the wives too part In quch discussions. Interestingly, the teen-

agers more nearly ax-ree with t.ir mothers than with their fathers on this

item. Also, teenagers see themrrIves as participating more than either parent

does. It would seem that there is a lack of consensus on what constitutes a

discussion or who ',- taken part if one has occurred. Either the husbands

are dismissing what the wive, and teenagers consider to be discussions, or

they do not take part in them and are unaware of them. However, the latter

interpretation does not agree with the data from the wives and the teenagers

about husband participation. Although it is not uncommon for research on

family decis. o *.. . o " some degree of discrepancy within families,

these data indicate that such will occur even when the decisions are extremely

important.

Who was responsible In the final analysis for whether the family would

move or not? Family members were asked whether anyone in the family had been

particularly responsible for deciding whether the family would stay or move.

Again analyzing husbands, wives and teenagers separately, between 60 and 71

percent of respondents say that no actual decision was made by the family.

That is, although a move did not occur, it was not a deliberate choice but

rather a lack of a dt ,eIion to do anything else. Whether apathy or indecision

is to blqsTrF , .

Women see more Li,.. 1vemrent of themselves in the decision than their

husbands credl, ti i' ril to patterns discerned previously, and

teenagers see more dninance of their fathers in the decision process than
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either of the parents do. About 30 to 40 percent of the families did make

some sort of decision, with the predominant responsibility going to one or

both of the parents. These figures would seem to agree reasonably well with

the proportion of families who respond to natural hazard warnings of other

kinds. Most people appear to be inactive by default rather than carefully

selecting an optiria] course of action.

Family members were also asked whether moving would create difficulties

of various tyas. In particular, would a permanent move create difficulties

for work, for trienc;hlps, for school, and for a place to live. The same

response options were provided as for the search behaviors reported earlier.

Table 4.12 shows the percentage of husbands, wives and teenagers who said

there would be some, quite a bit or a great deal of difficulty if a move

occurred. For the parents, the two major problems appear to be work and a

place to iive... -,. 6U perent of the wives indicated Loat a move would

create difficulty for a place to live. These data suggest a very large

source of inertia for families faced with a continuing environmental hazard.

It is simply difficult to imagine not having problems in these areas if a

major move is made.

TABLE 4.12. Moving Would Create Difficulties

Difficulty Husbands Wives Teenagers

For Work 40.4 36.7 29.7
For Friendships 22.0 28.3 42.4

For School 17.3 17.3 36.6

For Pla-e t 46.5 60.0 45.8

I'tcent sLating "some," "quite a bit" or "a great deal,"
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l
Teenagers see the situation slightly different from the way their

parents do. In particular, teenagers see much more likely difficulties with

friendships and with school than do their parents. Work poses the least

problem for the teenagers, as might be expected. The data suggest that, to

the extent that the nembers of the family attempt to discuss a possible move,

they will be bringing different nLiorities to that discussion. In any event,

the reluctance to consider moving which was previously demonstrated is under-

standable in light of Table 4.12. Also, the lack of actually making a deci-

sion may reflect the feeling that there is no alternative, hence no decision

to be made.

Although it was not anticipated that family members would be very

accurate in their estimates, an attempt was made to determine what level of

expense each family member thought would be incurred if the family moved.

Four type, xt ,ecrc spcIJfied: in terms of a job, moving belongings,

housing, and other eronomic costs. Dollar estimates in these areas were

added to get an overall estimated cost of moving. These estimates provide

the following averages: husbands, $50,000; wives, $16,500; teenagers, $7,000.

There are huge discrepancies in these figures. It is, of course, not sur-

prising that teenagers are relatively unaware of overall cost factors. The

large difference between husbands and wives, however, is surprising. Some

of the higher cost estimates were from respondents (especially husbands) who

tated that it would be impossible to sell the current house or business.

Therefore, a huge loss of equity was expected if a move was made.

It would L.:.i.ptopriate to put large emphasis on these estimates,

since it is very difficult for people tomake them accurately. The main

story they tell is that tie data on which members of the same family attempt

to make family decisions differs widely from member to member. Whereas
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husbands consistently see less risk in staying where they are, they also

see greater costs in moving and greater difficulty in finding work elsewhere.

What about the probability that the family would move for good? As

with the Survey households, each family member was asked to estimate that

probability. Mean probability estimates from the first interview (six months)

are as follow6: nuands, .10; wives, .08; and teenagers, .17. For the

second interview (tweive months), mean estimates are: husbands, .10; wives,

.21; and teenagers, .15.

It will bv r..ilied from the previous chapter that the mean probabilities

of moving for goo, . approximately two-thirds to one-half the risk ratios

calculated from the probability of eruption and the probability of threat if

the mountain erupted. Those ratios continue to hold for the family data, with

the exception of the husbands and wives during the first interview. The much

larger p!oL-: i. ' .':eat estimates that contributed to larger iis& esti-

mates has created a considerably greater discrepancy between risk and proba-

bility of moving in those two instances. That the probability of moving did

not also increase indicates relative dissociation of a decision to move from

a perception of risk.

Second interview data show that the wives see a considerably larger

likelihood of moving than do the husbands, with teenagers between the two.

Throughout the analysis of risk, wives have been more bothered by the moun-

tain than have their husbands. Again, if husbands and wives participated

equally in a decision about moting, the wives would more often opt for leaving

and the husbaiiu, .,_.d opt for staying. We do not have direct tvidence of

whether any serious (onfrortations occurred during such discussions, but we

do know that husbaod.; and wives did not even agree on the extent to which

discussions Look place. There is a strong hint of conflict here, whether

overt or not.

* ~<."'
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Finally, a look at the "last straw" data shows responses very similar

to those obtained from the household survey. The most commonly stated "last

straw" that would get people to move is a severe natural event: further

eruptions, floods, or earthquakes. Although some respondents give answers

that are job, economy, or healt, related, most people consider that a "last

straw" would have to be a fairly cataclysmic occurrence in order to force

them out of their homes.

STRESS

As noted prev'4-,fIv, two kinds of stress data were obtained from the

families. First, the typical life events stress items were asked, and a

summary scale created from those items. Secondly, a new technique called

a stress graph was used. Because that technique requires more extended

discussion, it will be presented in the next chapter. We will, however,

report mean scores .:i, objeLtive event scales at this time.

Table 4.13 provides mean life event stress scores for husbands, wives,

and teenagers in each of the three locations. Scores are also presented for

three time periods: before the May 18 eruption, after the May 18 eruption,

and during the second interview (between six and twelve months after May 18).

It should be remembered that there are 20 families per location on which to

base the means before and after May 18, and only 10 families per location

for the third stress scores. As with the Survey data, items were not dif-

ferentially weighted but simply counted if they occurred.

The most obvious aspect of the data in Table 4.13 is tile previously

observea patL,. . . L.' ,) tIcvated stress at the time of the May 18

eruption with subs iie rtutirn t ,, a lower earlier level. There are two ways

in which the ..- t :, 1:erm the :Muivey data presented in Chapter Three.

First, all means :ire somewhat higher than those presented earlier. Only
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TABLE 4.13. Mean Life Event Stress Scores, 
by Site

Pullman Yakima Longview-Kelso

H W T H W T H W T

a. Complete Scales

Before May IS >,40 l.b0 .85 1.45 2.10 2.25 1.90 .70 1.05
After May 18 ;.15 3.40 4.25 2.40 3.45 2.85 3.75 4.20 4.75
After Six Mont; . dO 711 .00 .85 1.35 1.30 1.45 .90 1.30

b. Seasonally Adjusted Scales

Before May 18 1.15 1.60 1.40 1.20 1.85 2.05 1.50 .65 .90
After May 18 2.50 2.30 3.35 1.90 2.75 2.35 2.80 3.05 3.60
After Six Months ,55 .70 .80 .70 1.20 1.00 1.00 .70 .90

the scores in the first portion of the table should be compared with the

Survey mean stress scores, because they depend upon the entire set of stress

items. The second portion of the table contains scores computed on a reduced

set of items. In patLicular, all items pertaining to entering, leaving or

changing school were removed because those items occur predominantly during

the period covered by the second stress score (after May 18). In order to

avoid an artificial difference in mean stress before and after the eruption,

those obviously seasonal items were removed. The overall effect of the seasonal

adjustment Is to lower the mean scores without changing their pattern.

The main way in which the stress scores do not show the distance gradier:

apparent in the Survey data is that Pullman scores tend to be as high as, or

higher than, those from Yakima. For the period after May 18, Longview-Kelso

scores are clearly highest for all family members, in keeping with earlier

CeSuiLs. I , ...... Lit., vty amp, le, the Mean scores are higher after

the May 18 eruptikh, tha, either before that occurred or some six months later,

I,
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It would be convenient to attribute that time-based change to the effects

of the mountain, and some of the evidence presented in Chapter Three suggested

such a conclusion. However, the ten control families from Minneapolis show

a very similar pattern of increase over that time period. The Minneapolis

stress scores are somewhat lower than those from Washington State for all

family members and time periods, which is consistent with the volcano affecting

the scores. Seasonally adjusted scores from Minneapolis nevertheless show

increases aftet May 18 comparable to increases in the Washington State sites.

We did not re-interview the Minneapolis families, so do not have a third time

period for measuring mean stress.

It is not possible to tell at this time why all sites show elevated

scores on presumably objective, nonseasonal items. There are some remaining

items which could be seasonal, such as retirement, but that should be very

unlikely for s..ples in, the age range observed. In fact, we have no clear

interpretation of the over-time change in the control sample. Apparently

there is some source of variation in life-event items which needs to be

explored further. That the mountain has apparently had some effect is evident

from the fact that all Minneapolis mean scores are lower than their Washington

State counterparts. However, the seasonal variation in those scores is

essentially comparable.

One possible answer lies in the difficulty we had in obtaining the

Minneapolis sample. As in the other sites, random digit dialing was used

with prefixes in the designated sampling areas. For Washington State, that

procedure r-ii't -.. d an !0eqtiate number of eligible and willing cases.

In contrast, we had to make over 200 calls in the Minneapolis area to obtain

10 eligible and will.1 tini i e.
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In part, presumably, Minneapolis residents thought that being interviewed

for a study of Mt. St. Helens was pretty silly. Telephone callers did stress

that we needed comparison families who had not experienced the effects of

the volcano, but it is still possible that the request sounded questionable.

In any event, a plausible consequence of such reluctance was that only fami-

lies experiencing currently elevated stress might have been sufficiently

motivated to take part. If so, the most recent period (after May 18) would

likely have more stress than some earlier period (before May 18), without

the mountain's activity being responsible in any way. Such an explanation

is, of course, purely speculative.

Again, remembering that these items are presumably objective event

records, it is reasonable to expect that members of the same family will show

close agreement on their stress scores. Table 4.14 addresses that question.

Each three peisoi !a:Iv contains three dyads: husband-wife, husband-teenager,

and wife-teenager. The table contains the zero-order product moment corre-

lation for each of those dyads for each of the three time periods, using all

70 interview families. Note that, prior to May 18, stress scores showed quite

low correlations. That fact may be attributable to the fact that data from

before May 18 required considerable effort to recall, Because first inter-

views were approximately six months after May 18, any information from before

the eruption would be harder to remember than post-eruption data. The corre-

lations uniformly increase alter May 18, to the .5 or .6 level. These are

still not large correLations, in that only about one fourth to one third of

the variance o, t-1- qtir-qs scores is common variance. If these are objective

events, do we attribute moderate correlations to faulty recall or to lack of

awareness amonv. i n1', members of the same events? Looking to the second
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!
interview data, we find that again the correlations have increased with the

[exception of the wife-teenager correlation. In general, the second interview

correlations are reasonably strong, suggesting between one third and one

half common variance in the stress scores.

I
TABLE 4.14. Dyadic Correlations of Stress Scores, by Time

H-W H-T W-T

Before May 18 .29 .20 .30

After May 18 .54 .51 .60

Second Interview .59 .73 .57

All entries are significantly nonzero except for H-T
before May 18.

Altogether, the analysis of the stress scores poses important theoretical

problemis. First, the scores show a pattern of change over time which does

not seem obviously related to the volcano or to other readily discerned causes.

Second, the stress scores respond to proximity to Mt. St. Helens, in a manner

which indicates that presumably objective events can be affected by an environ-

mental stressor. Finally, members of the same family provide only moderately

correlated accounts of the same set of stressor events. If family stress

research is to continue to use life events stress scales, then it will be

necessary for these questions to be addressed in future work.

.......................................... ..
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COPING

Because the family interview coping data are so similar to data observed

in the household survey, only brief commentary will be necessary at this time.

The chance to observe the family data allows determining whether there are

age-sex specific coping patterns or a more general trend across all categories

of respondents. As is evident in Table 4.15, there is more a general pattern

than an age-sex specific one.

First, the items appearing in Table 4.15 are essentially those which

showed significant change in Chapter Three. Secondly, some of the changes

are more pronounced in the family interview data than was the case in the

Survey data. Comparisons are made here only for the change recorded in the

first interview, because only half the families were re-interviewed. Conse-

quently, the number of cases available for calculating percentage changes

would be ..;s_3.mIaller for the second interview family data,

Note that the largest and most dramatic percentage change is somewhat

spurious. That is, 80 percent of the teenagers indicate increased planning

for the future. However, given that stage in life, such an increase is to

be expected regardless of the activities of Mt. St, Helens. High net per-

centage changes also appear for a number of items emphasizing positive reactioi,

to the volcano's threat, In particular, social activities and planning for

the future increase in response to the volcano. Being thankful and believing

in God imply a positive attitudinal response, while relatively few of the

escapist or nervous tension type behaviors gained significant change in per-

centages. Reduiq, is Lie one consistent escapist activity which has largE

percentage increases, although it is possible that some of thac reading hl.d

to do with learning more about the mountain and how one might react to it,
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TABLE 4.15. Percent Changes in Coping Behavior

Behavior Husbands Wives Teenagers

"Social"
Talking about feelings +22* +38* +25*
Talking with family +32* +48* +25*
Relating to others +20* +30* +47*
Attending gatherings + 5 +20* +35*

"Vice"
Smoking - 2 +10* + 3
Prescription drugs 0 +12* + 2

"Escape"
Reading +27* +33* +25*
Hobbies +12 +17* +22*
Dieting +12 +18* + 2
Daydreamina +12 0 +20*

Traveling -10 -12* - 8

"Feeling or Showing Emotion"

Being angry - 7 +15* + 3
Being thankful +43* +63* +48*
Keeping problems to self -i0* - 7 - 5

Showing strength + 7 +25* +22*

"Solving"
Planning future +37* +35* +80*
Finding out about other + 8 +10 +23*

jobs

"Religion"

Believing in God +15* +28* +35*

Percentages are based on 60 individuals, and representative net

change (percent "more" minus percent "less").

*Probability less than .05 thaL the observed net change will

occur among the observed number of "more" and "less" answers,

if "more" and "le! ," were equally likely.

-.. mu. .... .
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There are some hints of age-sex differences, partly indicated by the

greater number of asterisks in the "wives" column than in either of the other

two. What seems particularly remarkable is that there are as few differences

as appear in the table, even between teenagers and their parents. These data,

coupled with the Survey data, suggest qtiite predictable and generally posi-

tive modes of response to a continuing threat such as an active volcano.

The only remaining item from the family interviews which parallels data

from the household survey is the extent to which the first interview was

seen by the respondents as affecting their behavior after that interview.

The three items were whether the respondent talked with the family about the

mountain more after the first interview, whether the respondent talked with

others more about the mountain after the first interview, and whether the

respondent had different feelings due to the first interview. Responses by

husband, wite ad teenager to these items show very little variation. Size-

able percentages said yes, from 30 to 47 percent, indicating a third to a

half of the respondents did find that the first interview had influenced their

subsequent actions or feelings. These percentages are comparable to those

rom the households survey, with the exception that slightly higher percentages

-)f family members reported changes in feelings.

SUMMARY

For the most part, the families studied in depth are sufficiently compar-

able to the Survey households that comparisons between the two are appropriitto

In general, families -xperienced considerable difficulty due to the mountain,

and indicated a Lai- avgree of concern over the mountain. However, decision-

making information siggesLs relatively little direct attempt to escape fron.

the consequenctn uf [hc "olcano. Instead, the most frequent responses deaA t

9V
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with getting more information about the mountain and about how to protect

j against its effects. Sizeable proportions of the family members saw thaL

permanent move would create problems. Life stress scores increased after

the May 18 eruption, and a variety of mostly positive coping behaviors also

Iincreased. The general picture is that the families behaved in ways very

similar to the larger survey household sample families.
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Chapter Five

STRESS GRAPHS

ABOUT STRESS GRAPHS: A NEW TECHNIQUE

There are two difficulties with typical ways of measuring stress.

First, the most common procedures deal with objective events which are

presumed to create stress, rather than with subjective indications of stress

actually felt by the people under study. Secondly, only a single measure

of stress is provided rather than relatively continuous measurement over

time. That is, a life events type of stress score ' single score cover-

ing all events that have occurred over a considerable period of time. By

contrast, it would be desirable to have an indication of how much stress

was felt across time so that variations in stress could be assessed and

attributed by observable events. The stress graph procedure to be described

in this chapter was developed specifically to resolve these two problems.

There is some precedent in earlier work by Bourque and Back (1977).

The graph itself is a very simple set of coordinate axes drawn on

graph paper. Although what will be described was developed specifically

for the Mt. St. Helens project, it is apparent that the procedure is readily

adaptable to other over-time stress measurement. The horizontal axis is a

time-specific axis. For this project, time had been marked off in months

and the five major periods of volcanic eruption were indicated on that time

scale. Thus, May 18, May 25, June 12, July 22, and October 18 were all indi-

cated by small arrows along the time (horizontal) axis. We have not analyzed

the data in t 'ms of the October 18 eruptions because many of the interviews

were completed before that time, so that marker did not appear on the graph

at the first interviews. Of course, all earlier markers were on the graph.

(A a., --
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For other applications of the stress graph, it would be desirable to have

some standardizing time point that allows the respondent to key periods of

high or low stress to identifiable events.

There is a question of the ability of respondents to remember stress

levels over a perJod of time as long as that covered by this graph: approxi-

mately six months. irosumably, minor variations in stress from day to day

would not be remembered tor that length of time, nor could they accurately

be recorded on suLh a long-term graph. On the other hand, the longer time

interval Lovered I' te graph should allow periods of major stress or of

relatively low stir t, be identifiable. That is, it is assumed that small,

refined detail will be lost with this length of time whereas major changes

in stress levels will be adequately recalled.

A second difficulty with this type of procedure is that individual

respondents V .igh and low points on the graph according to Their

own experiences. 1hose experiences may not coincide in time with other

individuals' experiences, hence summarizing data from graph to graph will be

difficult. That is, there will not be the same points in time from one

person to the next to allow easy summarizing of the data. To accommodate this

difficulty, an interactive computer program was prepared which allowed the

data points specific to an individual's graph to be entered as coordinates

on the graph. Then, using linear extrapolation, a set of standardized time

point scores were calculated, providing 39 data points for the first inter-

view stress graph and 31 data points for the second graph. Because some

points from tht. ,d graph overlapped time covered by the first graph, and

because minor changes Ln the horizontal (time) scale were made to make the

May 18 and May 25 erupttons more readily distinguished, the procedure resulted

II
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in approximately one time point per week recorded in the data file. It

should be noted that although linear extrapolation was used, it was easy to

represent curves by virtue of a sufficient number of entered coordinate points.

The vertical scale of the graph was simply labeled "Stress," and showed

values from zero to ten. The marner in which stress was defined for the

respondents, and the w-y in which they were asked to assign values on the

graph to their perceived stress levels, is best indicated by quoting the

interviewer instructions.

Now I would like you to try something different. Most
everyone feels some degree of stress from time to time. At
times you may feel no problem with anything. At other times
things seem to pile up and you really feel tense, angry or

even afraid. Let's call all of that "feeling under stress."
I would like you to figure out a graph of how much stress you

have felt over the time that Mt. St. Helens has been acting
up. It might have been due to the mountain or due to other
things altogether. We're talking about all kinds of stress.

I' no- v ty difficult. First, look at this blank
graph and decide at what time you really felt MOST "uptight,"
regardless of the reason for the stress, Was it AT or JUST
AFTER one of the eruptions, BEFORE THE MAY 18 ERUPTION, or
at some other time. Find that time on the TIME LINE of your
graph.

Next figure out how much stress you felt at that time.
If it was a lot, put a mark close to the top of the graph
(maximum stress = 10). If it was moderate, put the mark
about half way up (around 5), and so forth.

Now think about when you felt the LEAST stress. Find
that time and figure out how high up on the graph your mark
should be for that time.

Keep working along, filling in points showing about how
much stress you were under for different times since BEFORE

the mountain began kicking up, RIGHT UP TO NOW. Finally,
when you have as many points as you can be fairly sure about,
draw a line )r curve through the points showing how your level
of stres' ,. , ie up arA down these past few months. Remem-

ber, this is YOUR graph. When you have finished, look it
over to see if it looks right. If not, make any changes you

think are needed.

Aj
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There are questions raised by the use of subjective scales. The most

difficult question concerns the extent to which individual norms vary from

person to person and influence the across-person comparisons of such data.

For example, one individual may assume that moderate stress has a value of

2.0, whereas someone else may assume moderate stress is 6.0. For this rea-

son, overall indivtdual means and variances were computed, and will be used

to standardize indiviuual scores for certain portions of the analysis. On

the other hand, raw scores will be used for many of the analyses as well.

BASIC RESULTS

A single graph containing the overall mean (unadjusted) scores across

all family members and all sites is presented in Figure 5.1. A few comments

are appropriate. First, there is an obvious peak in the graph around May 18.

That is, the major eruption which occurred at that time obviously influenced

all or most of the respondents sufficiently that the overall mean is elevated

for that time period, Secondly, there is no evidence of similar peaks for

the other eruptions; May 25, June 12, or July 22, It is possible that the

May 25 eruption is masked by the more prominent event one week earlier, but

the June and July points do not appear, There is a subsequent peak around

mid-November, which does not coincide with any eruption of the mountain. As

will be shown, that peak is attributable primarily to respondents from

Pullman.

No data point has been plotted if it is based on six or fewer cases.

That is to avoid unnecessary fluctuation in the curve because of averagin,

across too tew 'ILLS. Individuals, of course, did not necessarily

begin drawing their graphE at the time boundaries of the blank graph, but

instead drew strE- ... s -ver the time period for which they felt some
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confidence in reporting their subjective stress levels. Consequently, some

points on the 2ummary graph would be represented by very few cases if the

criterion of minimum denominator were not imposed.

To what extent does the stress score vary across people at a given

time? To examine that question, a graph was prepared containing the standard

deviation of stress levels across respondents at each time point. Figure

5.2 contains those data. It is apparent that not only is the standard devia-

tion quite low, meaning not too much variation across individuals, but also

that the stILudard dieviation shows little variation over time. There is a

minor increase in the standard deviation at the time of the May 18 eruption,

indicating some greater variability in response to that unique event. In

general, however, the variability of stress data seems remarkably consistent.

CCNMPARISONS OF MEAN STRESS LEVELS

In order to examine further whether the stress graph is measuring rele-

vant effects, we will lookat average curves by family role (husband versus

uite versus teenager) and by location (Pullman versus Yakima versus Longview-

Kelso). Figure 5.3 shows the family role curves. Note first that the wives

show higher levels of stress at the time of the May 18 eruption than do either

husbands or teenagers. This fact coincides with data from Chapter Four.

They also show elevated stress levels in the November to January period,

primarily due to the Pullman respondents. Husbands and teenagers show very

similar responses for the entire period. All three curves are very close

for a large portion of the time uinder study.

Figure 5.4 contains all cases grouped by location. The first obvious

aspect of Figure -.. 4, i li P',0,l~riu, e~evated qtress level apparent at the

2nd of 1980. 1a , Jut)1, tie loioview-Kalso curve is somewhat higher at

the time of tho 'i. ' riipt foii, and nnticeablv higher from October through
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January. That latter difference is particularly indicative of the ability

of the stress graph to measure relevant effects. During that time, federal

officials were warning the towns of Longview-Kelso that they may need to

evacuate thousands o hiiouseholds because of threat of massive flood, Had

normal rains and u-,;noxs oc'rre iate tall and early winter, such evacuation

would have been rlitdr,. E: .,ct, abnormally low moisture levels occurred,

and evacuation did nt., ankc pi e. flowever, the threat to the area is evident

in the figure.

What aboU. viL-i,,,ts conhitniions of family role and location? Husbands

by location are s!iow; in Figure 5.5. rt is clear that the men in Longview-

Kelso were most bothered by the eruption on May 18 and continued to show

higher stress levels longer than did men from the othor communities. Secondly,

the flood threat for the Longview-Kelso area appears clearly from November

through Ja.... ., Yakl>:.i men displav somewhat higher stress scores

than do Pullman men after uctober, 1980. In fact, the entire time covered by

the second interview shows a clear distance effect from the mountain. That

is, Longview-Kelso shows the highest levels, Yakima next, and Pullman the

lowest. As noted before, the peak in November in the Pullman graphs appears

for the husbands in the Pullman area in Figure 5.5,

The next figure examines wives by location. As is evident in Figure 5.6,

there are similar responses to the May 18 eruption, except that the Longview-

Kelso wives show a somewhat longer period of elevated stress due to that

eruption. Again, the peak in the Pullman curves appears in November, and

the Longview-Kei-k, urve is much higher from late November through December,

indicating the flood thieat for that area. The curves finish quite similarly.

Finally, Figure ,. iwS (Cerlagers b- locat ion. There are no surprises

Ii these curves compared to the curves for the parents, in that the response

to the eruptlou , " i tat-, the elevated curve for Pullman

app..ars In s,'em qiiite familiar.

A.
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To summarize this section, it is apparent that there are some important

differences by location, and some other differencts :,etween husbands, wives,

and teenagers. With the single exception of the el-vated stress in Pullman

during November, i , , ,i . vari,1 ns are reasonable in terms of the events

being studied. Tlhat L Li ., '.:-, gr. h &;te!1s tw serve its purposes well,

Regarding Ltl .:-.1as -. ,o o stress in l'allman, we have not as

yet discovered the u Ja. <a 1o .. j,)it erh. Appareutly, some event or events

not captured by other qiuestion:, ,.isrupted a number of people in that parti-

cular communitv. :e2.. iablv, w; ,Lever that cause was bears no relationship

to Mt. St. Heleini. ., plausii, 2- interpretatin is a shared stress due to

the presidential elections, which may have been far more intensely followed

by the liberal-oriented faculty than by most other populations. It should

be noted, by the way, that standard deviations for all cases grouped by

family role iju.-: .. ,:tx. gers) and by location (Pullman, 'akima,

Longview-Kelso) provide almost indistinguishable curves, That is, those

variables do not exert ditterential efiects on the_. variability of the stress

scores.

CHANGES OVER TIME

Although the timt, tIta!ge,.i,, ippalett in the graphic presentations, it

is helpful to examine r:,'- r sores with>. ';erified time intervals to deter-

mine whether the apparent effects in the graphs show up numerically. Five

different time intervats were examined: the first ten data points (cent er.?d

around the May 18 eruption), points 11 through 25 (half of the remainder

of t' [ ,. , .... .. , . t; ;6, a ' (thL ballncc of

the time covered , , . • . : . 41) hrough 55 (the J irst

half f the i i... ' .... A WI 'if, th-ough 70 (the

.. . . . ... . . . .... , ' . . ' . .: - - ' ' '. . : - . ". .. .
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balance of the second interview time period). Table 5.1 contains mean

stress scores by location and family role for each of those five time

intervals.

TABLE 5.1. Mean Stress Levels, by Site, Family Role and Time

Time Pul.man Yakima Longview-Kelso

H W T H W T H W T

1-10 4.08 4.52 4.71 3.90 4.89 3.49 5.82 5.35 3.74
11-25 3.47 3.89 3.57 3.54 3.42 3.66 4.10 3.53 2.52
26-39 .. 4 3.90 3.57 3.08 2.63 2.42 3.92 4.13 2.72

40-55 3.10 4.23 3.12 3.88 4.90 3.78 4.98 5.19 3.13
56-70 J.4. 5.00 3.95 3.91 4.30 4.14 5.13 4.46 3.11

Time is in terms of standardized data points for the stress
graphs. Points 1-10 are immediately around the May 18 eruption.
Points 11-25 and 26-39 divide the balance of the first interview
graph. Points 40-55 and 56-70 divide the second interview graph.
Approximate calendar dates are:

Points 1-10 April and May, 1980

11-25 June through Sept., 1980
26-39 Oct. through Dec., 1980*

40-55 Dec., 1980 through Mar., 1981
5b-70 April through July, 1981*

*Actual end dates depended upon time of Interview, somewhat earlier

than December, 1980, or July, 1981.

It is obvious from Table 5.1 that ',L.e is a noticeable drop from the

first time interval to the second time interval for all locations and family

roles. That is, following the May 18 eruption there is a general decline in

subjective stress. From the second interval to the third, there is continuing

drop for most of the categories of location and family role. However, there

is an increase at Lhi6 time for the Longview-Kelso area for women and teen-

agers. The next comparison shows increases for seven of the nine columns of

data. That shift is from the end of the first interview stress graph to the

beginning of the second interview stress graph.
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It is not evident from the data whether any of three possible explana-

tions obtains. The first possibility is that a real increase in stress has

occurred across time from the first to the second graph. Of course, other

evidence indicatee an in'rease in stiess for the Longview area toward the

end of the first grv'. wYin i:] be carried ,ver into the second graph.

Aside from a true r,-ease in stiess, there are two other possibilities. It

may be that individuai rcspondc-ts had a change in their own norms from the

first interview to the second. Thiat is, without the event of May 18 providing

a peak stress reie ,'C-c, normal stress levels may have been recorded some-

what higher on the .1,.,erage in t-ie second interview than they were in the

first. It will take a good deal more work with stress graphing to determine

whecher such scale shifts might occur. The final possible explanation is

that the second graph depends upon only half the cases represented in the

first graph. . i !. -,.f of thc f.-milies were re-interviewed.

The last change, tro:m time points 40-55 to time points 56-70, again shows

overall increase in six ot the nine columns. The fact that there continues

to be a rise in stress suggests that the prevtous increase was a legitimate

change in stress rather than a methodological artifact, It is not clear

why stress levels in general would increase across the early part of 1981.

After October, 1980, the mountain remained relatively calm, and no other

obvious events occurred to increase subjective stress levels. Such changes

could, of course, pertain to much broader events such as changes in infla-

tion, unemployment, and so fcrth.

In generil. .iJthough some ot the changes noted in the previous dis-

cussion are not immediately explainable, it is apparent that the stress

graphs do show iiprtart and 'nisistent ,tects. The mean values recorded

in Table 5.1 simplv ret lect the graphic evidence in the figures presented
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I
so far. The time around the May 18 eruption does show high levels of stress,

with consistent decrease in stress after that time. Stress levels in Long-

view-Kelso are higher than in the other two sites, at least during the main!
eruption period. It is convenient that the graphic evidence can be presented

either pictorially or numerically so that both visual and statistical

analysis is possible.

FAMILY PATTERNS: DYADIC CORRELATIONS

A major focus ot the research concerns how families rather than simply

individuals responded to the eruptions of Mt, St. Helens. It will be

desirable, therefore, to determine the extent to which members of the same

family show similar, uncorrelated, or opposing patterns of response not only

to the mountain but also to other stress events in the lives of that family.

It would be difficult to analyze all three respondents in the same family

simultaneously, but relatively easy to examine the three dyadic patterns

created by three individual family members: the husband-wife dyad, the

husband-teenager dyad, and the wife-teenager dyad. Of course, to the extent

that two of these dyads are strongly related, there is a statistical con-

straint upon the third dyad.

Stress scores for the members of each dyad in each family were correlated

over the entire set of data points. If either member of a dyad had not

recorded a stress level on his or her graph for a given time point, that

time point was not included in the computations. Therefore, although refer-

ence will be made to correlations computed from points 1 through 70, actual

computations iiicludtj Unjy those points for which both dyad members have scores.

There are alternativp ways of expressing correlation coefficients, one

of which is mot i, iil tor this analysis. First, compute the mean and the

A
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standard deviation for a given person for all data points. Secondly,

transform each data point by subtracting that person's mean and then dividing

the difference by that person's standard deviation. This procedure produces

a z score, or standardIzed scorL_. A correlation is simply a mean cross

product of z scores.

That inLerpr,. L mn of O i ]"Clation coefficient aids understanding the

partial time relationzhLj s Jna .iil be analyzed. in order to determine

whether the extent ot similaritv of response to stressors changed over time,

partial mean cros ;,ucts o! scores were computed. For example, products

of z score.; for a d..hi were co:i,,uted for time periods one through ten, added

up, and that sum was then divided by ten. Note that this is not a true cor-

relation, because the overall mean and overall standard deviation were used

to create the z score in the first place, whereas only part of the data were

used in co_ r.y .. t c ,, roduct. C.:nequent-l, although a corre-

lation coefficient ranges only from -1 to +1, the partial time range coef-

ficients can exceed those limits.

Such partial time range coefficieltfs rirc preferable to strict correla-

tions over a reduced time range for one reason. If both a ,usband and wife

respond strongly to the May 18 erup;:ion, compared to how they respond to j
most events in their lives, both will show high curves during that time

period. They may not show identical curves of response to the eruption, such

as the husband increasing stress somewhat more slowly and maintaining it

somewhat longer than t-h wife within the first ten dat points, If a true

correlation wt, 1,.1.)uLted only on those ten points, then what is in fact

mutual high stress ulld produce relatively low correlations because of

minor variatioziis ;.) : , , ,,t , strcsa went up or down. If the stress

points are staudardize'd on the overall means and standard deviations, however,

I

9¢
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the entire range of values for both husband and wife during a period of

mutual high stress will be well into the positive numbers, producing a posi-

tive mean cross product for that time interval.

Partial time range coefficients for five time intervals plus correla-

tions over the entire range, by family dyad and site, are shown in Table

5.2. The most important fact evident in the table is that, with one excep-

tion, all dyad coefficients are high at the time of the May 18 eruption

(data points one through ten). It is not evident why wives and teenagers

in Yakima show a negative coefficient during that time. Beyond the first

time interval, however, there is little consistent relationship by dyad or

site. Some of the coefficients in Yakima continue to show sizeable values

throughout successive time intervals, suggesting a closer relationship

between family members in Yakima in how they respond to events other than

a major eruptLion. For fullman and Longview-Keiso, however, virtually all

coefficients are near zero. The implication, therefore, is that except for

a time of major stress, there is little similarity in the over-time patterns

of stress of people within the same family.

TABLE 5.2. Mean Dyadic Correlations of Stress Levels, by Site and Time

Time* Pullman Yakima Longview-Kelso

HW HT WT HW HT WT HW HT WT

1-10 .45 .54 .71 .41 .41 -.10 .50 .59 .33

11-25 .05 .15 .09 .20 .15 -.08 .18 .14 .01
26-39 .03 .01 -.01 .26 .10 .47 .05 .00 .18
40-55 .04 .04 .05 .40 .29 .06 .02 .13 -.14

56-70 .03 .21 .27 .13 .37 .30 -.13 .16 -.22

Total (1-70)** .14 .20 .19 .31 .25 .05 .21 .21 .14

* See Table 5.1 for explanation of time points.

** Only the total correlations are true correlations. Each data point is

standardized arcund the total mean and the total standard deviation
for that individual, producing a e score. Recorded values are the
mean cross product of a scores for time points listed.
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The total correlations bear out this fact. Despite the strong positive

effect of the May 18 eruption, overall correlations vary from small to moderate

(.05 to .31), although all remain positive. The overall mean for all dyads

and sites is only .19, suegestiaz that without the influence of the May 18

eruption, members of the same familv have very little similarity in how their

over-time stress levelq varv. That is indeed an intriguing fact.

If individuals of 'he same i:imilv show very similar stress curves, then

it means they are responding I the same way to events which impinge mutually.

For example, deaths , marriages in the family, outside events like the vol-

cano eruption, and so forth, create similar feelings of stress for members

of the same family. That pattern seems to have occurred around the time of

the May 18 eruption. It is possible to expect, under certain circumstances,

that members of the same family will not experience the same stressors. For

example, serious I 'Irs of a sibling of one parent may not be a particular

stressor for the other parent, for whom that sibling is only an in-law. One

possible explanation of the low overall correlations is that there are some

of that type of individual ctressor events for most families, such that some

negative correlation periods appear. In addition, there are also some jointly

experienced stressors such that positively correlated periods appear. Over

a long enough time period, then, these positive or negative periods would

tend to cancel each other out and produce a near zero total correlation.

It is possible, using programs developed for that purpose, to display

the stress graphs for all members of a family simultaneously on computer ter-

minals. oxam1.i, of those family graphs indicates some validity for the

argument just presented. That is, it is possible to find many families with

periods of similar s?-.-; cirv .4 07nd also with periods of quite dissimilar

stress curves. The interesting fact, however, is that not all three members
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are likely to show similarity at the same time except for the May 18 period.

That is, one event may produce positive correlation between husband and wife,

while the teenager shows aquite disparate pattern. At another time, husband

and teenager may show similar response while the wife has quite a different

pattern. Some specifi- e.zimpleQ will b provided shortly to illustrate this

fact.

Given the dyadic relationsJAps for specific time intervals, it is pos-

sible to create a family typology based on whether each of the dyads is

positively, negatlvelv or not a, all correlated for that time interval. For

convenience, let a time period ass-ciation above .25 be considered a posi-

tive dyadic coefficient, below a -.25 be considered a negative coefficient,

and between those values be considered uncorrelated. By those criteria, for

the time points one through ten, 22 of the 60 families showed a 4-++ pattern.

That is, all three iitls were above a .25 relationship for that many families.

For the four remaining time intervals, the number of -- families was 8, 8,

3, and 2, respectively. Thus the mountain eruption created an extraordinary

number of +4+ families.

How stable are such family patterns? A formal answer to that question

would involve fairly complicated computations, but a reasonable indication

is provided by the following simple method. Assign a score of "1" for a

+ dyad, "0" for an uncorrelated dyad, and "-l" for a minus or negatively cor-

related dyad. Then add the three dyad scores for a given family. This scorc

can range from "3" for a +4-+ pattern to "-3" for a --- pattern,

Assume thit dadfr rplationshIps are randomly assigned across dyads in

a given family and across families, based on marginal probabilities of a +,

0, or - dyad oc,,rr. 'hat ranTdom distribution assumption, a complete

sampling distribution of family scores can be calculated. That calculation

- a- - a'
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was accomplished via computer, and mean family scores for time periods 1-10,

11-39, and 40-70 were compared. Results of those statistical comparisons

show that the amount of change in family score from time period 1-10 (around

the May 18 eruptiou) tc; time period 11-39 was significantly greater change

than would be expected hy chanc, This result simply verifies the pattern

observed earlier of oeneral decrease in the dyadic relationships once the

effect of the May 18 eruption had worn off.

The parallel comparison between time period 11-39 and time period 40-70

shows significantiy less change than would be expected by chance. This is

an unusual form of computation, since it isusually desired to test a hypothe-

sis that two means differ more than chance. However, a sampling distribution

includes probabilities for small values as well as for large values. It is

possible, therefore, to calculate the likelihood of observing very small

changes as well as vrt,, large changes. The implication of the result is

that, beyond a major event such as the May 18 eruption, family patterns

remain quite stable. That is, the extent of correlation across dyads for a

given family tends to be quite similar over time. Only major events alter

that quite consistent pattern.

The fact of stable dyadic patterns is particularly important when stress

graph procedures are applied to major events such as the Mt. St, Helens

activities. Inspection of individual stress graphs shows clear individual

response to a variety of stressors other than the mountain's behavior. Fac-

tors such as illnesses, job losses, drivers license applications by teenagers,

and myriad otf.'r .v-to-day stressors appear in the graphs obtained from the

family members. However, these events apparently are insufficient to generate

overall positive corrvl iini ,>f the time-based stress curves for members of

the same family. On the other hand, the data clearly indicate that the
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volcanic eruption produced overall similar response. Thus a major external

stressor creates a commonality of subjective stress across members of the

same family which is quite unusual compared to normal, everyday life patterns.

That common elevated stress provides the most useful focus of attempts to

convince families that protective action is necessary to avoid threat. As

research on other natural hazards has demonstrated, if threat is not perceived

then action is quite unlikely. our data show that considerable stress was

perceived by two or more members of the same family for many of the families

studied.

TWO CASE ILLUSTRATIONS

There are numerous interesting details in the stress graphs and their

annotations, which could occupy a great number of pages of discussion. How-

ever, many of the details would prove identifiable with specific families,

hence reporting those details would violate promises of anonymity. Also,

such detail is of greater interest for the clinical evaluation of family

response to stress than for the specific ,oferliwith how families responded

to Mt. St. Helens. Therefore, only two families will be presented at this

time. One of the families was interviewed only once, hence the curves do not

cover the entire form for the combined stress graphs. The other family was

interviewed both times, providing more complete curves.

Figure 5.8 contains the graphs for the first family. First, note that

the daughter's curve shows only a minor reaction to the May 18 eruption, and

remains low beyond that point. Also, the daughter terminates her curve well

before the time U1 tli inLervicw. In conitrast, both parents' curves show high

peaks at the time ot rh iV ! eii t ton. In tact, the daughter was not at

home at the time ol ic eUIptL, ii. Vlic paients expressed great concern over

their daughter's -;;ltev, whfh thf, daughter knew she was in no danger.

I -,
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Because each curve is standardized around its own metri and standard deviation

for computing dyadic correlations, even though the :;,an stress level of the

daughter is quite low, all dyads are strongly corrclated across the entire

set of time points. The orrelations as well as the means and standard devia-

tions appear 11 Figuc- 71.8.

Figure 5.9 hghiights tie i .Ls ten data points and provides the partial

time period "correiations" 10r Uhe tlireu dyad., as vcil as the restricted time

period means and standard deviatLioLs. Note that, especially at this time,

all three dyads shrew -ighly similar response u,,:i hogh quite different per-

sonal norms of resioiin,. Figutt ).10 provides pi j different picture.

Here, the time period 11-25 is emphasized. The lar-ge peak in the wife's

curve is due to the marriage L: an;the: of her childrn at that time, The

husband's curve also shows somewhat higher stress at that time, but not nearly

comparable to his i> ,. Bv :;trast. the ,hhv she, no concern with

her sib's wedding. Consequentiv, the tiusband 1we dvad shows positive

correlation for this time interval, while each ;,,rr::I is negatively corre-

lated with the daughter.

The daughter's curve terminates at about this time. Subsequently, cor-

relations for dyads involving her are necessarily zero, not because of

independent stress response but because there are no data poi.rts for her.

The husband-wife dyad continues to be positively correlated through the

balance of the graph (.44). In sum, then, this faily shows quite similar

response to a major est~rnal tressor (the mountain), but quite disparate

response to a - . internal to the family (another child's wedding).

A quite different response pattern is demonstrated by the next family.

In this Instance. is 'r:'i;t rate, in Figire 5.]11, there is virtually no

overall correlation i~i any of the family dvads. That is, various points .n
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which members of a given dyad are positively correlated are off~et by other

points at which the same dyad will show negative relationship. A brief

examination of some of the reasons for these changes in dyadic correlation

follows.

The first time period (poiInts 1-10) is emphasized in Figure 5.12. Here,

the husband respondet to the Ms'," 18 eruption only noderately and in somewhat

delayed fashion. In contrast, both the wife and the son show very strong

response to that initial eruption. The result is a high wife-boy correlation

with moderate to low , rrelations involving the husband.

Turning to the next time interval (points 11-23), we find the husband

quite strongly negatively correlated with both wife and boy. The pattern is

highlighted in Figure 5.13. The wife and boy, on the other hand, show a

moderate positive correlation. In fact, only the husband remained at home

at this time while t-: rest oi Vie family was out of the country. While

they were away, a family friend living where they were visiting was killed.

Consequently, their stress curves show response to that event, while it did

not have comparable impact on the husband. That pattern of negative corre-

lations for dyads involving the husband continues on through the rest of the

first interview stress graph (points 26-39).

After that time, when the family has returned home, dyadic correlations

again shift. Thus, for the time period 40-55, husband and wife curves are

correlated .54, husband and boy .26, and wife and boy -,61, Subsequently,

the husband-wife correlation reduces to .21, the husband-boy correlation

becomes slightly negative (-.13), and the wife-boy correlation virtually

disappears (.06). This family, then, shows considerable variation over tine

in the dyadic patternq. It will be remembered, however, that such shifts are

relatively uncommon. in fact, most dyads remain quite stable and not highly

correlated after Lh' eflfe,' of the May 18 eruption has worn off.

A

", " ' . I
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SUMMARY

It is evident from the data presented h.A ta.i ;tress graph technique

has a great d.a of : ,. Fl, t -i all, it ,) ; rovide the opportunity

'o c~ir ove.- ; .':i a ,ess stress only at one

e ,- . . , .. , ressors as well

as C071.1110:1 S r,'-, r ' ' ns t' , t which members of

the same family re pui, . Pa' , I r,.n, !'j 1 !;tE (vents which impinge

on that family.

1.* the effec ,  - the May 18 eruption. There

are a few exceptEIoll, IctpLe w..,) Jid not seer i arn wav disturbed by the

volcano. In general, the effect, of other stressors are scattered over time

iuch that mean curves show ,n v the Ma'; 18 LrUjptiOh and the subsequent threat

of flood in the Longvtew-Kelso irea. Evidence regarding the standard devia-

tions of the , , . ... i 't, U t it .'il,,i {I I tV of the graph across

individual respondenrs t , 11i it .nst,in. ,, fi,, even though the mean

graphs for different sets ,1 p,,ople show precli ,.lii differences. In particu-

lar, residents of o -,, :,. L-, -. ; ,. , .an ., tress levels than do the

residents of the other sites, I-nt'l ,'t tlo May 18 erkipti-on and in the late fal,

and early winter when masslve floods are threatening.

Evidence from the oyadic correlatioii Indicates that the one source of

highly similar response to stress is the volcano. Other events produced

temporary similarity, bt overall patterns show virtually no correlation.

A simple famly,:--t :. s,:.':4.irizing the dyadic potterns shows greater

. , .. e I )1'  to time points 11-25, and less

than randor . . .. , t :; . A reat deal has been learned from

th i .t,', 'h- '' he. r ir pr a -,.dires. It remains tc

Ie svee in snh.il .*,,- II,.s5.s whet her the stress graph data relate consis-

te li-ll',' to o t' i,'' ,

A,

JA416T.
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Chapter Six

THE EXPERIMENTS

RATIONALE AND METHODS

As indicated rcviously, tWo complementary procedures were to be used

to study the families selected f. r in-depth analysis. First, each member

was interviewed in tail, ,irted in the previous two chapters. In

addition, each family participated in a computerized game simulation experi-

ment dealing with response to ML. St. Helens. The argument for a simulation

experiment ccmponutit ' the study Is to enable direct observation of the

over-time response of families to an environmental stressor. We do not

argue that the simulation response is identical with what will happen if

the mountain continues its threatening activity. We do argue that the

response to stress individually and as a family should be well mirrored in

the experiment. That, i c. there should be n correspondence between experi-

mental response and real world response which will aid our understanding of

how the volcano has affected the people living in its shadow. An experiment

alone cannot replace an interview, which covers a much wider set of variables.

On the other hand, an interview cannot obtain data on the actual decisions

people make when confronted with problems or on the nature of family decisions

when the entire family can be affected by the problem. A complete picture is

obtained by asking and then observing. The experiments form a critical link

in the chain of understanding family response to environmental stress.

It is impossible to convey the power and realism that a well constructed

simulation can provide as a stimulus for family deliberation and decision

making. Prior to the "t. :It. filens project, we have conducted three years

of such simulatiui4 xi',riments in a project dealing with community and family

response to wain i .- ,f natitral hazards. Our results corroborate with great

- i ,4
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statistical confidence a number of hypotheses about how people respond to

environmental threat. In addition, subjects clearly become involved in sucl'

experiments, treat them seriously, and report enjoyment in the experience

when the sessions are over.

Acording to t c origna1 :)roject plan, families would be interviewed

in their homes. trwn taken to a mobile laboratory; that is, a motor home

equipped with a microcompLter network on which the game simulation was to

be conducted. For iogi-irical r.asons, the motor home was to be kept at

Washingto:' :,t<s :Lity (subcontractor for field work for the project)

at Puilman, Liull ,i!'ci to Yaklua or Longview for a number of days at a

time to conduct interviews and experiments. The distance from Pullman to

t:ie other two sites is considerable, and highways contained not only the

usual dirt and dust, but an extensive amount of volcanic ash due to the

series ot eruii. ,o the beginning of field work.

Unfortunately, some ot the ash and dust apparently got into the compu-

ters regardless of how careful the staff was, causing malfunctions during

early attempts at conductlng the experimimts. in addition, the power source

in the motor home apparently was not well rectified, such that what would

normally be minor power fluctuations became disabling fluctuations from the

standpoint of the microcomputers. Afteu a series of mostly abortive efforts

to deal with these problems, the project changed strategy. Interviews were

conducted in homes as originally scheduled, then families were taken to a

local motel where tCh computers had been set up in a room designated as the

tield lahor -: i r1t site. This procedure, while somewhat less con-

venient for the families. solved mechanlcal problems satisfactorily.

I
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The equipment used in the experiments was three Terak microcomputers

f plus some networking hardware. Most programming problems had been solved

for a Terak system in the Hazards project, and extensive software from that

project was available for adapting to the needs of the Mt. St. Helens study.

The Terak computers :o:sist of a proctcssing unit containing an eight inch

floppy disk, a CRT - Lhode r.,' tube), and a keyboard. The entire system

is comparable in size to an office typewriter. The Terak CRT's have excel-

lent graphic capability, so that maps as well as word messages can be

generated.

During the experiment, individual members of the family were seated at

separate computer keyboards, each with its own CRT for receiving written

messages and maps from the computer. Although each terminal constitutes, in

fact, a separate microcomputer, they were connected in a network so that

activities on any .o:pi.uer co.id be affected by or could affect those on the

other computers.

The simulation experiment contained two aspects. First, individuals

played a business management game which was designed to be both a stimulating

and a demanding experience. As business manager, each subject made decisions

about hiring, firing, buying supplies, and selling products for profit. The

computer generated extensive records, including bank balances, loans if

necessary, updates on numbers of employees, levels of supplies, products on

hand, warnings from foremen about management problems, and so forth. The

game, which had beet designed for the Hazards project, was sufficiently

commlex th, 2 1 1 effcrt to make a sizeable profit. Most

people did succeed In main z a profit, 'ut in the process became very caught

up In the ch;i1 I , • :

-. ~ - .1
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The second aspect of the experiment was a compr,!ssed time simulation of

continuing volcanic activity that posed increasing: threat and economic

hardship for the areas aro,,, ritw moxnta in. A series of 14 messages, dis-

tribul.i ovzt ,p',- i,,.. ) )t A experimental time, interrupted the

... . . . , - ,,i'.' -.embers of events relevant to the

volcano. ' ome me. -... roport, i nor situation, such as build up of the

lava dome, while other mes~a,- ;o, ted extreme occurrences such as a major

eruption. Table 6A. contain,; 14 messages as they appeared on the CRT's.

Of cou-t;e, ti.. 3;,, , one or t!me, with three to four minute intervals

between messages dinig 'hlh .ii:. t 'amily members continued to operate

their business. If a message annun'ed an eruption of the volcano, the com-

outer then displaved on the (R'i a map of the state of Washington, showing

the site where the finally lived plus other major cities in the state, an

indication of "- , ., 'It. .t. li-lens, and a gradual spread across

the map of a representatio of the ah rlo;d and subsequent fallout. Figures

6.1 through 6.4 show the eruptions as they ppcared on the CRT'so Note that

the three sites (Pullman', "akiii,. Ion,. Icw-Kulso) are differentially affected

by the events reported in the buil] It ins and shown in the eruption maps.

After each of the 14 messages, the family member-business manager was

allowed to choose whether to continue '-eration of the business in routine

manner or to close it down to protect it against the effects of the mountain.

Of course, closing down the business lost the opportunity to continue makir, ,

money, but prt u- pp i ies and personntl from damage due to the volcano,

"a 1 u-i IF- ti(' 0,. earrds experiments, with a tornado

hazard ratb, ,' hari , ik- , ' , ' ',ri?;pio. however, followed a fairly con-

1 , 1 ,ti .. i' - , t .1 j *. f ,.e subIlect's business. Therefore,

it generated a euse of deadline for decision as it came closer to the business

I o:at in.
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TABLE 6.1. Messages Reporting Volcani- ActivityI Message
Number

1 Geologists report that the dome in the crater of Mt. St. Helens has sud-
denly begun growing at the rate of about 2 feet per day. This is the
first activity of the volcano in many weeks.

2 Increased tremors in the range of 2.0 on the Richter Scale have been re-

ported at Mt. St. 11chAens. Thert is increased b ,lging of the dome inside
the crater according to Forest Service observers.

3 Officials have ordered alM :7,rson 'o evacuate the Red Zone of Mt. St.
Helens due to freased tre§" enc\ ot tremors and the opening of a new
steam vent. Au- ,r.ption airt has been issut,d by the Federal Emergency
Management Agen,-v.

4 Mt. St. Helens erupted at I :4 a.m. today, sending a plume of ash to
approximately 4700'3 feet. Light winds from the southeast are expected

to carry the ash in a wedge pattern between Olympia and Hoquiam. Heavy
ash fallout has caused c1s: iMg of Highway 12 over White Pass.

5 Washingt.)n S"'.u is expetinv a large budget deficit due to the costs
of emergericy ,,,-iredness acd extensive clean-ups caused by the eruptions
of Mt. St. Helens over the last nine months. The governor is urging
special tax increases and asking for additional Federal assistance.

6 Physicians in many communities in Washington State report increasing evi-

dence of health problems Decause of the Mt. St. Helens eruptions. Some

experts fear that there may be long-term consequences for many residents.

7 An earthquake of magnitude 3.0 on the Richter Scale has caused avalanches
and mudslides - the north of Mt. St. Helens, threatening flooding along
the Cowlitz ve. ',yssx ock Day appears undamaged, but the Army Corps
on Engineers is stil.i examining the Mayfield Dam. Any further slides
could cause serious flooding along the Cowlitz River.

8 Highway 12 from Salkum on the west to Randle on the east is still closed
to the general public as the result of earlier avalanches and mudslides.

9 Geologists report an increase in seismic activity on Mt. St. Helens. It
is believed that the mountain may be entering a new active phase.

At 3:25 p.m. Mt. St. Helens had its most serious eruption since May 18,
1980. An ash plume rising approximately 50,000 feet is being carried
eastward by strong tipper air currents from the west, Traffic is at a
standstill in Yakima, and considerable fallout is expected through
eastern Washington, Idaho, and into western Montana.

11 Geologists have noted a change in the lava in the crater of Mt. St. Helens
These changes have not been observed previously, and experts are unable
to predict how the mountain will act in the future.

12 A series of sharp -arthquakes began this morning at Mt. St. Helens, fol-
lowed by lava-flows to the south, reaching four miles down the slope.

13 Mt. ',.'. .. tmes In thP last six hours. There has been
extremely hea\vy pumice fallout near the mountain. Ash is drifting to the
southeast. A )'P'r i1rt remains In effect. Due to the conditions on the
mountain, we o!e ~o l, ei al-je to contact officials for further information.

14 Thert ha - , , -u-i i - f,,tptikii of Mt. St. Helens. The blast was heard
as far east as Pullman and Spokane. Lava and mud flows have caused mas-
sive fLoetoii ,, ',wlt p'.. lew',s, and Toutle Rivers. A huge ash cloud
has covered : ', f ,r1ern Washington,

II
&
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In contrast, a volcano shows various signs which could be interpreted

as increased threat versus abatement of threat. There is no more-or-less

linear approacti to a deadline for a,'tion, but rather a continuing problem

Will;eem's U.'<: ~e~time. In contrast to the accelerating

.1 '';f.g~ t . tas tire tornado approached, which

Vf _ _,, wc anticipate a somewhat more chaotic

response! o. . . c tlw vol cazi in these exper iments.

After, lugi.5 
. 1-., two other types of decision were

rLe Jul . . idual ii i. were asked to record on the computer

W!o. 1 C L,' j, 2:; ter curreint location or to continue oper-

ation where they were. If they indicated a preference to move, they were

skdwhere and giveni -L, ow much it would cost then to move

their business that fr, how a~ employees would come with them versus quit,

and WIjat * :h U., A ZlvI to move that far. i'he costs were approxi-

mately reaiistip anda sio _,mpa~ibie with the overall inicome generated within

the experiment.

After these 1z-di 'l:; ! ~ne >e ic, )rd& in the computers, the

computer then informed each of !! e fariily members that the family as a group

had to discuss whether tht: family would move or would stay at its prescenL

location. The computer ; would not continue the game until a family declsi~n

had been recorded by the ex perimenter and the system restarted. Family

members then turned toward each other, away from their computers, and dis-

cussed, to w!ti the'. wishied. -iiethrlithey would move ot- stay. A!s

will be evj ;L" . :iuse to aiove, although the majority chose to stay vhiete

they wete.

If i fa j )I . . evc, they returned to their routine, indf-

I .1 ,, I ! the computet until the next required discussion. Of

coursie they wot I lie -uimv i Isk f rom the mountain depending upon
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where they lived. If they chose to move, the distance and direction away

from the volcano were used to alter two aspects of the game, First, costs

were assessed as indicated previously, and their individual and comP.Ay bank

balances were appropriately reduced. Secondly, their risk from future vol-

canic activity was altered to take account of their new location. That risk

was functional in the game to tie extent that ash or lava struck the area

where their business operated. Various degrees of lost productivity were

assessed under such circumstances, which required some time to overcome and

return to normal roductivity. In sum, if a family moved it would experience

certain losses, although different members of the family would have different

levels of loss due to the individual characteristics of their businesses.

If the family stayed, it would continue to experience the same threats from

the volcano while carrying on business as usual.

A decision to move did Ilit terminate the game. After adjusting for the

distance moved, the experiment continued with the new hypothetical location

shown on the map if it was within Washington State, and the family was allowed

to remain at its new location at subsequent decisions or decide to relocate

again if they so chose. Although relocation a second time was possible, and

return to original location was also possible, no family chose to move twice.

One advantage of the computer system was that all decision data were

automatically recorded in sequence and by time in the computers. In addition,

before the experimental sessions began, the experimenter entered a variety

of data in the computer that had to do with the demographic characteristics

of the family member who was at each terminal as well as case identificat:on

information. Thus, a complete record of each person's individual information

and performance was obtained on disk as the game proceeded. These data could

be analyzed within the Terak system or transferred to the central computer

system for analyst, wil the rest of the data file.

Alk
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There are four kinds of data, then, to be examined in this chapter.

First, we will look at the individual decisions to close shop or continue

operating as usual. That gives some indication of individual predilections

and r ponses io h, thrEats po,.' h, 1he volcano. Secondly, individual

p l : *::.s movi. wi' V bt' >\-mined. followed bv the family decisions

whether or noto t o'e. Finall ', some transcripts from the family discussions

will be presented for iLlustratio.' rather than for formal analysis. Each

family was told that all _iisusains would be audiotaped, and those tapes

were skthsO, -.n c i ribed. Although some families provided very little

discussion, st me o: L:w dolatt md commentarv was particularly informative

about response to the game. response to Mt. St. Helens, and the nature of

iamily interaction.

BUSINESS 1i: T:P'"

Table -. 'ni - c> ' ' frudlvfdulals wh c rhose to shut down their

businesses. Data are- plrs, ;ttd for each of the 11 messages, and each of the

three sites. Although .. thr,(.-person famf!-l wtr. studied in each site,

-rovidinsg 60 individuals ror site. nor ,ill family and individual experlnw'r

dta were obtained as planned. One family in Pullman, one in Yakima, -nd

I Longview-Kelso were 1,-t due to mechanical difficulties involving h,- ,-

records either durfi ,, o. ater the exleiiiment. In addition, two individualh..

from Pullman and one from Yakima had records lost for similar reasons. Con-

sequently, th- number of individuals for which data are recorded are 55, 5(

and 94 for the three ites respectivelv.

1her ale tw,, iili ,i tant apec ts ot the data iLl fable 6.2. As noted

betot. t'., toi , i t ts c- nta tned a more-or-less linear

S, .. i at i.on, .'u h that the proportion of subjects who

* ** '-r*
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TABLE 6.2. Decisions to Shut Down Business, by Site and Message

Message Pu I I mail Yakinia Longview-Kelso To ta 1
n= 55* n =56 n =54 n =165

1 0 (0) 3 (5.4) 0 (0) 3 (1.6)
2 2 (3. 6) 3 (5.4) 0 (0) 5 (3.0)
3 1 (1.8) 6 (10.7) 2 (3.7) 9 (5.4)

4 (0) t) (10.7) 1 (1.9) 7 .. )
Family Decision 01l

5 U (0) 3 (5.4) 0 (0) 3 (1.)
6 4 (7.3) 6 (10.7) 4 (7.4) 14 (21.6)
7 1 (1.8) 3 (5.4) 2 (3.7) 6 (3.5)

Family Decision q2
8 1 (1.8) 2 (3.6) 0 (0) 3 (1.8)
9 2 (3.6) 2 (3.6) 0 (0) 4 (2.4)

10 8 (14.5) 20 (35.7) 0 (0) 28 (17.0)
Family Decision #3

11 2 (3.6) 4 (7.1) 0 (0) 6 (3.5)

12 0 (0) 3 (5.4) 3 (5.6) 6 (3.5)
13 1 (1.8) 6 (10.7) 1 (1.9) 8 (4.9)

14 32 (58.2) 22 (39.3) 11 (20.4) 65 (39.4)

Family Decision #4

*Twenty families, or 60 persons per site, were scheduled. Mechanical

problems reduced useable, completed sessions to 19, 19 and 18 families
for the three sites. Additional problems reduced Pullman individual
member records by 2, and Yakima by 1.

Percentages are shown in parentheses.

responded (took protective action) increased in an accelerating curve as the

deadline approached. However, the volcano presents a different kind of sce-

nario. There is a continuing build up and release rather than a single

termination of the scenario. Therefore, the number of individuals who chose

to take defensive action fluctuates considerably through the 14 messages.

Note in particular that certain messages generated relatively high rates

of response. That is, message number 6 generated 21.6 percent response

across all subjects and sites. Message number 10 generated 17 percent

re.ponse, and message number 14 generated 39.4 percent response, That is,

...
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approximately two out of five subjects chose to close their company operation

after message 14.

It is interesting to note that there is considerable difference by site

in res: ,nse t.- thee key essages. fo particular, Yakima shows the strongest

re ?ons to >.e.-age 1). w Ole P m:inun zhows the strongest response to Message

14. A review , the Tres ;ages and the appropriate maps 'ndicztes a differen-

tial relevance o these Tessages for th)se two sites. It is also interesting

that the Longview-Kelso area shows the lowest response rate in this portion

of the ex: 'cLt t though that site is under greatest threat from the

mountain. Of cour;c, the simulation involved primarily ash and fallout threat,

with serious flood being a threat only at the end of the experiment. Since

most of the ash drift was east rather than west, the Longview-Kelso area was

less threatened in the simulation than those more distant.

There Is m, :- ic:,ortant aspect of the individual decisions. Although

some build up seems to occur at Message 4 (six cases in Yakima and one in

Longview-Kelso) the frequencies drop again at Message 5. Similarly, there

are six decisions to shut down at Message 7, but the number reduces to three

at Mess-ige 8. Again, there are 26 decisions to shut down at Message 10, but

only six at Message 11. There are two possible explanations for this pheno-

menon. First, there is some easing of the apparent threat of the mountain at

the points cited. More importantly, however, a family decision discussion

has intervened between the times noted. As will be evident from Table 6.3, as

well as from the transcripts, families often talked individual members out

of a deqIre t, jhit down and leave, in the interest of the family as a unit

staying. It i.s apparent from Fable 6.2 that various individuals were con-

vinced to "qt,,-k vith It" at ter discussions with their families.

.....................................................-
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Information on individual preferences for moving and on family decisions

about moving is contained in Table 6.3. The first part of the table pertains

to the individual preferences, and the second part to the family decisions.

Note first that location considerably affects preference to move. The Pullman

and Longview-Kelso family members seemed to build up over time, or at least

have their largest frequency at the fourth opportunity for such a decision.

In contrast, the Yakima members show the highest frequency of preference to

move at the first opportunity for such a decision, with reduced frequency

of such preference after that time. As can be seen from Part B of Table 6.3,

one Yakima family lid choose to move at the first opportunity. That should

have reduced the number of family members wishing to move in subsequent

rounds, hence part of the change in Part A of the table may be attributed to

that move, At the most, however, that could affect three individuals,

TABLE 6.3. Individual Preferences and Family Decisions to Move,
by Site and Decision

A. individual Preferences for Moving

Decision Pullman Yakima Longview-Kelso Total
n = 55 n = 56 n = 54 n = 165

1 1 (1.8) 10 (17.9) 5 (9.3) 16 (9.7)

2 2 (3.6) 2 (3.6) 4 (7.4) 8 (4.8)

3 5 (9.1) 4 (7.1) 2 (3.7) 11 (6.7)

4 12 (21.8) 1 (1.8) 10 (18.5) 23 (13.9)

B. Family Decisions

Decision P',llman Yakima Longview-Kelso Total
n = 19 n = 19 n = 18 n = 56

1 0 (0) 1 (5.3) 0 (0) 1 (1.8'

2 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)

3 U (U) U kO) 1 (5.6) 1 (1.8h

4 4 (21.1) 0 (0) 5 (27.8 9 (16.1)

Totals 4 21.i) 1 (5.3) 6 (33.3) 11 (19.7)

See lable 6.1 for explanation of sample sizes,

P t',eitages are shown in parentheses.

.................................. "q~- '-<
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As noted previously, Yakima family members respond somewhat differently

from the rest of the families studied in a number of respects. It is quite

possible that a sort of determined self reliance would result in a gradual

reductfin in V w1l1 1ngness to 'e inf!,.ienced by the simulated threat of the

mointai: .- 17-, -ime stmitlarton )ntext. We do not have sufficient basis for

determinin wh~thir -Ifferences in regional ethic could be behind the pattern

of data observed in the experimets. There is the possibility, though, that

such regional variation will considerably influence the manner in which indi-

viduals ani t.mn lle , i]l respond to such an external threat.

The number of families who actually chase to move during the simulation

is shown in the second portion of the table. Obviously, very few families

moved except at the last opportunity to do so. As noted, one Yakima family

moved at the first opportunity, and also one Longview-Kelso family moved at

the third oppo- mt - ,  Then, nine more families moved during the fourth and

final family decision opportunity.

Because moves are cumulative, in that families who moved previously are

not families who moved subsequently, a total ot 11 families out of 56 chose

Lo re-ocats- due to the simulated threat of the mountain. This relocation is

despite both individual and family costs imposed during the game. Eleven

of 56 cases constitutes approximately 20 percent of the experimental families

whc chose to relocate. That figure is certainly compatible with the number

of families who evacuate or move more permanently in the threat of such

Jisasters as major hurricanes and tornados.

Tt zlw,i1,o , o,,'d that the Information contained in the last messages

was really (nIite severe. That is, the mountain was posing a really serious

threat to 1he li r. ii'-i. Also, it should be recognized that it is easier

Lo move in a game simulation than it is in reality, although transcriptions

af
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of the discussions suggest that most families tried to play the game as

realistically as possible. Apparently, even under very severe threat, rela-

tively few families will decide to move away from the source of the threat.

These data corroborate both the interview data and the telephone sur-

vey data, which indicate a very strong resistance to the idea of moving just

because a volcano is threatening. In fact, these results are parallel to

reactions to other major hazards. People consider a move as a last resort

for dealing with the problem, and some will not consider that resort under

any circumstances. The celebrated case of Harry Truman, who lived on Mt. St.

Helens and was eventually killed in the eruption, presents an extreme but not

a unique example.

It is instructive to refer back to the first part of Table 6.3 when

reviewing the second (family decision) part. Although a number of individuals

wished to move at various times, almost no families moved until the last oppor-

tunity. Thus, for example, ten Yakima family members wished to move at the

first option, whereas only three (one family) actually moved. Five Longview-

Kelso individuals also wished to move at that time, but none did. In fact,

family discussions indicate time after time that at least one member of the

family had strong reasons for wishing to remain. Often that had to do with

success in the business game, but other reasons were cited as well, In such

circumstances it was more often than not the case that the family would choose

in favor of the person adamant about staying.

It should be mentioned that the game rules required that the entire

family move as a unit or stay as a unit. That is not always true for response

to actual hazards. In fact. there is considerable evidence from the disaster

research literature that familv members will be sent out of the threatened
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area while the family head stays to carry on economic activities as well as

attempts to protect the household. In fact, one husband in our experiments

specifically stated that if the rules allowed, he would stay and send his

family to safety. For this particular experiment, the whole family chose

to stav.

This deference to a tamily member preferring to stay raises interesting

problems for getting people to evacuate when a serious threat is present.

It is in some sense easier to undertake no action, especially if someone is

urging not moving, than it is to move. This entire aspect of family decision

making deserves greater study in the future.

COMPARING EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS

It will be remembered that 10 families in Minneapolis were studied as a

:omparison group not subject to the threat of Mt. St. Helens. Not all the

same questions were asked in the interviews because some would have been ludi-

crous, but exactly the same experimental procedures were used. Of course,

s.;;ne explanation of the geography of Washington State was needed for Minne-

sotais, 1. ) typically are not familiar with the location of the volcano and

the' s.,. around it, All Minnesota families were told that they were, for

t1-? sake of the experiment, living in the Longview-Kelso area.

Table 6.4 contains a comparison of the experimental subjects, combined

across sites, with the control subjects from Minneapolis, Almost all per-

-entages are quite small, so there are few large discrepancies between how

the two sets of individuals responded to the game simulation. In fact, the

Minineapoifs sample benaviors appear quite parallel to the Longview-Kelso

sample, their closest counterparts in the game-simulation. There are somE.

inter-sting dtf~eren :es in Table 6.4. however.

iix
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TABLE 6.4. Experimental (Washington State) versus
Control (Minneapolis) Sites

A. Decisions to Shut Down Business

Experimental Control
(n = 165) (n = 30)

Message

1 3 (1.8) 0 (0)
2 5 (3.0) 4 (13.3)
3 9 (5.4) 5 (16.7)
4 7 (4.2) 5 (16.7)
5 3 (1.8) 0 (0)
6 14 (21.6) 1 (3.3)
7 6 (3.5) 4 (13.3)
8 3 (1.8) 1 (3.3)
9 4 (2.4) 0 (0)

10 28 (17.0) 2 (6.7)
11 6 (3.5) 0 (0)
12 6 (3.5) 3 (10.0)
13 8 (4.9) 3 (10.0)
14 65 (39.4) 1 (3.3)

B. Individual Preference

Experimental Control
Decision

1 16 (9.7) 5 (16.7)
2 8 (4.8) 1 (3.3)
3 11 (6.7) 2 (6.7)
4 23 (13.9) 6 (20.0)

C. Cumulative Family Decisions

Experimental Coticrol
Decision (n = 56) (n = 10)

1 1 (1.8) 1 (10.0)
2 1 (1.8) 1 (10.0)
3 2 (3.6) 1 (10.0)
4 11 (19.7) 2 (20.0)

Percentages are shown in parentheses.

, ".
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Minneapolis individuals apparently acted sooner than did those familiar

with the volcano and the area. Although the same individuals may well be

represented in these percentages, if the percentage choosing to shut down

business during the first four messages is compared between the experimentals

and the contr,,Is, a very large difference appears. That is, the sum of those

four percentages is i4.4 percenu for the experimental group versus 46.7

percent for the control group. It is a common finding that people unfamiliar

with a threat will react to it sooner than people who are "old hands."

The next interesting aspect is that the Minneapolis family members do

not respond particularly to Message 6, Message 10, and especially Message 14.

Why? The probable explanation is that people in Minneapolis simply do not

have the basis for understanding the seriousness of the threat in any real,

personal sense. In contrast, people in Washington State know first hand

the kind ol devastation that the mountain can cause, As seen in earlier

chapters, they have considerable awareness of many drastic consequences of

previous eruptions. Consequently, they are reacting in the simulation experi-

ment much more readily than are those in the control group,

The tinal message shows a truly remakrable difference in response rate,

as if the control group had by this time "tuned out" the importance of the

vo' ano and simply concentrated on running a successful bisiness. From the

discussions, however, it was evident that the Minnesotans were unaware that

Longview-Kelso is on the Cowlitz River. For example, "Are we near the Cow-

IiLz(" "I don't think so, or they would have told us." Comments were made

about ash aid lava, such as, "It's going the other way, we don't have to

worry." despite considerable flood threat which actual Longview-Kelso resi--

dents readily recognized.
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This finding should not suggest invalidation of the procedures, but

rather that the use of game simulation experiments for studying such real

world problems make sense only if the problems have a reality to the people

being studied. Our earlier work with the Hazards project used a tornado

s.-enario for studvin4 Minneapolis pzople. That scenario was very real to

the residents of an area frequently threatened by severe tornadoes. Probably,

people living around Mt. St. Helens would have responded less strongly to

that scenario than the Minneapolis people.

The second and third portions of Table 6.4 contain ind'vidual preference

and family decision c aparisons. Both of these aspects of the data show much

greater similarity between experimental and control groups than was evident

it the individual decision level. In fact, these data suggest less difficulty

in transporting a game simulation outside its realistic arena than we had

concluded from rhe frst part of Table 6.4. Although that may be true, it is

evident that some specific aspects of response are considerably altered as

local realism is lost.

A few other pieces of information will help compare across sites,

Because data were automatically recorded, it is possible to recover some

information about how well people performed in the game. That is, we can

determine how many cycles people played, where a cycle consists of one set

of business decisions and their consequences. Also, it is possible to recover

the business bank balance at the end of the experiment as well as the indi-

vidual member's personal bank balance. The mean number of cycles completed.

by qate. w-rp- Piillman, 135; Yakima. 93; Longview, 112; Minneapolis, 131.

Obviously, Pullman and Minneapolis family members played the game scmewhzt

more rapidly than dil t;,.se in Y~kima and Longview. More rapid play usually

implits greater comfort with the nature of the business and a feeling of

somewhat greatet r atetere -t running the business,
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That interpretation is supported by both types of bank balance. Mean

business bank balance, by site, was: Pullman $76,418; Yakima, $38,881;

Longview, $52,731,; and Minneapolis, $78,120. Similirly, mean personal bank

baidn:es were: Pullman, $23,222: Yakima $11,233; Longview, $14,895; and

ii Y>1..neapol is, i .. 24..

It is obvious znac people in Pullman and in Minneapolis did particularly

well at the business, with chose in Longview doing somewhat less well and

those in Yakima doing least well. There may be many explanaLions of these

differences, bot tt most prob, ble is the sizeable difference n the fami-

lies' occupational status across sites, which is typically accompanied by

educational differences as well. In facL, mean family income (real income,

zot game income) for the three experimental sites shows the same ordinal

progression.

If doing well a! the game deterred individuals or families fc'om moving,

then Yakima should show more tendency to move than any of the other sites.

We do know, from the decision discussion tapes, that some family members doing

very well did deter the family from moving on a number of occasions. But

Yakima families chose to move less often in the game simulation rather than

more often. Here, again, is a distinct difference in mode of response which

distinguishes Yakima from the other areas. Apparently there is a "tough

it out" ethic in that area which far less often entertains the notion of

leaving a problem, choosing instead to put up with it or solve it.

'" ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ' .. .. .. ..- -- 1 .., -= ' i:_, "2". .
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I
ILLUSTRATIONS FROM THE FAMILY DISCUSSIONS

We close this chapter with selections from the transcriptions of the

family discussion tapes. Obviously, these are not chosen to be represen-

tative so much ds , a choir n to 1e illustrative of certain kinds of

isi ieratinr s o;vrin i:1 th, :amilv decisions. Also, they make clear

how families res.x - to the .axne as well as to the mountain.

I The first case- . i. ;trato mc problem that people from Minneapolis

had in responding to te simulation, One person even called the mountain

"Mt. Helenus" Ic . W the extensive publicity it has received. Another had

little understandLt, ir the volcano, as evidenced from the following con-

versation.

Husband: Well, at this time...Well, we have to talk over about the fact
that we gotta get out of here or not. I think the fact to me
that that thing has only erupted once in 40, 50 years, I don't
think we should...

Wife: pa:

Husband: ... panic and get out. I think we should wait for the...hope that

we don't get killed in the thing and just clean up the mess

when it's over and go back about our business.

Wife; (Unintelligible

Teen: (ght now there's been no...You'd think It wo,,ld h i o'i-S c-1
thing, such a dead volcano.

Another case underscores the unreality for some people not liv -ag in

the vicinity of the mountain.

Wife: Now we shall talk.

Teen: Now we get to talk. Do you want to move?

Wife: t5ighs) You know, this is so unreal. Because we know we're not
there.

Teen- -,

Husband: Well even if I was there, I wouldn't move.

Teen: Evn if I vat.. I wo ,ldn't move.

Husband: 'W- . >o a ,sume that we're there.

Wife: Yeah, hut that... reality's one thing, fantasy's another. This
fs fi:' . And T 1lnow I'm not there. So I can sit here and

say, - . .... moving, I'm making money.

A.
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Teen: We're not moving either, but...

Husband: Well, yeah, I understand that. So let's press on.

Teen: Yes. If the lava or the ash starts coming, we can always move south.

Bv contrasL, one '.s.iington State family went into considerable detail

tn discussing how riv could mokv their personal possessions if they went

elsewhere. Ot -eu:s,- ich a c.t'iern was not relevant to the simulation.

Obviously the Tin .. proveL Lo be very relevant to their own family

concerns. That appears true a]so in the following case.

Teen: 'JelI, I'm moving.

Wife: ., t} r 'itha)ut us, huh?

Experimenter: Go ahead.

Husband: Ah, uh, oh, I don't know. You know, this is.. .it's still the
health thing that bothers me. I haven't heard any other
health bulletins, though.

"en; ~What's your vote?.. .Oh, yeah?

'xperimenter: Again. this is your individual vote, how you feel about it...

Teen: , r movin .

4ife: No, shh, you're supposed to be quiet now.

,..en: I have 52,000 bucks in the bank.

Wife : Ok.

A-usband: What'd you decide?

Wife: I said no, but I'm willing to (unintelligible).

H- . ._ (Unintelligible) confirmation about the health hazard.

Teen: What about the health?

Husband: Well, they haven't said anything more about the health. The
next bulletin may have the health, but I need to liquidate
some stuff...Ok, You're the deciding vote,

Wife: Well, that's what you told me last time. I said I had voted
no, but I said I'd vote to move if you wanted to. if you had
any reasons...

Husband: nk. we're not movtng.

Husband: It tgn't (-il" t ) go by the individiial.

Wife: I iust , o w dw]...

. ,L's a good place to move then. We're moving.

Husband: Well,. watt i minute...What was your response, a no? No to

A,
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Wife: Yeah.

Husband: Well then, how come you're changing?

Wife: Well, because I was on the fence about it. i mean, I could

go either way in the family disucssion. I was kind of on the
fence about which way to go.

Teen: Well, If you've Just closed down it's the perfect time to move.

Husband: Yeal, wiL how come you voted no, then?

Wife: VelI, t:c-ause i, i can just look at it either way...

Husband: Oh. nht' no rezso for voting no.

Teen: Well, that's past. No, wE're moving out,.. Right, Mom?

Wife: Well, I don't want to be the person to...

Teen: You Should think about health hazards.

Husband: It didn't hit Pullman.

Wife: No, I know. But the question is how much more...

Husband: It may, but (husband and wife start talking at the same time).

_, n: Yeah, but you're just going to wait until it's too late. We're
gonna get wiped out.

Wife: Ok, well, let's just wait a little longer and see if it settles
down.

Teen:

The next excerpt. from a Longview-Kelso family indicates the way people

familiar with the threat of Mt. St. Helens related the simulation to their

rea IC.

'}ite. Now what do you think?

Experinenter: Talk it over.

Husband: Well, I don't think there's any danger here. With all the
work they're doin' up there on that river right now, I don't
see why it wouldn't keep open. If it, they keep the river
open and the water can get through to the Columbia, the Colum-

bia's big enough to handle anything that comes in there, I'd

say we're safe as long as anybody else down along here is and

everybody else's businesses keep going so why shouldn't we?

You wanna quit?

Wite: Nu, iL u onna SLay.

Husband: You gonna stay or go?

Teen: I'm stavin'.

husband : UA.

Wife: Ther, " no need to run from anything.
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Husband: Yeah, ya leave the flood and go into an earthquake in California.

Wife: Or tornadoes.

Husband: Back in Missouri, you get a tornado.

(Somebody says something about, "go somewhere else and you get stabbed.")

Wife: Go to IA and you can do that.

(Following Discussion)

Husband: Seem like the, all the eruptions goes to the east. Wind
always carries iL to the east.

Wife: May the 18th we had It.

Husband: Yeah, but that was just, uh, I'd say that was part of a

(unintelligible). Winds are always from, they're always goin'
to the east. And wien they come west, or south, southwest,
we can get it, but even what they got in Yakima was (unintel-
ligible). The most they got anywhere was in Yakima, and they

survived it alright. [ think we have less chance of getting
ash here than anywhere, because it goes up from here and then
carries It away.

Finally, we include an extraordinary series of discussions by a family

who showed iiivolv:wetnt, iislght, realism and humor. Would that all experi-

ments were so 'successful."

First Discussion

Experimenter: Now, based on what the volcano's doing, does anyone want to
move at this time?

HMsLand; No, we're all making money, is that it?

Teen: You bet.

Husband: So, is this realistic, though?.. .What kind of busixess are you
in? Widgits?

Teen: (unintelligible)

Husband: But you're just making money and you don't care. I'm sure this
is one of the things that, that if, in real life, we'd have to

think about.

Teen: Oh. definitely.

hx c mt I . -, I,.m', al,cot- It in real life.

Teen: But, you don't know, it depends on what we're selling.

1, M 0.*..
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!
Husband: Well, the only thing is, if the people move out of the area,

if you're in a business where you'd have to move stuff out,
and you're not selling locally, uh, that's ok, but if you're
selling to people in the area, then we really would have a
problem. See, that's one of the things that you've got to
come to grips with, But you really think that we shouldn't

move.

Teen: Well, see, it all depends on what we're selling. If we're
selling shovels...

Husband: Well, oK, yeah.

Teen: Do we nced a (unintelligible), we're don alright,

Husband: (unintelligible) thanks for the ash, Ok, but seriously, we
didn't move anyway, we just kept right on trucking.

Wife: That's right. I don't think we'd move, because I don't
think ucir...

Husband: It's too big of an investment.

Wife: Right. And not only that, but maybe what we were selling
would only be good for this area, whether the mountain blew
or not.

ausband: Well, what you're saying is is that the ash is temporary, and
we'll overcome it.

Wife: Ri gi,

Husband: Which s speculative.

Teen: I mean, when the mountain, you know, when it was growing by
two feet, and then they said an eruption was imminent, I was
still making money, so I figured whenever I was doing real
good business, I was going to still...

Lusb-iu& Ok, well, this gives us a fine line, though, betveen the game
and what you got to lose if you take people who nave produce
or something, where they stand to lose 50 or bO thousand dollars.

Teen: (unintelligible)

Husband: Or they're sitting on the banks of the Cowlitz,

Wife: But in reality, most of the people, even when the ash did

finally land...

Husband: They stayed.

wife: And the people did stay, and they found out that the ash
by far (?) a very bumper crop. (Unintelligible) they had a

bumper crop,

Husband; One ot Lne things that everybody around here really came to
grips with was the idea that they'd weather it out, that since
they were not drastically affected right now, they'd just see
what, what everything...

leen: I thin most people just stayed around here, so I don't think,,,

L
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Husband: Ok, so our decision is that we're going to stay.

Wife: Oh, I think so, because I think it would be wrong to get up
and move just because of one setback or one thing, I mean,
that's not, that's not us.

Husband: A minor cubic mile of ash.

Mother: Yeah, you know, heck.

leen: I meau, it's, yoht know, how often is it going to do this?

Husband: .;utit ;v glad yo;: don't mow lawns at WSU.

Wite: 111,1L S Light. ; the thing to think about too is that
wherever you moved, you know, you'd have tornadoes, and even
more likely to have hurricanes and tornadoes than you are to
have the mountain constantly erupting.

Husband: nk. the mountain is a known quantity. Chances are the wind
par .er. 95 percent of the time will go away from us. The
other t~iing is, fear of the unknown, pluswhere are you gonna
go. There's too many ifs and unknowns about moving, Ok.

Wife: And I think, I think we're still better off staying, because
I don't want to end up with hurricanes, and I don't want
to end up with tornadoes.

Experimenter: Ok, do we have a consensus?

Husband,
Wife, Teen: Yes, we're staying.

Second Discussion

Experimenter: How do you guys feel about moving?

Husband: We're busy making money. I think.

Teen: Well, I don't know, they're directing it now, I don't know,
The dams have held up so far.

Wife: Oh heck, we lived through the '48 flood.

Husband: Until it really affects people directly, that is, it goes
right into your back yard, I think people are going to evacu-
ate only as a last minute thing.

Teen: Well, like, you know...

Husband: Take prec7autionarv measures.

Teen: Like the people in Castle Rock or probably Lexington, where
they had floods before, they're probably, you know, they're
thp ones that are...

Husband: Many people have.

Teen. MoVI Vt tht I otUds, you know, if they survived this flood,
, (!i't )i ik th)ev are going to leave.

nis.and: u., basically, the people may have shifted to higher ground, but I
many have not left the area. Therefore, the market's still hre,
aA k !V -tn I Is still here.

- ~ .. .,.
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Wife: Well, most of the people though, alot of the people moved

from Castle Rock to Longview just to stick around, so they
haven't left the immediate area.

Husband: The amount of work that the Corps of Engineers has done in
building up the dike, I think it's been fantastic, So...

Teen: Yeah, we drove by there, you could even see where it's just...

Husband: This huge wall.

reen: As far as you can go, you know, it's just like (unintelligible)

Wife: I just. I think ewen, I think because we even talked about it,
I don't think...l'd stay.

Teen: I want to make some more money. (Laughter)

Wife: Well, where would I go? No, but it wouldn't even be making
the money, it'd be the fact that where we go...

Husband: The thing is, it's survival. If you move, one, you have to
close down everything, you have to figure out how you're

going to move it.

Teen: Plus you gotta sell it.

'i:-band: There are less problems with staying than there are moving.

-een: Plus you know, plus you have to get out of the mortgage and
stuff on your business, you got to sell it to somebody.

Husband: Well, you can always pull it with you, but the idea is you're

better off.

Wife: And then relocating...

Husband: ...trying to see what you can do.

T-ein: And then where would we relocate?

Wife That's right, and where would your business be Ji a.- gooc
and would your employees go, you've got good employees, and
then if you did move you'd have to retrain if your employees

wouldn't go with you.

H-sband; Toilet seats will always sell.

Wife: Oh, god, alright, this family wants to stay. Toilet seats!:

Marketable product...

Third Discussion

husband: I don't think things have still made me change. My original
feelings are exactly the same.

Teen: You Know, it's getting worse though. That's, that's the only
thing that we ought to start to think about. But I'm not
.eady to move vet.

Husband: Well. T th.lk most have considered it a nuisance until it affected
their lives, like remember when it actually fell, it was very

deprtessIng, and we all wanted to get out of the area for a

while, ,aL iv rually, you know, we weren't ready to pack up.

I.

:b|
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Teen: No, you don't want to leave your house.

Experimenter: You were thinking about a more temporary leave then?

Husband: Yes. Well, when the ash fell on us hre was Sunday, and it
just was really depressing. I mean.,.

Teen: It was gray and floating around...

Husband: Looked 1ike you we rr watching an old sepia movie.

Wile, It was -.et...

Husbnad: It came in with the rain,

Teen: It stucIK to everything,

Wife: Yeah, it was just, you know, that's the whole thing that was
so kind of depressing, that it was just, you know, everything
was gray and awful colored,

Teen: l.u ka.w, plus there was just (unintelligible) a week before

and .' Jo't think people were ready for it.

Husband: But I think one of the things that gear people's thinking, I

can even see and hear, and I must be thinking the way other
people thought. Tt's a nuisance, it's temporary, it isn't
going to last forever. If I was sitting on the east side, if

I was sitting over in Yakima, and I could look forward to a

shot about every time that thing blew its top, then I might

be h a different situation, but not here.

xperimenter" sh it.J T rpp in that you don't want to move?

+usband: We don't want to move. Well, I think that's the consensus,

liie: Yeah, we don't want to move,

Fourth Discussion

reen: Can we talk about it? You gonna stick around or are you gonna

close down production or what?

We never close. (Laughter, something unJn-c1igible)

reen: Are you sure?

Ausband: I'm sure.

Teen: Mom, what are you going to do?

T think I'm going to continue because even with the massive
floodtajg, people are still going to need to buy, they're still
going to need some...

' -r to let: seats?

(All laugh)

Teen: Wf,1 - a! are vti g.ing to need a toilet seat for?

Wife; . ..

Teen: Loading down the (unintelligible), right?

Wife: 'I a ,. v , ' f i ghit

r~lr . . .-- = I~lll,., i, L . . . . .. .
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Husband: Ok, what are we going to do? You want to sell out?

Wife: No, I'd never sell out. Why?

Teen: Well, they've built up the dikes now, so that's going to help
the flooding.

Husband: Just a gush right down to the Columbia.

Teen: Plus the production's keeping up, so we can't stop now,

Wife; The thing Is though, it's just like when we had the first
erupi:lon, it's just like [person's name] said, that by the
schoi2°s going back, It brought people back to normalcy,

Teen: (a few words unintelligible),.. the eruptions were getting worse.

Wife: But that's alright, they're still going to...

Teen: But what happens when it's you know, when the winds start to
change. What was the date on that anyway?

Experimenter: May 18th?

Teen: May 19th?

Husband; Yeah, see, and...

Wife: That's still not going to make any difference,

Husband: My immediate decision is to say stick with it,

Wife: I would say...

Teen: We're still making money.

Wife: Yeah, and the thing is that, what we're selling on a daily
basis...

Husband: The economic is driving it, is that right?

Teen: You know it.

(AiLA laugh)

Husband: Well, that is a way, and that's what people want to find out.

Teen: People are still buying, so I guess whatever we're selling,
whether it's toilet seats or...

Aife: But no matter what, people aren't gonna just get up and go like

that, 'cause you know people are still making a decision,
because they have their homes, their businesses, they have
schools, and where are they gonna go?

Husband: There has to be some reasons for staying or going, The reasons
for moving are, obviously, you think you're gonna get wiped out.

But that's an iffy thing. The things for staying are that you
d. ,d on[ey, and there is less things to do if we stay, plus

worries, so for me, I vote to stay.

Wife: I'm ,oting,..

Teen: P! i-r.t, would we get a job and stuff?

Wife: And wour schooling, you know, and in my...

Husband: Well. right now he's running a business, see, you've got to
I I . k tnt o.
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Wife: Ok, but...

Teen: (a few words unintelligible) families, though, Where are your
kids going to go to school? You know, "iI your friends are...

Husband: What are you going to do with the business if you book now,
becau.e who's gonna pick it up? Only somebody with a lot of
money who's going tn come in and just pick it up for peanuts.
T'd much rather stick with it.

Wite: Oh, me too, because I think it would be foolish, because there
are too many problems in moving right now. And who's going to
be scared of a liLtle flood? I keep telling you, the dikes
held in '48, and what's to say that they're not going to hold
now?

Husband: You remember the dikes in '48?

Experimenter: Everyone wants to stay, right?

Husband: Right.

(Experimenter announces that the experiment is over when game resumes.)

- -..,'
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Chapter Seven

IS THERE A SINGLE MODEL OF RESPONSE?

The cata presented in Chapters Three through Six tell more than one

story. On the onL hand, results consistently show evidence of stress due

to a considerable amount of negative experience with Mt. St. Helens. In

contrast, both experience and stress vary within families, across families

in the same location, and across locations. It is by no means evident that

there is a single theoretical explanation behind the diversity of relation-

ships between experiences, stress levels and decisions.

A common approach to integrating the types of data already presented is

to develop a linear causal model, or path model. As will be shown, no single

path model appears satisfactory. Husbands, wives and teenagers did not per-

ceive or react to the threat of the volcano in the same way. Similarly,

residents of the three Washington State sites displayed quite different pat-

terns of response. It would be inappropriate to conclude that no integra-

tion of evidence can be achieved. However, it is quite evident that many

more questions have been raised by our findings than can be handled by a

single model.

To some extent, a similar problem occurred in the Natural Hazards pro-

ject when data on household response to warnings was analyzed. In general,

a single process was envisioned, as shown in Figure 7.1. Essentially the

same basic model applied to flash floods, hurricanes and tornadoes, as

natural hazard events. There were differences in both the specific variables

involved for each type of hazard and in the strength of the various causal

j tpaths, however. Details are provided in Kendall and Clark (1981).

II
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Receipt Stage 1: Stage 2: Stage 3; Stage 4:
of Warning Confir- Assess- Considera- Defensive
Information mation ment of tion of Behavior

Behavior Risk Alternatives

From Kendall and Clark, 1981, p. 285

FI;URE ..l. Stages of the Decision Process Under
the Threat of a Natural Hazard

Data from, the Mt. St. Helens interviews cover a wider set of variables

and are more difficult to subsume in one model, in part because of the intra-

familial variability in perceptions and reports of actions. However, some

type of conceptual model will be helpful for guiding this attempt to

integrate results.

EXPERIENCE AND RESPONSE

Three separate areas of theoretical interest are encompassed by the

data. The first area contains the set of variables pertaining to family

experiences, perceived threat, search behaviors, :onstraints to protective

action, and actual protective action. Because location atfected most of

those variables, and Is an indication oi pioxiim,it , to the mountain, proximity

should be added to the variable list, :. o *itu,, :', cl not these variables

appears in Figure 7.2.

There are important differencv: b,'twt.. ' .> in -ik,.r, 7.I and

that in Figure ... Ft'rst, although m; Wt ',' . iw.irt, ot the volcanc

"acting up" for about two months pri o t- ,r .t.in eizpt ion (hreene, Perry

and Lindell, 1980), theie was no ott i ial w;,rnin.: ;i, vdloc that eruption,

-INV.
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Proximity 
-7 Experience

"' Perc -','ed

Thr ead
Search Protective

Action

- Cons t aints

FIGURE 7.2. Conceptual Model for Protective Action

Consequently, there is no Receipt of Warning Information block in Figure 7.2.

The Experience hl-ik in Figure 7.2 is the nearest equivalent, although very

different from a warning. Proximity was not relevant to the Natural Hazards

research, since all sites were where the event occurred,

Secondlv, the Natural Hazards mode] indicates that Confirmation Behavicr

(confirm. that a threat existed) follows upon receipt of -arn; For

people subject to Mt. St. Helens' eruptions, no confirma.c'n is needed.

The Experience block in fact overlaps with some of the Confirmation Behavior

variables from Figure 7.1.

Perceived Threat in Figure 7.2 is essentially the same a3 bssessment of

Risk in Figure 7.1, although measurement procedures and some aspects of

mnean Ig d..r '*,''q tllp two. The Natural Hazards data concerned asses!inp

risk in advance of a single eent. such as an approaching hurricane. The

Percelved Threat -it ,-T- Mt St. Helens concerned the chances of continued

volcanic activity and the likelihood that it would threaten the family.
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The latter, therefore, implied both a factual, recent experience basis, the

May 18 eruption, and a conjecture about the future, The Natural Hazards

risk assessment was purely conjectural. In fact, some data from the Mt. St.

Heiens iner.,'iews soggest that, after weathering the May 18 eruption, peo-

, 1 .,re ib'H , , ; i ome con*w >,eunce that the' could manage future eruptions.

Such a phenom:ioti. :oL uncommon in research on natural hazards,

A third di ~rc-_ C betweeii *Lte coitceptual models is the inclusion of

constraints on action in Figurt /.2. If families perceived a move to be too

costlv f. in; -vaiiety o, itasons, then actually moving in response to

the mountain w_,uii - pear to bc out of the question. Since more temporary

defense behaviors were the focus of the Natural Hazards questions (taking

shelter or temporarily evacuating), comparable constraints did not apply.

The balance of the figures is parallel. Search behaviors for the Mt.

St. helens IZier;'Os are similar to, but cover a broader set of options

than Consideration of Alternatives in Figure ',I. Final Action, again, is

similar except that moving permanently was not a locus of the Natural Hazards

studies.

The point of the preceding comparison of conceptual models is that there

is continuity between the Mt. St. Helens project and previous work, despite

important differences in the nature of the hazard being studied. Certain dif-

ferences, however, highlight the difficulties inherent in attempting a

statistical solution of the conceptual model. Specifically, members of the

same family disagree about objective events and register different levels of

conce rn alotit : ie events. In addition, families In the different locations

studied had qu't.e dilferent experiences and were under rather different types

of threat for the futtnL, te.2., ash versus flood).

Mel
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For these reasons, a single path model solution of Figure 7.2 will not

be attempted. Instead, certain continuities in the data will be indicated,

as well as major discrepancies. Since there are three age-sex roles by

three sites, or nine possible data sets to examine, we will concentrate on

tne most vulnerable site: Longview-Kelso.

Did experience influence perceived threat? There are two summary vari-

ables for experience: "family had it" and "others had it." Also, there are

two threat variables: the chance the mountain would continue to erupt and

the chance that, if it did, it would threaten the family's health or property.

Therefore, there are four correlations of interest.

For the Longview-Kelso husbands, none of the four correlations between

experience and threat is large, and none approaches significance. For the

wives, only one correlation is sizeable, though not significant. The "others

had it" score correlates .32 with perceived threat to the family if the moun-

tain continues erupting. Teenagers show slightly larger correlations between

that threat variable and both "had it" scores (family had it: .36; others

had it: .40, p<.l). The significance levels are hampered, of course, by

the fact that only 20 families are involved.

Apparently, then, only wives and teenagers connect any of their experi-

ences to their concern about the future. Why husbands do not is a mystery.

We turn next to whether search behaviors relate to threat and constraints.

For husbands, both threat variables correlate with their reports of

search efforts (continue erupting: .27; threaten if erupt; .33). The com-

parable correlations are .15 and .03 for wives and .01 and .06 for teenagers.

We know, of course, that members of the same family disagree both on the

threat variables and on their perceptions of search activities. Apparently

only husbands perceive these as related aspects of response to the eruptions.

ALj
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Regarding the relationship between search behaviors and constraints,

we find exactly the opposite pattern. Husbands report no relationship

(r = -.02) whereas both wives and teenagers do (r = .25 and .26 respectively),

There is at least a hint of an unintended division of labor in these data.

; ,hano co:,ribure to (admitedly, we only measured perception of)

searoh efforts act-oriing to perception of risk, and wives and teens contri-

bute according to perceptions of constraints on alternative actions, then

a more thorough basis for search exists than would be indicated by any one

family memner. P- is a highlv speculative inference, of course, but it

may warrant future inquiry into the dynamics of family response.

Finally, does reported family action relate to risk, constraint or

search? Regarding the correlation of action with risk, we find only very

low coefficients for husbands, with wives and teens both indicating some cor-

relation between '.e chance the mountain will continue erupting and the

family's actions (r = .29 and .30 respectively). Only the teenagers indicate

a relationship between action and constraint (r = .32).

The single action score used here combines actual evacuation, discussion

of evacuation and discussion of moving permanently. Since constraints per-

tained to moving only, it is not surprising that there is little relationship.

As noted in Chapter Four, teenagers say they were involved in decisions

(hence discussions) more than their parents say they were. Also, teenagers

presented different priorities for constraints on family action, Their cor-

relations, then, may well reflect their different and only partly acknowledged

cir-iht~o7c to ,hp family decision process,

The remaining linkage is that between search behaviors and actions.

Here the data nrP -r0-tent and significant. The correlation for husbands

between search and action is .48 (p <.05). Comparable correlations for I
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wives and teenagers are .65 (p,Ol) and .57 (p<.Ol) respectively. Thus,

despite many moderate and contradictory relationships for the paths in

Figure 7.2, all family members agree: action is strongly related to search

behaviors.

Those relationships obtain for Pullman and Yakima as well, though less

strongly. In fact, the Yakima relationships are much lower (.21, .29 and .11

for husbands, wives and teenagers, respectively). Not only is the proximity

effect evident, but so is the nonresponsiveness of the Yakima sample. If

relatively little action is taken, it cannot be highly correlated with

anything.

STRESS AND COPING

A conceptual model for the data on stress and coping begins as did

that in Figure 7.2, with experience and threat indicating the potential for

producing stress. Three aspects of stress need to be incorporated: life

events stress scores, stress graph levels and dyadic correlations from the

stress graphs. Since the graph material can further be sorted into different

time ?eriods, the variable system is potentially quite complex. Coping will

be represented by the single scale of related coping items reported earlier.

Figure 7.3 presents a model relating these variables. Because the

-7oximity, Experience and Perceived Threat links have already been discussed,

attention will be focused on the stress and coping variables.

j.. Experience

Proximity Stress

Perceived
Threat

FIGUJRF 7. 1. Conceptual Model for Stress and Coping
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If a formal statistical solution for the paths of Figure 7.3 were to be

sought, then the life events stress score prior to May 18 should be displayed

in the diagram as Prior Stress, and treated as an exogenous variable. The

life events stress score after May 18 would then be used for the box labeled

s ress in the diagram, with an input arrow from Prior Stress. For less formal

exploration, however, it will be preferable to use a single difference score

to represent the life events items. That difference score, Stress Change,

is the post-May 18 score minus the pre-May 18 score.

As in the previous section, only Longview-Kelso data will be examined

in detail. A thorough report on all sites and age-sex categories would be

exhausting. Also, we will focus attention on the period immediately around

the May 18 eruption, which was represented by data points 1 through 10 on

the stress graph.

Was stress related to experience and to perceived threat? The first

variable to be examined is stress change, or the increase (decrease) in stress

after the May 18 eruption compared to the prior level, based on the life events

scale. For both husbands and wives, very little relationship between stress

change and either of the "had it" scores appears. That lack of correlation

is reasonable, in that there is very little overlap between the life events

items and the volcano experience items. Teenagers do show a sizeable corre-

lation (r = .38, p<.10) between stress change and the "others had it" score.

Either this result is a statistical accident or it implies that the teenagers'

awareness of problems around them colors their perception of family problems

or vice versa.

A striking relationship appears for both husbands and wives when stress

change is correlated with the perceived probability of future eruptions.

Those correlations are r = -.54 (p<.05) and r = -.47 (p<.05) respectively.

" I
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Teenagers show a trivial, positive relationship. Why would a threat item

correlate negatively with change in stress? The most plausible interpretation

is that some people anticipated a major eruption and future eruptions as well.

We do not have the former information. Nevertheless, if prior and subsequent

predictions about the likelihood of eruptions are autocorrelated, then we can

deduce that adults who experienced sizeable increases in their life events

Jstress scores were those who did not anticipate the May 18 event. Those who

were mentally prepared did not evidence increased stress scale scores.

For husbands and teenagers, there is a positive relationship between

the stress change apparent in the life events scores and the degree of ele-

vation shown in the stress graph for the first 10 data points (April and May,

.1980). The correlations are .33 and .26 respectively. Oddly, wives show a

-.20 correlation. The positive correlations suggest that the changes in

life events scores were in fact affected by the mountain, the effects of

which are apparent in the graphs. The smaller negative relationship for

the wives is not consistent or readily explained.

One other sizeable discrepancy between family members appears in the

correlations between stress change and coping. For husbands, stress change

correlates .37 with the coping scale. In contrast, wives show a -.31 corre-

lation between stress change and coping. Teenagers show a small positive

correlation. It should be remembered that the coping items were worded in

terms of change, so the scales should be parallel.

Again, it is possible that the results are accidental. Neither corre-

latlon is significantly nonzero, although they are certainly significantly

different from each other (p-.02). A speculative explanation of the data

could undoubtedly be manufactured, but that temptation will be avoided

until further evidence can be obtained in the future.

INCO
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The stress graph data produced both individual stress levels (compared

to overall stress) and also the family scores based on dyadic correlations.

Especially for the period of April and May (points 1-10 on the graph), these

two measures are highly correlated. For husbands, wives and teenagers,

respectively, correlations between individual stress levels at the time of

the eruption and tamily scores at the same time were .59 (p<.01), .48

(p4.05) and .48 (p4 .05). Obviously, these correlations are lower at later

times, when the effects of the mountain have dissipated.

Husbands, only, show a moderate negative correlation between their

April-May graph scores and their predictions of future eruptions (r = -.25).

Such a correlation is in keeping with the earlier finding regarding the life

events scores. However, neither wives nor teenagers show a relationship.

Similarly, husbands show a modest correlation between their graphed stress

at the time of the eruption and their report of family experiences due to

the mountain (r = .23). Again, wives and teenagers do not show even moderate

relationships.

Both husbands and teenagers do show a positive relationship between

graphed stress levels and the coping items. Correlations are .24 and .43

respectively. Again, wives' data show little correlation. In sum, then,

the husband data suggest that the graph taps a linkage between an unantici-

pated eruption, elevated stress (both graph and scale) and subsequent coping.

Teenager data support the last portion of that linkage, but wife data do

not support such a causal path.

Finally, correlations between the family scores and other variables are

quite chaotic. It is necessary to recognize, of course, that the family :score

does not measure stress itself, but the extent to which family members show

a similar over-time pattern of response to stress. It is likfly that the
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1
family scores would relate to the content of the family's interaction about

whether to evacuate or move, but we have no data on that content.

EXPERIMENTAL VARIABLES

The final area of theoretical interst is the simulation experiment

behavior as it relates to other aspects of the family's experience. If there

were direct correspondence between the way people behave in simulations and

the way they behave in reality, then a conceptual model could be developed

as shown in Figure 7.4. As with Figure 7.2 and 7.3, the first portion of

Figure 7.4 concerns actual aspects of Mt. St. Helens' activity. To the

extent that the game behavior is influenced by experience with the mountain,

both the individual decisions to close down the plant and the individual

preferences about relocating should be influenced by experience and perceived

threat. Of course, threat is present in the simulation, but it is constant

for everyone from the same location. Thus we are observing a real-life effect

imported to the experiments if experimental behavior correlates with the other

factors within the same site sample.

Experience csion i
_k Close Plant

Proximity Faii

Perceived Preference

Threat re Moving

FIGUU. 7 4. Conceptual Model for Experimental Actions

4f4i "'Nil,
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Again, only Longview-Kelso data will be examined. As usual, there are

some notable differences by husbands versus wives versus teenagers. All three

age-sex groups show a negative correlation between family experience (the

family-had-it-scale) and whether they had closed their plant down by the end

oi the fourteenth ana most threatening period of simulation. Correlations

.re husbands: -.09; wives: -.45; and teenagers: -.22. A similar pattern

obtains between family-had-it and the individual's preference for the family

to move at the end of that most serious eruption scenario. Correlations are

-.09, -.33 and -.28 respectively,

Although the husband correlations are trivial, those for wives and teen-

agers suggest a fairly sizeable tendency for people whose families experienced

real problems to prefer a tougher stance in the simulation. That sounds

suspiciously like the well documented tendency for "old hands" in hazard-prone

areas to resist evacuation or taking shelter, compared to newer residents who

are unaquainted with the particular hazard.

The family decisions to move show a similar but weaker tendency except

for the teenagers. Correlations are husbands: -.18; wives: -.14; and

teenagers: .43. This teenager correlation is accountable only to the extent

that prior data raised questions about teenager accounts of what experiences

the family had with the mountain. The family decision in the simulation is,

necessarily, the same for all members. Therefore the change in correlation

reflects discrepancies between the parents and the teenagers regarding family

experiences.

Neither husbands nor teenagers show any link between their simulatior

behaviurs and their assessments of risk from the volcano (future eruption and

family threat if eruptions occur). Wives, on the other hand, show both

close-down behaviors and preferences for moving which correlate with their

estimation of the chaince of future eruptions. Those correlations are .38
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and .27. It will be recalled from Chapter Four that wives showed more

overall concern about the volcano. That concern appears to have influenced

their performance in the simulation.

Finally, do individual actions and family decisions within the simulation

experiments show interrelationships? They most emphatically do. The rela-

tionships between close-down and move preference are husbands: .68; wives:

.72; and teenagers: .79. All are significant at the .01 level. Similarly,

for close-down and family decision, the correlations are husbands: .56;

wives: .72; and teenagers: .57. All are significant beyond .05. Finally,

the move preference and family decision correlations are husbands; .86;

wives: .72; and teenagers: .72. All are significant beyond .01.

It is clear that behavior in the simulation was highly consistent, at

least by the end of the fourteenth period. Also, it would appear that hus-

band's preferences exerted the strongest influence on family decisions. That

result would not be surprising, based on very extensive small group and family

decision making literature.

One final, fascinating piece of evidence concerns how well the simulatiow

decisions reflect actual family actions in response to Mt. St. Helens. Again

only for the Longview-Kelso samples, whether the family moved in the simuld-

tion was correlated with the family's protective action score for the Kay 16

eruption. For husbands and wives, respectively, those correlations are

.41 (p = .07) and .59 (p = .01). By contrast, the teenager correlation is

.02. Again we find evidence of gross discrepancies between parents an"

teenagers. Perhaps we should just smile and accept the inevitable.

fJ
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SUMMARY

Only one site was examined in detail: Longview-Kelso. Differences

exist between the sites that make simple summary statements virtually impos-

sible. By choosing the most threatened site, we should be better able to

discern the extent to which diverse aspects of the data imply a consistent

picture. To some extent they do.

It is clear that some satisfactory levels of relationship between

variables appear for all three theoretical areas. For wives and teenagers,

experience influences perceived risk. For husbands, perceived risk influ-

ences whether the family engages in further search behaviors. Parallel to

this role-related difference, wives and teenagers report that constraints

influence search behaviors, but husbands do not. Again, wives and teens

indicate that risk influences family action, and all age-sex groups show

strong relationships between search activities and family actions.

This somewhat consistent but contradictory evidence might imply an

age-sex (i.e., family role) structured response pattern such that conflicting

reports only imply different views of and involvement with a complex process.

A more detailed statement at this time would go well beyond the evidence

available.

Stress and coping data complement the previous picture. Both husbands

and wives indicate that increased stress due to the May 18 eruption is related

to not anticipating (or being prepare -r . hat eruption, Stress graph

evidence both corroborates and expanu . un information from the life events

stress scale. Howeve-, husbands and wives show opposite correlations between

stress scale scores and coping scores. The dyadic-based family scores are

clearly correlated with elevated levels of individual stress, indicating

that common response to over-time events is likely only when a major event

elevates all faml mombers' stress levels.
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The experimental simulation evidence not only indicates clearly con-

sistent behavior within the simulation, but also links that behavior to

certain real world data. Most promising is the strong correlation between

family actions in response to the volcano and family decisions in the simu-

lation. The major cautionary note provided by the simulation data concerns

the teenagers. They obviously have provided quite divergent accounts of

some of the real life aspects of living near Mt. St. Helens.

'I
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Chapter Eight

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

If a study such as this is worthwhile, it will have accomplished at

least a portion of the following: corroborated existing evidence, provided

new insights, advanced existing methodology for conducting such research,

or provided a basis for more effective public policy. To some extent, we

have done all of these. Yet the analyses presented have been somewhat less

sophisticated than current procedures enable, in part because patterns of

relationships in the data vary across study sites and across different mem-

bers of the same family. A single, formal model accommodating all data

would be quite complex and difficult to develop, due to the relatively small

number of cases and the large number of variables. Such development may be

an important task for the future. This report, in contrast, has emphasized

simple presentation of the separate parts of a complicated mosaic.

A brief overview of major findings is appropriate before considering

whether there are any useful lessons in the data. Following that overview,

we will make some observations which do not depend on formal research pro-

cedures. Somewhat by chance,; while making contacts in the field, we dis-

covered some important problems in how the Mt. St. Helens threat was handled.

After those "field notes," we will conclude with seven recommendations for

future research and public policy.

OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS

Tw,, ,L. gathering were used, In three Washington State sites

and one cont~ol site. Random samples of households were interviewed by

telephone, on , respondent per household, approximately six months after

the May 18 eruption. These telephone samples were re-interviewed about six

I
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months after the first interview. Telephone samples were drawn only for

the Washington State sites. In addition, a smaller sample of families was

interviewed face-to-face in greater detail. Husbands, wives and one teenager

per family were interviewed. Then the families participated in a computerized

g ame simulation experiment regayding reaction to a worsening Mt. St. Helens

scenario. Hai! o' LLhu families were re-interviewed about six months later.

Total numbers of cases were 152 first-wave telephone interviews with

138 follow-up interviews. Sixty three-person face-to-face interviews were

conducted f-i Washicngton State and 10 control family interviews were conducted

in Minnesota. Thirty follow-up three-person family interviews were conducted

in Washington State only. The sites in Washington State were Longview-

Kelso, Yakima and Pullman, providing an approximate geometric progression

of distance from the mountain. All are small cities, with Yakima the largest.

reingraphic evidence from both telephone and family interviews shows

reasonably representative households for the middle years of the family life

cycle. The sampling criterion of intact families with at least one teenager

necessarily eliminated very young and very old parents, as well as single

parent families, isolated tndividuals and various types of pseudo families.

As might be expected from a university town, Pullman families have many

more professional occupations than do the other sites.

The strongest indication throughout the data is that the May 18 eruption

created considerable stress, especially for those near the mountain. Both

the life events stress scores and the stress graphs evidence increased

stress. There 1.s a fairly clear distance gradient in the effects, such that

Longview-Kelso residents indicate the highest levels of concern, wjlth Pullman

lowest of the Washington ,state sites. Not only did stress levels change, but

qo did a variety o.l coping behaviors. Most of the coping appears to be

-swam
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positive, such as increased social activities, being thankful, believing in

God, and so forth. To some extent, the coping patterns correlate more highly

with knowledge of others' problems than with one's own family's experiences.

There is indication also that the stresses created by the May 18 erup-

tion have not abated entirely. Especially for Longview-Kelso residents,

where flooding of the C:owlitz River can pose severe threat, there continues

to be a wary attitude toward the mountain and how it has influenced the river.

This problem is somewhat lessened by the extensive, round-the-clock efforts

of the Armv Corps t Engineers to dredge volcanic sediment and accompanying

mud from the river and to create miles of dikes to control high water levels.

The winter of 1980-81 was remarkably low in precipitation in that area, so

cnat flood risk was avoided. This winter (1981-82), on the other hand,

appears to be much wetter already. It remains to be seen whether serious

flooding is vet to occur.

In addition to stress and coping data, our results indicate relatively

low levels of attempting to do anything to get away from the threat of the

volcano. Not may families evacuated, only in Longview-Kelso did many even

discuss evacuating, and very few discussed permanently leaving. Sizeable

proportions of respondents indicated that a permanent move would pose serious

difficulties in terms of work (primarily the husbands), a place to live

(mostly wives), and friends and schools (predominantly teenagers). Esti-

mates of costs of a permanent move varied wildly, with little indication

that people in the same family saw the problem of moving in similar terms.

Tn short. ,amti]es apparently do not seriously consider moving away

from a severe and continuing natural threat. We do know that some families

moved, of course. Yet Aome of those interviewed flatly stated that there

was no chance of their moving, and most assigned a low probability to such
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an action. Given the high degree of residential mobility in this country,

that level of unwillingness to move may seem surpri:,ing. Normally, though,

people move to obtain a better job, a better residence, a nicer neighbor-

hood , and so !0:!. lo move awaY from a threat is quite different from

I V ~ l to a 1 o ;' 
" 
I tI! t v .

According t, .).LL- data, then, the residents affected by Mt. St. Helens

will for the most part contlnue to live where they are and continue to be

apprehensive about the mountain. Many indicated that they could not sell

their homes, md about 90 percent are homeowners. Neither could they

tolerate the lost equity if they simply abandoned their homes. To some

extent, they are in a bind from which there is no reasonable exit.

In addition to the evidence just discussed, we also were able to demon-

strate, by use of the stress graph, that families show similar over-time

response to stressors only under a major threat, such as the volcano. At

other times, unique stress events appear but do not necessarily evoke com-

parable response from members of the same family. An unanticipated benefit

of the stress graph is that it generates a much wider set of stress events

than standard life event stress scales contain. In many respects, the stress

graph promises new opportunities for studying both individual and family-

level reactions to external stressors such as major natural disasters. It

w, ill also hell- document that, for many people, the stress remains long after

event is over.

Finally, experimental simulations involving members of the same family

6,avt, shown . -i,;icmahle promise in three ways. First, decisions in the simu-

iation appear to he qulto strongly correlated with actual family decisions

and action, revardine 'It. St. Helens. Secondly, an important phenomenon

miip,'r rd In Ihe decision process: if any family member was doing well in

the current lxii ,17d Ji,. i., want I o move, the rest of the family was
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I
likely to decide to stay despite individual preferences to the contrary.

Thus there appears to be an asymmetric influence on decisions to move.

One person wanting to leave typically was defeated in the family discussion.

One person wanting to stay could often win. There is, in addition, some

suggestion that the simulation experience provides both a learning vehicle

and an opportunity for discussion that many individuals and families other-

wise did not have.

The last point also pertains to the process of being interviewed.

Large proportions of our interviewees, both telephone and family, indicated

in follow-up interviews that the first interviews had induced them to discuss

the mountain more in their families and among friends. The first-wave inter-

views apparently did not induce major changes in attitude, but they were not

intended to do so. It is possible that interviewing, even by telephone,

provides a way to stimulate thought about a serious situation, We do know

from other research that some form of personal contact is an important induce-

ment to taking protective action.

SOME FIELD NOTES

Two issues which were not addressed in our interviewing became apparent

during the field work. These issues pertain only to Longview-Kelso, but

have much broader implications.

The first issue concerns official response to the problems of local

residents. In the months following the May L8 eruption, many residents of

Kid Valley experienced minor earth tremors. Mostly these were sufficient

to be ielt Out 110L LU Lause any damage. The first one, on December 9, 1980,

was strong enough to knock over a Christmas tree,

2'
..................................................
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For all these reported quakes, seismologists have no explanation.

Even the event on December 9 did not register at nearby seismic stations.

Consequently, residents who have experienced the tremors have been told a

variety of "put down" explanations. For example, logging activities or

ioamitinlg nave been suggested. When a tremor occurs at night, that

explauationseems jes than sympathetic. One federal official, who was not

identified by the person providing this information, publicly stated that

the residents were silly to think that they had felt earthquakes.

The result of this series of events was increasing suspicions on the

part of the residents that officials were trying to hide what actually was

happening. In fact, one woman placed an ad in the local newspaper requesting

that those feeling tremors call her immediately so that she could try to

document multiple reportings as a way of proving that something was happening.

One resident was quoted as saying, "We can't all be crazy."

That such erosion of public trust could be allowed at a time of high

stress seems astonishing. Yet articles in the Longview newspaper, The Daily

News, report citizen monitoring efforts as late as June, 1981, and a public

meeting to share findings. We do not have more recent data on this virtual

confrontation of the residents with the authorities. We do know that to

tell people they are silly, or they must be imagining things, or they are

hypersensitive, is to tell them that they should keep their fears and concerns

to themselves. That is just the wrong way for people to handle a serious and

long-term threaL.

We became ware of the tremor problem during routine follow-up inter-

views with representatives of public mental health clinics in each of the

Washington State sites. Because it was possible that the interviews and

exp imental simoit ton could trigger emotional problems for people under
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stress, we had contracted with those mental health clinics to provide emer-

gency and follow-up counseling services if needed. In fact, such services

were not needed, but having them on call was a very desirable circumstance.

As a way of ascertaining any major trends not available in our data,

wo reisited each of the clinics in September, 1981, well after data collec-

tion was completed. All three mental health clinics reported no change in

their caseloads over the time following the major and minor eruptions. All

clinic administrators stated that Mt. St. Helens was never discussed in

staff meetings as i posible stressor of clients. This, too, we found

astonishing.

It is important tonote some comments by these administrators, in part

to verify that they were neither callous nor derelict in duty. One was quite

nonplussed during the re-interview. This administrator believed in retro-

spect that there w'!s a problem due to Mt. St. Helens, in that reflection on

personal experience made evident that family tensions had been increased due

to the volcano. We were told that it was too bad we had not called about

our research much earlier, to remind them that the mountain could be a problem

for their cases. That clinic, as with most public clinics, had been working

overtime all through the summer of 1980 and simply did not have time to

reflect on possible new sources of stress. They were too constantly involved

in the more standard types of problems their caseload contained.

Both of the other clinics reported no change in caseload due to the

volcano. Yet both also stated that they were at maximum capacity before the

eckl' ,L. I 'r 11,o pxfdting cases did not happen to introduce the

mountain as a new part of their problem, and if no new cases could be admitted,

then there Is TIC wv. that the eruptions could become part of the caseload

picture. In contr.st, hospi tal energency room visits, especially close to
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Mt. St. Helens, showed notable increase after the May 18 eruption (see Mt.

St. Helens Technical Information Network Bulletins Nos. 16, 18 and 20).

One administrator was asked if some kind of feelings of guilt might

have kept people from seeking help. That is, if everyone is putting up with

t e same fears and expenses and uncertainties, why do I have the right to

seek special hAlp. 'uCh a patt, t' was thought to be quite plausible, but

of course there are no data to demonstrate it. The question did prompt

other stories from the person bi-ing interviewed about local concerns with

the voicano.

In sh ,rt, no H iil could blve handled an increased caseload even if

elevated stress levels in the communities called for increased counseling.

Public mental health clinics, by virtue of their funding, their staff train-

ing and their orientation to individual, unique cases, simply are not pre-

pared to deal with stressors that involve the whole population. For financial

reasons, clinics cannot add cases that otherwise would not need help. Stress

is typically seen as an individual psychiatric problem rather than a col-

lective problem.

Our conversations with the clinic representatives made evident that a

major stressor for an entire population cannot be handled by the usual

structure for mental health assistance. That the Mt. St. Helens eruptions

were not even considered in staff meetings attests to the work levels already

present in the clinics and to the difficulty of changing focus sufficiently

to rethink the mental health needs of the c~mmunity at large. However, the

,Ircltmstao , 1, ,t ilnting stress duc to Mt. St. Helens should have been

recognized ird ccommodatod. Individual and family stress can be handled

well hv profs F-Anl coinselots 11 thoy have the opportunity to address the
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I
cases and the inclination to recognize their existence following such a

major event.

The Longview-Kelso tremor problem makes this lack of mental health

assistance even clearer. People were actually being told they should not

feel stressed because nothing was happening. To be in danger is bad enough.

To be told that legitimate responses are not warranted can lead to more

serious problems.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Seven recommendb;tlons follow, based on the evidence we have provided.

Because the arguments have been provided earlier, no further discussion of

the recommendations will follow.

1. The Federal Emergency Management Agency, or some comparable

agency. shotild develop appropriate information materials and

public official training procedures to help residents define,

confront and express their concerns during and after major natural

disasters. Every effort must be made ta acknowledge rather than

deny public reactions. FEMA's Mt, St. Helens Technical Information

Network bulletins provided this type of information, and could

serve as a prototype service. However, more attention needs to

be directed to public fears and reactions.

2. An emergency expansion of local mental health services should be

enabled, with administrators of those centers having explicit

Involvement In local emergency response plans and specific duties

to provide expanded emergency services.

3. Where natural events threaten the lives of local residents, some

basis for residential relocation without loss of equity must be

1
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established. Current insurance policies do not accept a need

to move and an inability to sell as a basis for reimbursement.

4. Local information centers are needed in the event of such wide-

spread hazards to provide better and more centralized informa-

tion on ways to cope with the problems encountered, utilize

help resources available, and so forth. People are typically

reluctant to pursue such information unless it is readily

available.

Regarding future research on natural hazards and how people respond

to them:

5. Multiple respondent family studies are essential for understanding

the complexities of family level responses. Individual respondents

do not necessarily agree with other members of their households,

and family decisions are not simple consensual processes.

6. More over-time data is needed, especially to distinguish the

short-term, sharp response effects from longer term elevated stress

problems, and to relate these problems to differential preparedness.

7. Both as a research tool and as a training basis for family pre-

paredness, more exploration of computerized simulations is warranted.

*" -*
~~I
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